


It's a rock 
machine. 

It's a business machine. 
It doesn't matter whether the sound 

you're into is soul, country or rock. You can't 
take your band to the top until you take care 
of business first. And that means picking up a 
Fender! — the business machine. 

Take the Stratocastere — the three-pickup 
guitar. It's the main machine for more dyna-
mite soul, country and rock groups because 
it doesn't just create sound, it explodes 
with sound. 

That's because the Stratocaster, like 
every Fender, was created by designers who 
are both engineers and musicians. We call 
them "enginears." They developed the Fender 
fingerboard that seats frets tight so you don't 

have to fret about fretting. The micro-tilt neck 
that lets you adjust the action and use any 
gauge string to play whatever style you want. 
And pickups that don't cheat on highs or lows 
while giving you those biting midrange tones. 

Fender "enginears" developed Strato-
caster's tremolo, too— the tremolo that comes 
back to pitch. Every time. And even a volume 
control you can adjust in the middle of a 
phrase without changing your hand position 
or missing a note. 

So see your authorized Fender dealer. 
Light a fire with a Stratocaster and a 
matching Fender amplifier. 

Because when you make music your 
business, you make your music with the 
business machine. 

It's a 
country 
machine. 

CBS Musical Instruments 

When 
you mean 
business. 

©1977 CBS Inc 
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"Don't hype 
this old 
guitar picker 

with technical talk. 
Just give me some 

strings that sound good!' 
Jerry Reed 

When you're hot, you're hot. But, Jerry Reed 
knows that hit records require a lot more than a 
streak of luck. They require the best sound. And while 
Jerry may not be an expert at what makes a string 
sound good, he is an expert on which strings sound 
best— Gibson. 

We know pickers from Nashville to New York City, 
and we know what they want: Strong, long lasting 
strings. Rich harmonics. Balanced sound from note 
to note, string to string. Perfect intonation. And 
whether it's hard rock or country "chicken pickin'," 
it's got to pack a punch. 

That's all easier said than done, but Gibson does 
it all. With complex combinations of the finest alloys 
known, precision windings, flawless consistency, 
sophisticated engineering, and a 'strict code of stan-
dards— the standards of the industry. 

Technical talk aside, it boils down to good music 
and gold records. And Jerry Reed knows what sounds 
like a million— Gibson strings. 

(Norlin) 
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í Ite 
Are you missing 
half the joy 
of your guitar? 

IF YOU'RE LIKE a lot of people who've taken 
up the guitar, you went out and bought your 
guitar with high hopes. You probably bought a 
little instruction book to go with it, figuring all 
you had to do was to learn a few chords...and 
that with a bit of practice, you'd sound pretty 
good. 
But maybe now you're finding that what 

you've learned isn't enough. Being able to strum 
some chords and sing a few songs is nice, of 
course—but you get tired of the same few songs 
after awhile. You'd like to be able to play other, 
harder songs ... to play melody along with 
chords ... to say things with your guitar that you 
feel inside, but haven't got the musical skills to 
express. 

If this is the way you feel, we'd like to help 
you get the skills you need. We'd like to teach 
you to play the guitar the right way ... by note as 
well as by chords, and by notes and chords in 
combination. 

The Guitar is just one of several popular 
instruments taught by the U.S. School of 
Music. If you prefer, learn the piano or spinet 
organ — all for far less than you'd pay a private 
teacher. Our course teaches you to play not 
just chords, but melody notes, chords and bass 
notes in combination. 

We'd like to teach you to read music, too—so 
you won't be limited to just a few simple songs 
that you've memorized. We'd like to help you 
get the freedom and fulfillment you should be 
getting from your guitar—instead of frustration 
from not being able to play the way you want to. 

In short, we'd like to teach you the same kind 
of things you'd learn if you went to a good, thor-
ough private teacher. The big difference is that 
you teach yourself to play with the U.S. School 
of Music courses. By mail. 

You learn at home, on your own schedule. And 
it costs you a whole lot less. 
How do we teach you without seeing you in 

person? If you are 17 or over, let us send you a 
free booklet that explains. To send for it, use the 
coupon. It could start you toward getting a lot 
more joy out of your guitar. 

U.S. School of Music 
A HOME STUDY SCHOOL SINCE 1898. 

.1974 U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

U.S. School of Music 
Studio 24-612 
417 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois 60605 
Fm interested in learning the secret of teaching myself to play the 
instrument checked below. Please send me. FREE, illustrated book-
let. ( Free "Note-Finder" included with Piano or Guitar booklet.) 
I am under no obligation.. Check only one: 

E Piano II) Guitar (pick style) E Spinet Organ (2 keyboards) 
Mr. 
Mrs.   
Miss 
Address 

City   

State  Zip  

PRINT NAME AGE ( 17 OR OVER) 

America's Oldest Home Study Music School 



etters 
Country Music Magazine has received letters and poems from Elvis fans across the na-

tion. We felt, as part of the memorial edition, we would share these with our readers. 

Thank you for a very good magazine 
Could there be a chance of putting an 
article about Elvis Presley "The King" in 
a coming issue? He is the greatest, and he 
did bring country music into many homes. 
I would be pleased if you could write 
about him. Keep up the good work on 
your magazine you are doing a terrific job. 
LYNN M. PAPCZYNSKI 
SOUTH BEND, IND. 

. . . Your Country Music book is one of 
the finest and I wouldn't want to miss an 
issue. I especially liked the article you had 
on Elvis about a year ago. I hope you have 
a memorial story on him in the near fu-
ture. The world lost a fantastic singer. El-

is was and always will be the finest coun-
try singer of all time. Keep up the good 
work in your book. 
JENNIE MILLS 
BRADNER, OHIO 

Elvis Presley's death came as a shock to 
everybody around the world, just like the 
Kennedy assassination. Elvis will probably 
be the most famous legend of Country 
Music, Rock tic Roll Music. Elvis will also 
probably be the most famous legend of 
Tennessee« . With Elvis' records selling as 
fast they are, too bad he's not alive to en-
joy the tremendous success. 

Although Elvis is dead, his records may 
be on the radio charts for many years to 

affOw 

"The Sparrow:' featuring the new House Top single Ode To 
Mary Jo And John, is a captivating blend of best-loved tradi-
tional songs and fresh, original scores of depth and beauty. 
A departure from her familiar folk-guitar style, Cathie's per-
formance with full orchestra accompaniment is, as 
usual,warm and loving. It is an album that you will 
treasure through the years. HTR 704 HOltsf TOP 

RECORDS • 

come. Undoubtedly, his albums may still 
keep coming out. 

Elvis Presley was a great influence to 
many entertainers around the world. El-
vis also was the one singer who put Coun-
try, Rock and Classical music together in 
one tradition. Elvis Presley may be dead, 
but his legend lives on. 
BOB TIEMERSMA 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 

Please forgive us, Elvis, 
for making you a prisoner of life. 
We loved you, and will always love you, 
for what you were and will always be: 
THE KING. 

Please forgive us for taking more than you 
could give, 

You brought happiness to our lives, 
and you only had loneliness. 
Please forgive us for being so selfish, 
Our memories of you will always be 

in our hearts. 
Please forgive us, for loving you so much, 
Please, God, take good care of Elvis, 
For he was a good and kind man, 
He just gave all his life to the fans that 

loved him; and 
Please help him to forgive us. 
JANIS R. GONTERMAN 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 

Now that Elvis is gone, maybe you can 
stop running him down. You have lost a 
lot of friends because of such articles as 
the one in your October Record rating. 
We don't care if he loved banana splits 

or if he was fat. He was still number one 
and could sing any type song he wanted to. 
We still love him and may he rest in peace. 
L.A. 
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 

You have a really fine magazine, but I 
do wish you would ask Bob Allen to take 
it easier on the stars' records he reviews. 
What does, did, or will he look like at 42 
after years of one-night stands. Would you 
please tell Mr. Allen that Elvis' middle 
might have been quite round,but then so 
was his pocket-book, made that way by 
people who liked and loved him. 
PAMELA PETERSEN 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

t. 
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Until Sound Guard, your 
long playing record had a short playing life. 

Magnification shows the record vinyl wearing away. Same magnification shows no record wear. 

Before Sound Guard preservative, every time you played your 
favorite record, wear was inevitable. 

Friction did it. 
But now Sound Guard preservative, with its dry lubrication, reduces 

the friction that wears out your records. 
In fact, independent tests prove that Sound Guard preservative used 

regularly maintains sound fidelity by virtually eliminating record wear. 
And its built-in, permanent anti-static property resists dust accumulation. 

Sound Guard preservative is available by itself or as part of our new 
Sound GuardTM Total Record Care System, which includes new Sound GuardTM 
record cleaner The cleaner developed through extensive research and 
testing to effectively remove everything from dust particles to oily 
fingerprints. 

All Sound Guard 
products are available 
in audio and record 
outlets. 

fi 0: 

Guarde 
Record 
Preservation 
Kit 

Sound Guard keeps your good sounds sounding good. 
Sound Guard preservative—Sound Guard cleaner—Sound Guard Total Record Care System 
Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's registered trademark. Copyright CO Ball Corporation,1977. Muncie, IN 47302 



I've been a subscriber to Country Music 
ever since it's been published and enjoy 
reading it. But in response to Bob Allen's 
review of Elvis' Moody Blue album, I say 
this idiot doesn't know a good record or 
singer when he hears one. 
JIMMY LABOR 
ANDERSON, S.C. 

In response to Bob Allen's record review 
of Moody Blue by Elvis Presley, just who 
does he think he is. He starts his review 
with "Old Elvis has seen better days." I've 
never considered 42 years of age old be-
fore. I guess Mr. Allen has a different 
view of being old. 
I bought the album when it was first re-

leased and thought then that it was one of 
his better albums. I personally think that 
Elvis Presley could sing anything from 
country to rock to 
gospel and get a 
much higher rating 
than fair, as Mr. 
Allen rated the 
album. 
I have bought 

your magazine for 
several years and al-
though I've never to-
tally agreed with all 
your record reviews, 
I had never consid-
ered writing to you 
till I read the review 
by Mr. Allen. 
Even though Elvis 

has gone from this 
earth, his loyal fans 
will never let him die 
as long as we have 
such good albums as 
Moody Blue to re-
member him by. 
G. BURTON 
ANDERSON, S.C. 

I just read the 
piece in your Oct. is-
sue called (Ouch). 
I'm so proud to see 
some one speak up 
for Elvis and stand 
up for him. There 
will never be another 
artist who can take 
his place. We need 
more people like him in this world. 
He was a great artist and a very fine per-

son. His money never changed him. He 
was always grateful to his fans and was 
never afraid to show it. He spoke of how 
great his fans all were to him and how 
much they meant to him in so many ways. 
He felt the love we all had for him, and he 
returned that love through his beautiful 
voice. He will be truly missed, for he had 
a great gift in his voice, looks and person-
ality. He gave up so much to see others 
happy. He could never walk down the road 
like you and I because of the danger to 
him. He missed so much in life, the free-
dom to do as he pleased. And he gave it up 

for us, to see us happy and enjoying life 
through his records and shows. 
To me Elvis is not dead, he is just away 

behind a cloud watching over all his fans. 
B.j. 
WACO, TEXAS 

I just received my October issue of 
Country Music. After reading the entire 
book, I had to write and give you my 
opinion. I agree completely with D.A. from 
Missouri. I have quite a few of Elvis' al-
bums and I love them all. Everytime your 
book mentions Elvis, they are cutting him 
down for one reason or another. Take this 
October issue, you publish this letter from 
D.A. in the front of the book, then in the 
back, Bob Allen gives Elvis a poor rating 
on his new recording Moody Blue. 
I haven't heard the album vet, but I'm 

N.C. He had the audience completely 
spellbound. 
There has never been or will be again 

another entertainer like Elvis. He had 
everything—talent, looks, personality and 
most of all compassion. All his money 
didn't make him forget his roots. I'll be 
very disappointed if your magazine doesn't 
do a special edition on Elvis. 
BRENDA MABE 
PILOT MTN., N.C. 

I'm writing this in utter disgust. Never 
seems to fail that whenever I read reviews 
of new record releases, whenever Elvis is 
mentioned, you so called critics put him 
down. I'm glad to say I took those reviews 
with a grain of salt. 
AN ELVIS FAN 
AND PROUD OF IT. 

The Fun Machines 
Take great stereo music wherever you go 
with JVC's Fun Machines. These remark-
able. pluggable, portable 4-band radio-
cassette recorders give you the wide 
sound of stereo FM, plus AM and two 
shortwave bands. Twin built-in micro-
phones let you record your voice or tape 
right off the air onto the cassette. 

Whether you choose model 9475, 
with a solid pair of 5" double-cone 

9475 

speakers, or the equally versatile model 
RC-717, with dual rotatable microphones, 
you're opting for the best JVC offers. 

Put some extra fun in your life with 
JVC's Fun Machines. Visit your JVC 
dealer. For the one 
nearest you, call tolilj VC 
free (outside N.Y.) 
800-221-7502. 

JVC America Company, Division of US JVC Corp. 58-75 Queens Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, N Y. 11378 (212) 476-8300. 
Canada: JVC Electronics of Canada. Ltd • Scarborough, Ont 

sure I'll love it as much as I do his other 
ones. Elvis is dead now and he will be 
missed by millions, and his music will live 
on forever. Why don't you put a special ar-
ticle in your next month's issue of Country 
Music, praising Elvis for a change? I'm sure 
his fans would all love it. I know I would. 
P.S. 
STREATOR, ILL. 

I'd like to second the comments made 
by D.A. in your Oct. issue. Why were so 
called country people so quick to put 
down Elvis? They were either jealous or 
had never seen him perform. I saw him on 
three separate occasions in Greensboro, 

I just had to let 
you know I'm mad. 
Your magazine used 
to be my favorite. 
I'm listening to 
Moody Blue by El-
vis. It is his best. 
Your Mr. Bob Allen 
rated it in the Octo-
ber issue. He gave 
the album a two star 
rating. Please tell 
Mr. Allen where he 
can put his two stars. 
I'm not sure he even 
listened to the al-
bum. He even had 
the nerve to say "Old 
Elvis has seen better 
days." Old Elvis is 
gone now, but he'll 
always be a number 
one star. 
CAROL DAILY 
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. 

I just received my 
Oct. issue of Country 
Music magazine. I 
have always liked 
the magazine and 
carefully saved every 
one. But as of now, I 
could care less. The 
record review of El-
vis' Moody Blue al-
bum should be called 

'one man's opinion.' Let us fans be the 
judge about his singing. As for me, I love 
it and I had bought a copy of the album 
and a tape as soon as it came out, long be-
fore his death. 

Just for the record, I'm a 53 year old 
Grandmother and I've followed his career 
since he began. I'm sorry it had to end in 
the prime of his life. I attended two con-
certs in 1975 and 1976 and was going 
again this month. I also know he will 
never be matched in any way by any one. 
I only wish I had every record and album. 
GARNETT RUSSEL 
RICHWOOD, W.VA. 

(Continued on page 84) 
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Country 'Tis of Thee. 

Look behind a Shure microphone to 
spot a star in Nashville. Country 
superstars insist on Shure microphones 
because of the consistent reliability 
and clear, natural sound that make 
these microphones the "Sound of the 
Professionals." Make 'ern part of 
YOUR next performance. Ask your 
Shure dealer about Shure 
microphones and tell him Bill, Sara, 
Bobby, Crash, Crystal, Mickey, Tom, 
Jessica, Sonny, George, Joni, Bob, 

Loretto, Ronnie, Bonnie, Dolly, 
Eddie, Charlie, Marilyn, Cal, Kenny, 
Not, Conway, LeRoy, Tommy and 
Faron sent you. 

Shure Brothers Inc. 
222 Hartrey Ave., 
Evanston, IL 60204 
In Canada: 
A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited 

TECHNICORNER 

The Shure Model 565SD-CN Unisphere I 
Microphone features o uniform pickup 
pattern and a wide range 50 to 15,000 
Hz frequency response for natural 
reproduction of both vocals and 
instrumentals. It is recommended in 
applications where feedback is o 
problem. It is effective in the control of 
explosive breath sounds ("pop") Built-in 
On-Off switch; solderless impedance 
change; 20-foot, two-conductor 
shielded cable with professional 
three-pin audio connectorson both ends. 

w_ A I-ILJ_I=t 
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS, MICROPHONES, SOUND SYSTEMS AND RELATED CIRCUITRY. 
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-c GENUINE 
HANDMADE BOOTS 

• Made to Order 
• Top Quality 

• Reasonable Prices 
• Wide Variety 

• Wood Pegged 
• Brass Nailed 
• Fully Leather Lined 
• Only by Mail 

Free. Catalog 

,beeee,t_qeaee goo 
P 0 BOX 12368- CM Et PASO, TEXAS, 79912 

BANJO 
KITS &PARTS 

for free ratalier, write: 

STEWART-
MACDONALD 

BOX 900 ATHENS, OHIO 45701 

ELVIS IN CONCERT 

THAT'S THE WAY HE WAS 

Relive your memories of Elvis concerts with 
the quality photos you always wanted, but 
were unable to get. This DYNAMIC 24 page 
(8x10 size) EXCLUSIVE photo book con-
tains over 50 black & white BEAUTIFUL 
photos, GUARANTEED NEVER BEFORE 
SEEN. 1969--1977, a variety of photos from 
East to West, including some very RARE Las 
Vegas shots. Most are perforated for easy 
framing. Don't overlook this fantastic offer, 
a MUST for every Elvis fan. ONLY $2.95 
each or two copies for $5.00 ( postage & 
handling included). Send your check or 
money order to: 

Elvis In Concert 
1642 2nd Ave. Box 57 
New York, N.Y. 10028 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
Send present mailing label with NEW ad-
dress on separate sheet of paper. Include 
zip code. Allow 4 weeks processing time. 
Send to: Country Music Magazine 

PO Box 2560 
Boulder, Colo. 80302 

Editor's Note 
With this issue we at Country Music salute Elvis Presley, the 

Hillbilly Cat, Swivel-Hips, the King of Rock and Roll, the King 
of Bebop, the King of Country Music, simply, the King. What 
we offer here is a portrait of Elvis as seen through the people 
closest to him, and, hopefully, a little insight into the music and 
times of one of the most important figures in our lifetime. 
Former Rolling Stone and Creem Magazine editor John 

Morthland has performed the herculean task of assembling An 
Oral History of Elvis (page 46). Morthland contacted dozens 
upon dozens of people close to Elvis, from intimates to casual 
acquaintances, and from hours of tape produced a sensitive por-
trait of the man known to everyone but really known by only a 
very few. Morthland also talked at length with longtime Elvis 
producer Felton Jarvis, and that interview appears on page 31. 
We excerpt a telling chapter on rockabilly from the soon-to-be 

available Illustrated History of Country Music on page 18, with 
rockabilly authority Nick Tosches examining the enigma of 
Elvis (written some time before Elvis' death). Tom Ayres, a con-
tributing editor to the late Country Rambler Magazine, adds his 
unique view of life behind the walls of Graceland in Elvis Off-
Stage (page 24). 
There's also an interview with Sam Phillips of Sun Records 

fame (page 58), a detailed examination of Elvis' best recorded 
work (page 61) and a sad personal memoir from Peter Guralnick 
(page 36), whose last of many articles on Elvis was the rocka-
billy chapter of the Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock 
and Roll last year. 
Our color photographs for the centerfold, cover and inside 

were supplied by John Reggero, a bacteriologist and Elvis fan who 
claims to have in his collection every single Elvis record in ex-
istance. His substantial collection of previously unpublished 
photos was taken at various concerts over the last three years. 

In short, we've assembled the best people for this edition, be-
cause nothing but the best would do. 

14Aelle 
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THE KING REMEMBERED 

ELVIS 
Inconceivable though it is, Elvis is gone. He changed our music and our world by first making 

us believe that music was our world. Elvis and those who followed convinced us that our genera-
tion could do anything; that we were rebels who no longer needed a cause. Yet, amazingly, he 
retained a unique ability to touch people of all ages. Elvis is gone, and with him goes an era. 

Train 1 ride 
Sixteen coaches long 

Train 1 ride 
Sixteen coaches long 
The long black train 

Got rrIV baby and gone* 

"Mystery Train," Copyright Carlin Music Co. 
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Elvis 
In 
Pictures 

The Rebel 

In this early photo, 
Elvis strikes a pose 
very reminiscent of 
another hero of the 
1950's James Dean. 
Unlike Dean, thong 
Elvis' rebel had a 
cause, and that 
?isause was mu %ir El-
' vis' snarling rock 
and roll gave Dean's 
generation of me-
contents a new 
voice, and that voice 
still echos today. 

•  s Globe 



Tough Guy 

After the anny.Elvis 
headed to Florida 
for a little vacation. 
While thousands up-
on thousandç of 
tans milled around 
looking for their 
hero, Elvis main-
tained his seclusion. 
One photographer, 
though, did sneak a-
board Elvis' private 
railroad car to snap 
this Waite of a not 
particularly pleased 
king. Copyright 
Doug Kennedy/ 
Globe Photos. 



Sold ier Boy 

Even Elvis couldn't 
beat the draft, and 
at the seeming top 
of his career, he en-
tered the U.S. Army 
for service as a tank 
crewman. Rather 
than kill his career' - 
as many predicted. 
Elvis came out of 
the army stronger 
than ever. After this 
1958 photo, the 
army did find him a 

—betterfitting 
elmet. Copyright 
ide World Photos. 

a 
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On The Road 

The road wasn't all 
fun and games— 
sometimes it was 
just plain hard work 
and even Elvis' le-
gendary inexhaust-
ible energy gave out 
once in a while. 
RCA's staff photo-
grapher assigned to 
Elvis grabbed this 
picture during one 
of the King's earliest 
tours for Victor in 
1956. Copyright Al-
fred Wertheimer, 
1956/Contact. 



ANNOUNCING 
THE SPEAKER NO ONE 
WAS WAITING FOR. 

When people 
think of us, they think of 
receivers, tuners, amps, 

\ cassette decks and 
‘b \ turntables. No one 
p\\ thinks of us for speakers. 

ARPLAUSE. \ But with the major 
advancements we've made in our compo-
nents, we wanted to make sure they would 
sound the way they were supposed to sound. 

We tested and listened to the best three-
way speaker systems and found that almost 
all of them had remarkably inefficient mid-
range speakers. And because 90% of the 
sound that you hear is in the \ 
mid-range, those inefficient 
speakers were making sing-
ers sound slightly nasal and 
applause sound like rainfall. 

So we developed our new 
LS-408A Our goal was to RAINFALL? 
eliminate the nasal sound, 
and make sure an ovation sounded like 
applause instead of rain on the deck of 
Noah's Ark. 

You, of course, had no idea we were 
up to this. 

With the help of computers, holo-
graphic analysis, and the sensitive ears of 
our engineers we built an efficient mid-range 
speaker that could do those things. Then we 
put that technology to work building a woofer 
whose cone eliminates mumbling, along with 

a tweeter whose higher output would repro-
duce the sound of the singer's lips and 
breath. 

It's everything a $325 speaker should 
be, except it costs less than $ 250*. 

And, as crazy as this may sound, it 
was worth the wait. 

For the Kenwood dealer nearest you, 
see your Yellow Pages, or write Kenwood, 
15777 S. Broadway, Gardena, CA 90248. 

'Nationally advertised value. Actual prices are established 
by Kenwood dealers. Walnut veneer enclosure. 
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The Rise 
Of 

Rockabilly 
by NICK TOSCHES 

Elvis- 1956 (left); Elvis- 1973. 

Monday, July 5th, 1954. The most 
popular albums in America are Jackie 
Gleason's Tawny on Capitol, Frank 
Sinatra's Songs for Young Lovers, also 
on Capitol, the film soundtrack of The 
Glenn Miller Story, and the television 
soundtrack of Victory at Sea, both on 
RCA/Victor. The number one song in 
the Hit Parade is Three Coins in the 
Fountain. The biggest selling rhythm-
and-blues artists are The Midnighters, 
and the biggest selling country artist is 
Webb Pierce. Although rock-and-roll is 
a widespread phenomenon, only one 
white rock singer has yet achieved any 
success: Bill Haley. On this summer day, 

something is happening down in Memphis that will eventually over-
whelm the whole of American Music. Within the Sun Record Company 
at 706 Union Avenue, Sam Phillips is cutting a first session on a local 
punk named Elvis Presley. 
Sam Phillips got into the record business by way of the radio business. 

Born in Florence, Alabama, in 1925, he began working as a radio an-
nouncer after dropping out of high school in 1941. At night he studied en-
gineering, podiatry, and embalming. 
In 1952, Sam Phillips decided to start his own record company. He took 

his brother Judd on as partner and paid a commercial artist on Beale Street 
to design a label for his company, which he called Sun. 
Monday, July 5th, 1954. Sam Phillips, Elvis Presley, Scotty Moore, and 

Bill Black are in Sun's poky, thirty-by-twenty-foot studio messing with Blue 
Moon of Kentucky, a song Bill Monroe and His Blue Grass Boys had re-
corded for Columbia in 1945. It isn't a country song they're trying to set 
down on tape, nor a rhythm-and-blues song in the Haley mode, but a weird 
bastard sound that Phillips has been carrying in the dampness of his brain. 
Finally die sound is in the air, its configurations caught on magnetic tape. 
Sam Phillips grins. "Hell, that's different," he says. "That's a pop song now, 
Little Vi. That's good." These are perhaps the most apocalyptic words in the 
history of American music. 
Born in Tupelo, Mississippi, on January 8th, 1935, Elvis Aron Presley was 

nineteen that July day in Memphis. Six years earlier, in 1948, his family had 
moved to that western Tennessee city, and in the spring of 1953 Elvis was 
graduated from Humes High School there. His photograph in The Herald, the 
Humes High School yearbook, shows a boy with sideburns, Corinthian pompa-
dour, and a hint of acne. He had participated, his yearbook caption says, in 
R.O.T.C., Biology Club, English Club, History Club, and Speech Club. The 
summer after graduation, Presley went to work for the Precision Tool Company. 
He left that job after a short while and began work at the Crown Electric Com-
pany, where he was paid $42 a week to drive a truck. 
On a Saturday afternoon in late 1953, Elvis made his first visit to the Sun 

studio. As a side-line operation to Sun, Phillips still maintained his Memphis Re-
cording Service, administered by Marion Keisker, the former Miss Radio of Mem-
phis. It was to the Memphis Recording Service, not Sun Records, that Elvis came 
that afternoon. He paid Keisker the four-dollar charge, entered the studio with his 
acoustic guitar, and recorded two songs directly onto a double-sided ten-inch ace-
tate disk. On the one side Elvis cut My Happiness, with which the Ink Spots had 
hit on Decca in 1948. On the other side he did That's When Your Heartaches Be-
gin, a mawkish ballad written by Zeb Turner. 
Struck by Presley's voice and raw acoustic guitar work, Marion Keisker recorded 

the end uf My Happiness and the whole of That's When Your Heartaches Begin on a 
length of used tape. Seventeen years later, she told Elvis biographer Jerry Hopkins, 
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'If I could find a white man who had the Negro feel, 
I could make a billion dollars.' 

- 
"The Hillbilly Cat" in one of his first appearances on the Louisiana ilayride after recording at Sun. 

"The reason I taped Elvis was this: Over 
and over I remember Sam saying, ' If I 
could find a white man who had the 
Negro feel, I could make a billion dollars.' 
This is what I heard in Elvis, this . . . what 
I guess they now call `soul,' this Negro 
sound. So I taped it. I wanted Sam to 
know." 

In the early summer of 1954, about 
eight months after Elvis had first visited 
the Sun studio, Sam's mail yielded a 
demonstration record of a composition 
called Without You, recorded in Nashville 
by an unknown black singer. Sam was so 
impressed by the demo that he wanted to 
release it on Sun. He called Nashville in 
search of the singer, so that he might ob-
tain permission to issue the record. He 
was told that nobody knew who the kid 
was, that he had just happened to be 
hanging around the studio when the song 
arrived. Phillips decided he must find 
someone else to cut the song in a hurry. 
"What about the kid with the sideburns?" 
suggested Marion Keisker. 

Elvis was contacted that same Saturday 
afternoon, and he rushed to the studio. 
Phillips played the demo for him. Elvis 

sang it. By all accounts, it was horrible. 
He tried again, then again, and still it was 
bad. Phillips forsook Without You, sug-
gesting that Elvis try Rag Mop, a song 
written by Johnnie Lee Wills and Deacon 
Anderson. It seemed a fairly easy song, 
but again Elvis failed. 
During a break, Sam, a bit disturbed, 

asked Elvis just what it was he could sing. 
Oh, anything, Elvis replied. Do it, Sam 
said. And then it poured forth, a crazy 
rush of disparate sounds: gospel (earlier in 
1954, Elvis had almost joined the 
Blackwood Brothers, a gospel quartet), 
hard-core country, rhythm-and-blues, 
middle-of-the-road pop. For hours it went 
on, no cool Apollonian eclecticism, but 
fevered glossolalia. In the end, Elvis 
remarked he was looking for a band. 
Sam contacted Winfield Scott Moore, 

better known as Scotty. That Sunday, In-
dependence Day, Elvis and Scotty got 
together at Scotty's home, where they 
fooled with several recent country hits, 
such as Eddy Arnold's I Really Don't 
Want To Know and Hank Snow's I Don't 
Hurt Anymore. After a few hours, bass 
player Bill Black, Scotty's neighbor, 

dropped by for a few minutes. He was not 
impressed with the goings on. None-
theless, the next evening, July 5th, Black 
found himself in the Sun studio with 
Phillips, Presley, and Moore. It was Sam's 
idea for Scotty and Bill not to bring the 
rest of their band, the Starlite Wranglers, 
with them. No fiddle, no steel guitar. It 
was obvious that Sam had a different kind 
of country session in mind. 
That first recording of Blue Moon of 

Kentucky was never released legally. (In 
1975, Bobcat Records, a Dutch label, 
bootlegged the tape and included it in the 
album Good Rockin' Tonight.) The ver-
sion that was released was recorded either 
the same night or the next night. Although 
this piece of history is clouded, it seems 
likely that the released version of Blue 
Moon of Kentucky was cut the same night 
as the version that caused Sam Phillips to 
utter, "Hell, that's different. That's a pop 
song now, Little Vi. That's good." (Those 
words can be heard in Good Rockin' 
Tonight.) They were in the groove then, 
touching tongues to the philosopher's 
stone Sam was seeking, and it's absurd to 
imagine them calling it a night at that 
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"What made rockabilly such a drastically new music was its spirit . . . 

ide 
Elvis in one of his earliest films, Loving You," where he really gets a chance to demonstrate some of that famous Presley hip. 

moment of celebration. 
In any case, Blue Moon of Kentucky as 

released on Elvis's first record, Sun 209, is 
surer, tougher than the earlier take. Like a 
young boxer after his first professional 
knock-out, Presley is dizzy with the con-
firmation of his prowess. Blue Moon of 
Kentucky is daring to the point of insani-
ty. It is Elvis walking on iron blades, 
through fire, invincible with the know-
ledge he sees in Sam's eyes, hears in his 

own voice, and feels in his own flushed 
meat; the knowledge that right now, this 
instant, he, Elvis Aron Presley, is the 
greatest singer in Memphis and the 
universe. 

* * • 

What made rockabilly such a drastical-
ly new music was its spirit, a thing that 
bordered on mania. Elvis's version of 
Good Rockin' Tonight was not a party 
song, but an invitation to a holocaust. 

THE MACHINE 
for your achine. 

8-
sette is a 
component of 
your sound system, 
not an accessory. This 
goes for all TDK cassettes, 
like the popular SA- Super 
Avilyn, a tape formulation that 
made great sound from the cassette 
format possible. 
And we also make sure the cassettes them-
selves are made as well as the tape inside. So 
you get jam-proof, friction-free reliability from 
every cassette we make. That's why TDK cassettes are 
recommended by quality tape deck 
manufacturers for their machines. 
So get the best from your system by 
using our machine in your machine. eTIDK. 

TDK Electronics Corp.755 Eastgate Blvd • Garden City. N Y11530 In Canada Superior Electronics Industries.Ltd. 

Junior Parker's Mystery Train was an 
eerie shuffle; Elvis's Mystery Train was a 
demonic incantation. Country music had 
never known such vehement emotion, and 
neither had black music. It was the face of 
Dionysos, full of febrile sexuality and 
senselessness; it flushed the. skin of new 
housewives, and made teenage boys re-
invent themselves as flaming creatures. 
I think the enigma of Elvis Presley will 

never be solved. It is strange enough that 
at the time of his first recordings. Elvis 
declared his idol to be Dean Martin, the 
thirty-seven-Year-old Italian pop singer 
from Steubenville, Ohio, but to hear him 
at an August 22, 1957, press conference 
proclaim Pat Boone to be -undoubtedly 
the finest yoke out now . . . . " 
No one has truly interviewed Elvis, and 

I doubt anyone ever will. What would 
Elvis say? Judging from his words and 
deeds, he is a whelmingly bland person. 
Through the years, his press-conference 
persona has been full of a myriad cloying 
dullnesses. Yessum, nossir, thank-you. 
One of the few artists able to operate in a 
commercial construct of total artistic 
freedom, Elvis has chosen to record stuff 
such as Danny Boy, and fill his music 
with trite show-biz anachronisms. 
But that is the wonder of it. Surely there 

is more mystery. more power, in Elvis, 
singer of Danny Boy, than in Bob Dylan, 
utter of hermetic ironies. It is the sheer, 
superhuman tastelessness of Elvis that 
jars the mind. In 1965, as western 
civilization lay on its tummy peeking over 
the brink at such things as dope and (/ 
Can't Get No) Satisfaction, Elvis, for all 
the world to see, was hopping about sing-
ing Do the Clam. And the same week Do 
the Clam was released, Dean Martin 
came out with Send Me the Pillow You 
Dream On, a Hank Locklin country hit 
from 1958. A few years later, people 
began talking of the revolutionary pop-
country fusion wrought by the Byrds and 
Bob Dylan. Could Bob Dylan do the 
Clam? I bet Dino could. • 
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Ear S 
Off-Stage 

Elvis was a good boy. He was as generous as he could be. He loved people and he liked 
to have a good time, just like anybody else. But the fans wouldn't leave him alone, so 
he built his own world and retreated into it. I guess that's the saddest part of all. 

—Vester Presley 
On the occasion of the death of his nephew 

by 'Ibm Ayres 

It was 2 a.m. and the lights along Elvis 
Presley Boulevard cast an eerie blue light 
against the walls of Graceland Estate. Be-
hind the walls, the silence of the night was 
broken by the sound of a motorcycle en-
gine roaring to life. For the better part of 
an hour, the popping and purring of the 
engine could be heard as the rider raced 
around the grounds inside the walls. Those 
living nearby who happened to hear the 
distant hum of the motorcycle thought 
little of the incident. They knew Elvis was 
amusing himself again in the confines of 
his private world. 
The private world of Elvis Presley was 

a place out of tilt with reality. There, the 
day might begin at midnight and end at 
daybreak. There, the gardener's potato 
crop might be discussed with as much 
concern as the purchase of a new jetliner. 
And there, Elvis Presley, adored by mil-
lions, died alone in his Camelot-prison. 
Never before has the public heaped so 

much adulation on an entertainer and 
therein lies the paradox. Never has an en-
tertainer been more protective of his right 
to privacy. Presley never granted inter-
views of any consequence, and he con-
sidered it a breach of trust should any 
member of his inner circle talk to the 
press. But there was a reason for his 
seeming obsession with privacy. John 
Wayne doesn't awake each Saturday 
morning to find 300 or 400 fans milling 
around the entrance to his home—nor 
Frank Sinatra, Robert Redford or individ-
ual members of the Beatles. Rick Landers, 
a Presley family friend who spent some 
time at the home of Elvis' father, adjacent 
to the Graceland Estate, recalls with some 
disgust, how a particular fan persisted in 
offering him $ 1.000 to steal one of Pres-
ley's old socks. Marlon Brando never had 
that kind of problem. 

Although this frenzied worship sus-
tained Elvis' popularity through 22 years 
of musical change, it also drove him to a 
bizarre lifestyle that was, at the same time, 
sad and fascinating. As the Elvis mys-
tyque grew, so grew the legend. There was 
however, a flesh-and-blood man behind 
the legend--a man with a humble heri-
tage and a lot of ordinary qualities who 
never fully understood why it all happened 
to him. 
To understand the famous Elvis, one 

must examine, at least briefly, the obscure 
Elvis. As a child, he lugged around an old 
guitar given to him by his mother. "Some-
times it didn't have but three strings but 
he could still beat the fire out of it," a rel-
ative recalled in Presley's biography. 
When he was 13, his father, Vernon 

Presley, moved to Memphis. There, at 
Humes High School, Elvis was just a shy 
country boy at the bottom rung of the 
school caste system. He was never voted 
most popular, most talented, most out-
standing or most likely to succeed. The 
only reference to his personality in the 
yearbook described him as a "teacher's 
pet." But-even that reference stemmed from 
a student editor's imagination rather than 
reality. 
He sought acceptance by going out for 

the football team and made the varsity 
squad as a junior. But, when teammates 
razzed him about his sideburns and duck-
tail haircut, he quit the team. 
Almost everyone is aware of the story of 

Presley's phenomenal rise to fame—how 
he walked in off the street to cut the record 
at Sam Phillips little recording studio in 
Memphis and how it became a hit. But, 
there were a lot of thorns in that bed of 
fuses. 

The record got him a spot on the Grand 
Ole Opry when he was only 19. But fol-

lowing his set, talent coordinator Jim 
Denny suggested that he should go back 
to his truck driving job. 

"Elvis cried all the way home that 
night," recalls Gordon Stoker of the Jor-
danaires. " It took him weeks to get over 
it." In the early stages of his success, the 
music critics were unmerciful in their con-
demnation of his style, voice and music. 
Typical was this appraisal by Jack Gould 
of the New York Times: "Mr. Presley has 
no discernible singing ability. . . he is an 
unutterable bore." 
While the critics were panning him, in 

San Jose, California, thousands of scream-
ing girls were overrunning 100 policemen 
(putting 11 of them in the hospital) trying 
to get to him. In Syracuse, mothers were 
circulating petitions trying to prevent his 
concert while their daughters were going 
giddy over Elvis Presley bobbysocks, 
shoes, sweaters, bracelets, purses and 
handkerchiefs. (Thanks to the marketing 
genius of Elvis' manager, Col. Tom Parker, 
there was even an Elvis Presley Bubble 
Gum). 
The paradoxical madness of it all was 

too much for a basically shy country boy 
who had risen overnight from obscurity 
to virtual deity. He did not understand the 
public reaction to him so he reacted in a 
most basic way: he simply severed direct 
contact with the public. He drew an inner 
circle of trusted friends around him and 
shut out the rest of the world. 

In the early years of his career, Elvis 
frequently would lean out the window of 
his hotel room and tease a crowd of girls 
gathered below. "Come on up!" he would 
urge them. But, his bodyguards would not 
let them get near him. 

"Elvis usually avoided female fans," 
said Diana Goodman, former Miss Georgia 
who dated him. "He told me he didn't 
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Elvis and "number one" girlfriend Anita Wood in 1957. Mom and Pop Presley watch on left. 

want to get involved with somebody he 
didn't know. He usually dated girls who 
were introduced to him by close friends." 
Perhaps the happiest years of his life 

were those spent in Germany when he was 
in the Army. There he lived at least the 
semblance of an ordinary life. He dated a 
young girl named Priscilla Beaulieu and 
surrounded himself with a group of fun-
loving Army buddies. 
Upon his return to the U.S., he hired a 

number of those buddies (along with sev-
eral old pals from Memphis). He paid 
them $200 to $250 a week although some 
of them had no visible job to perform. 
He plunged into movie-making and ac-

cumulated a fleet of vehicles ranging from 
Cadillacs to pickups to Land Rovers. 
When Elvis wasn't working, he and his 
entourage of good ole boys would hit the 
road in a caravan composed of the as-
sorted vehicles and wander cross country, 
stopping at small motels, camping out and 
generally having a good time. On occa-
sion, Elvis and his friends could become 
rowdy. They once bought up all the flash 
bulbs in Beverly Hills and used them for 
target practice in a swimming pool. And 
there were frequent parties, usually with 
a bevy of attractive girls in attendance. 

In 1966, Elvis' days of carefree bache-
lorhood ended. He married Priscilla Beau-
lieu and, almost immediately, was faced 
with a crisis. His bride rebelled against 
Elvis' continuing close association with 
his pals and insisted that her husband send 
them packing. Presley complied, but re-
portedly brooded over the issue for years 
afterward. 
Two events had a profound impact on 

Elvis' life. One was the breakup of his 
marriage and the other, the death of his 
mother. 
An only child, Elvis was extremely close 

to his mother. When he became success-
ful, Mrs. Presley felt that her overweight 
condition presented a poor image for the 
mother of a superstar. She went on a series 
of crash diets and her health deteriorated. 

She died of heart failure. However, 
until his own death, Elvis was con-
vinced she died of cancer and he became 
obsessed with the thought that he too 
would become a victim of the disease. As 
a result, even a minor discomfort would 
cause him to check into a hospital for tests. 
He went on strange diets of his own con-

coction. For weeks at a time, he might 
consume only spinach and small boiled 
potatoes. He employed a gardener at 
$300 a week to grow organic vegetables 
for him. His friends believed Elvis' weird 
diets probably contributed to his health 
problems in recent years. 
He changed doctors frequently. Those 

who pleased him were given expensive 
gifts—a Los Angeles physician received a 
Rolls Royce. 

Presley became fascinated with the sub-
ject of death. He once took a group of 
friends to a mortuary in the middle of the 
night to examine the corpses and discuss 
embalming. 

If some of Elvis' physical ailments were 
imagined (as his friends claim they were) 
his weight problem was real. He some-
times ballooned to 230 pounds, although 
reports that he exceeded 250 pounds are 
probably exaggerated. The weight prob-
lem was one of the factors that made him 
decide to stop making movies. 

"Elvis did not like the discipline in-
volved in making movies," said a family 
friend. "He would get uptight, and when 
Elvis got tense he always gained weight. 
Don't get me wrong. When he was on the 
set, he was a pro—always on time, always 
knew his lines. But, he was a freelancer at 
heart. That's how he recorded his songs— 
just walked into the studio and let it hap-
pen. Making movies was too rigid for his 
style." 
When Elvis broke up with his wife, he 

moved from California back to his walled, 
I I-acre Graceland estate in Memphis. He 
usually scheduled only two show tours a 
year and, occasionally he would travel to 
Nashville for a recording session. Other-

wise, he hid behind the walls of Graceland. 
Linda Thompson, the Tennessee beauty 

queen who was his companion for five 
years, described it this way: 

"Elvis' life was turned around. Day was 
night and night was day. And it was that 
way for everybody around him. He was 
just sitting there day after day, letting the 
world go past him." 
There were three other permanent resi-

dents on the estate with him—his uncle, 
aunt and paternal grandmother. How-
ever, other house guests were almost al-
ways present—his musicians, bodyguards, 
old friends. Miss Thompson resided there 
for extended periods, as did other female 
guests. His father lived in a two-story 
brick home adjacent to the estate where 
he handled Elvis' business affairs and 
screened his calls. 
When he was in a good mood, Elvis 

sometimes played touch football or soft-
ball with his guests. On very rare occa-
sions, he would go to the gate and sign 
autographs for fans, but he hadn't done 
this for several months preceding his death. 
He enjoyed riding his motorcycle inside 

the compound—almost always at night. 
(In the early years, he occasionally would 
take it outside the gate in the early morn-
ing hours). He also sometimes rode his 
horse inside the estate walls. He almost 
never left the estate during daylight hours. 

Elvis, Priscilla and four-day old Lisa Marie. 

When he gave partes, the guest list was 
small and the atmosphere subdued. A 
guest at one such party recalls that those 
in attendance included country singers 
Carl Perkins and Jerry Lee Lewis, pop 
singer Al Green, actress Gail Fisher and 
members of the Presley inner circle of 
friends. 

"Elvis was a gracious host," said the 
guest. "He seemed to prefer to stand over 
in the corner and talk to one or two guests 
rather than try to be the life of the party. 
He was drinking rum and coke, and I 
think it was mostly coke." 
Sometimes, Elvis would rent a Mem-

(Continued on page 74) 
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"We've gone through 
a lot of other amps." 
Shining a little light on one of country's hottest stars. 

A Nashville chat with Ronnie Milsap. 

With your extensive 
training and background 
in a variety of musical 
fields, how did you settle 
on country music? 

I've been singing as long as I 
can remember, but I guess 
my career really didn't start 
until I moved to Nashville 
about four years ago. A 
bunch of new people came 
into country music around the 
time I came to town, and folks 
who didn't usually like coun-
try music started liking some 
of these newer artists. I'm 
very excited because country 
is the brand of music I grew 
up on . . . my " roots", in a way. 

But some of your mate-
rial has crossed over 
from "country" to the 
Top 40 charts. 

Yes, my latest record is a Top 
40 hit... so not only folks 
who love "country" listen to 
my music. It almost seems 
like country is coming to a 
point like it is in England, 
where the lines aren't distinct. 

While you're talking 
about the "country" 
sound, what about the 
"Ronnie Milsap" sound? 

I love all kinds of music... 
classical, jazz, blues and rock 
'n roll, and the newer country 
artists are using a lot more of 
these types of sound in their 
material. Combined with the 
electronic technology, this 
broader-based sound in 
country music also adds to its 

popularity and allows country 
musicians to reach for a new 
audience. 

As far as my sound goes, I'm 
basically a keyboard artist... 
mostly grand piano, electric 
piano and synthesizer. On 
the album we just finished, 
and in our concert program 
material, there are a lot of 
new sounds we get when we 
play them up through the 
amplifiers. 

What amplifiers are you 
using? 

With my keyboards, I'm using 
the new Kustom III Lead "S" 
with SRO speakers. 

Why Kustom? 

First of all, particularly when 
you're on the road, you gotta 
have something that's going 
to work. And we found the 
Kustom equipment very reli-
able. We've gone through a 
lot of other amps, and we 
haven't found anything as 
reliable ... anything else that 

gets the sound we want. It's 
clean ... really clean. 

Anything in particular 
that impresses you? 

Well, a steel guitar is prob-
ably the most difficult instru-
ment to get an amplifier to 
match because there's so 
much output from the instru-
ment that you get distortion. 
For years people have been 
using very small amps and 
micking them at very low 
levels. But now, with these 
new Kustom amplifiers, our 
steel player doesn't have to 
play tremendously loud, and 
if he needs more level, he 
has it. 

What about the other 
Kustom PA, sound rein-
forcement and monitor 
equipment you're using? 

Well... performing is such 
a high energy experience but 
we've found this equipment 
works. We've seen sound 
companies on the road with 

all kinds of boards and equip-
ment, and these * outshine 
anything we've seen. The 
sound is really good. 

Ronnie's band uses two 
additional Kustom Ill Lead S 
amps with SRO speakers; a 
Kustom Ill bass head with 
the Kustom IV B 2-15 SRO 
cabinet; and a complete 
Kustom sound reinforce-
ment system which includes 
an XX SRM 24-channel 
stereo mixer, four VIII 
Slaves, two MF-1212 bass 
cabinets, two MF-1010 high 
frequency horns, and two 
complete Kustom III monitor 
systems. 

When sound 
is everything. 

KUSTOM 

Chanute, Kansas 66720 
Handcrafted in U.S.A. 



TIE RETURN OF 
THE MARTIN HERRINGBONE. 

And then some 

You haven't heard the picking of a new 
Martin Herringbone for a long time. 
Because there hasn't been a new Martin 
Herringbone for a long time. But that's 
changed for 1977 with a new arrangement 
of this old favorite style of Martin Guitars. 
It's called the HD-28. 
The earliest Martin Herringbones may 

have been played around camp fires in the 
Civil War. Over the years that followed 
there were a lot of versions of this old 
favorite. Some had diamond-shaped 
pearl inlays in the fingerboard; 
others had the dots we use 
today. Some had 12-fret necks; 
in 1934 the much-prized model 
with the 14-fret neck was first 
made. 
The new HD-28 draws inspira-

tion from the early models but it 
has an assortment of brand new 
features that make it preferable 
for today's player. 
The new HD-28 still uses the 

scalloped bracing system that 
Martin introduced around 1850. 
The small maple bridge plate is 
similiar, as is the zig-zag " zipper" 
back strip. 

You'd say the appearance is identical 
with older models. Almost but not quite. 

The new Indian rosewood, now used 
for backs and sides, has the 
same richness but is more durable. 
To century-old craftsmanship, we've 

added the values of modern technology. 
The tuning machine with enclosed gears 
for the new HD-28 is superior to earlier 
models. So are the new necks which are 
stronger and stiffer than the original "T" 
rod design. 

More benefits: the new pickguard 
material will not shrink as it 
sometimes did in the original 
models. The sides of the new 
HD-28 are more durable, thanks 
to the use of new taping material. 

When you play the new HD-28 
Martin Herringbone, we think 
you'll find it's an appealing 
arrangement of the old traditions 
of the original Herringbone 
and the values of some new 
technology and materials. 

About time for you to visit 
your local Martin dealer and see 
something old, something new, 

something borrowed, 
and something that's 

great for bluegrass or 
whatever your style is. 

The HD-28 Herringbone. 
It's the Martin 
Herringbone— 
and then some. 

CF Martin 
&Company 

Nazareth, Pennsylvania 18064 

Martin guitars, Vega guitars and banjos, 
and Sigma guitars are the Official 
Fretted Instruments of Opryland USA 
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Subscribe To 
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Deep in the heart of country, therek 
a set of strings just ripe for pickin'. Cumberland. 
Come to Cumberland Country. And that's not just Austin, Muscle Shoals 

and Nashville. That's anywhere you happen to be pickin' on a set of down home cookin 
nickel-bronze alloy, steel wrapped Cumberland strings. 

Fly over frets like a Great Speckled Bird. Hunker down to a lazy down home melody 
that's soft as a possum's ear. Go honky tonkin' and you'll have a good or time pickin' 
Cumberland strings. 

Strings for art's sake. 
Strings and Accessories. CBS Musical Instrumenta CBS Inc. Battle Creek Michigan 



Producing 
by JOHN MORTHLAND 

Felton Jarvis had been Elvis Presli. pro-
ducer since 1965; the first record they cut 
together was How Great Thou Art, and they 
quickly became friends both in and out of the 
studio. 
When Elvis died, Felton was at the Nashville 

airport to hop a plane for Maine, where Elvis 
was due to open his new tour. At first, when 
reporters called Jarvis for statements, he 
talked, Then the deluge of calls became too 
much for him, and he made himself more dif-
ficult to reach. But about 10 days after Elvis' 
death, the first wave of articles had subsided, 
and Felton was upset with the picture they 
presented. So he decided to talk again, explain-
ing, "I just feel that somebody who was around 
him at the end needs to say something. I've 
heard so many lies from people that don't 
know." 
The picture Felton paints is of a man who 

had become devoted to his audience, an im-
perfect man who made his mistakes and some-
times paid for them, a man who had to carry a 
greater load than most of us and did his best to 
pull it off. But not a lonely and miserable man. 
Not a man dependent on drugs, and certainly 
not a man who had premonitions of his own 
death, as so many have implied. These asser-
tions Felton denied categorically. 

Jarvis had been an RCA staff producer only 
about six weeks when Chet Atkins first tried 
him out with Elvis. By then, Elvis was cutting 
all night; Atkins, a family man, wanted out of 
that schedule. He figured Elvis and Felton 
would get along well, because they were of 
about the same age and background. Jarvis had 
even begun in the music biz as what he calls "a 
bad Elvis imitator." 
As many others have noted, Elvis ran his own 

sessions. "All I ever did was carry out his 
wishes," Felton says, and the combination 
clicked. Felton was most dazzled by Elvis' 
recording procedure. If, say, RCA wanted a 
gospel album, Elvis would book a week of 
studio time and sing whatever came into his 
mind at any given moment—blues, rock, pop, 
gospel. By the end of the week there would be 
enough gospel songs for the album. Some 
nights, nothing would get put on tape at all, 
because Elvis was having too much fun just 
horsing around with the musicians. 
"But he had to record according to how he 

felt at the moment; he wanted to feel that par-
ticular song at that particular time," Felton 
emphasizes. "Once he'd worked Las Vegas and 
gotten used to horns, strings, whole orchestras, 
that's what he liked best. He enjoyed singing 
songs like My Way or Impossible Dream, 
where he could really stand out and show off 
his singing. Don't get me wrong, he still liked 
doing those old three chord rock 'n' roll songs, 
but he wanted to do the bigger songs and be 
more than just the King of rock 'n' roll. 
"Towards the end, the big thing that Elvis 

enjoyed more than anything was playing in 
front of a live audience. He was touring two 
weeks out of the month, and it was only 

because he wanted to. He never really got out 
of television or movies what he got out of per-
forming, and eventually he realized it. The 
audience just gave him so much back. He was 
nervous, sure, but he had told me that if he ever 
wasn't afraid to go onstage, he wouldn't go on-
stage—because that would mean he'd lost it. 
He didn't never remember going onstage that 
he didn't have butterflies in his stomach." 
As Felton sees it, Elvis was not pleased with 

his weight towards the end ("Who would ben, 
but he wasn't unusually depressed about it. 
Other stories disturbed him just as much. The 
January 1977 Nashville sessions he cancelled, 
causing a big wave of rumors? He had a very 

sore throat, Felton insists, and took every step 
he could to make the sessions anyhow, but it 
was in vain. The more recent Baltimore show, 
where he supposedly sang three songs and left 
the stage? He had to go to the bathroom, and in 
a 50-pound jumpsuit, that took 20 minutes. He 
returned to the stage and the audience got a full 
show. 
There are two other stories Felton prefers to 

remember that for him, exemplify the real 
Elvis. When RCA wanted to record Elvis' 
Madison Square Garden concert for a live 
album, Jarvis was on a kidney machine, having 
just been near death himself. Elvis and the Col-

(Continued on page 79) 
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ELVIS PRESLEY JEWELRY 
THE HOTTEST COLLECTORS JEWELRY ITEMS 

IN THE COUNTRY 

Send To: Country Music Magazine 
475 Park Ave. So. 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

Name  

Street  

City  

State  Zip  

NYS residents add sales tax. 
Canadian orders add an extra 
L$1.50. No other foreign orders. 

(C) Gold-plated Necklace 

(G) Elvis Dog Tag 

CIRCLE your choices below ( add $.50 
for postage and handling) 

A) PORTRAIT NECKLACE 

B) Adjustable GOLD-PLATED RING 

C) GOLD-PLATED ELVIS NECKLACE 

D) Adjustable RHINESTONE RING 

E) RHINESTONE ELVIS NECKLACE 

Fl Adjustable PORTRAIT RING 

G) GOLD-PLATED ELVIS DOG TAG 

(F) Portrait Ring 

M0127 

Qty. 

—ONLY $2.95 EACH   

—ONLY $2.95 EACH   

—ONLY $2.95 EACH   

—ONLY $4.95 EACH   

—ONLY $4.95 EACH   

—ONLY $2.95 EACH   

—ONLY $3.95 EACH   



40- ••••• Exclusive offer for Elvis Fans everywhere in America only! eeeeee 

WiltSrit iIAI 

VGIS 

The only complete collection of Elvis' original authentic 
number one million selling national golden hits from 
the 1950's, 1960's, and 1970's ever assembled 
at any time or any place. 

• 

••••••••••••••  
The ELVIS PRESLEY Encyclopedia of #1 Million Selling National Hits 

ELVIS' MILLION SELLING POPULAR HITS: 
"THE WONDER OF YOU" • HIS LATEST FLAME" • " LOVING YOU" • " SUSPICIOUS MINDS" 
• " IT'S NOW OR NEVER" • "ASK ME" • " CAN'T HELP FALLING IN LOVE- • " GOOD LUCK 
CHARM" • "CRYING IN THE CHAPEL" • -PUPPET ON A STRING" • "HEARTBREAK HOTEL" 
• -I JUST CAN'T HELP BELIEVIN' " • "I BEG OF YOU" • " DON'T CRY DADDY- • " HARD 
HEADED WOMAN" • "ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT" • " YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE • 
"SHE'S NOT YOU • " BLUE HAWAII" • ' DEVIL IN DISGUISE" • " SUSPICION" • "YOU 
DON'T HAVE TO SAY YOU LOVE ME • " WOODEN HEART" • " SURRENDER" • " IN THE 
GHETTO" • 

ELVIS' MILLION SELLING COUNTRY HITS: 
"LOVE ME TENDER" • "I WAS THE ONE- • " LOVE ME" • " MAKE THE WORLD GO AWAY" • 
"BLUE CHRISTMAS" • " KISSIN' COUSINS" • "I CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU" • " PEACE IN 
THE VALLEY • " HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY THAT I LOVE YOU" • "HOW GREAT THOU ART" • 
"YOU DON'T KNOW ME" • ' AN AMERICAN TRILOGY" • " FOR THE GOOD TIMES" • " I'M 
YOURS" • A FOOL SUCH AS l" • ' DON T" • 

ELVIS' MILLION SELLING ROCK N' ROLL SONGS: 
"JAILHOUSE ROCK" • ' BURNING LOVE • " BLUE SUEDE SHOES- • " RETURN TO 
SENDER" • " HOUND DOG" • " TOO MUCH" • "STUCK ON YOU" • "I WANT YOU. I NEED 

YOU, I LOVE YOU" • "I NEED YOUR LOVE TONIGHT- • " TEDDY BEAR" • "I GOT 
STUNG" • " WEAR MY RING AROUND YOUR NECK" • "A BIG HUNK OF LOVE" 

• " FOLLOW THAT DREAM- • " TREAT ME NICE" • ALL SHOOK UP" • 
"TROUBLE" • "ONE NIGHT" • " LITTLE SISTER" • " DON'T BE CRUEL" • 

Plus many, many more! (A total of over 70 great songs!) 

srit 
...IN A GREAT COLLECTION ON 5 STEREO ALBUMS OR 3 
EXTRA DOUBLE LENGTH 8-TRACK TAPES OR CASSETTES!!! 

Now bring ELVIS' Golden Hit Recordings from the 
1950'S, 1960's and 1970's INTO YOUR OWN HOME 
FREE FOR A FULL 10-DAY AUDITIONI t 

Candlelite Music now makes it possible, for the first 
time ever, for you to own the most valuable Record 
Treasury in Recorded History at unbelievable low-di-
rect-to-you-prices! Each song, in its original version, is 
a true, genuine, solid golden page in musical history. 
Together with your FREE album you will get a total of SIX 
DOZEN ORIGINAL ELVIS HITS—a total of over 435 mil-
lion selling records! ELVIS—like a shooting star he sky-
rocketed across our lives in the 1950's, and he became 
the " KING" who remained on top right into the 1970's. 
Here are all the great million sellers, the priceless rec-
ordings of the most exciting, electrifying artist the 
world has ever know. 

ELVIS: • More Gold Records than any Artist in His-
tory!!! •More Platinum Records than any Artist in His-
tory!!! • More Million Sellers than any Artist in 
History!!! .More Hit Singlesand Albums than any artist 
in History!!! • He's sold more records world-wide than 
any Artist in History!!! • The #1 Artist in the whole 
world for over three decades—the 1950's, the 1960's 
and the 1970's!!! • The Real honest- to- goodness 
"RAGS TO RICHES" Rise of the most inspiring version 
of "The American Dream" to ever happen!!! • The Voice 
that held millions spellbound!!! • The Star of 33 Hit 
Movies and 2 of The Highest Rated Major TV Specials 
Ever Done!!! • The Biggest Box Office Performer For 
Over 20 Years!!! The Most Sold- Out Performances Ever 
Credited to Any Performer!!! • The only person known 
in every corner of the world by his first name!! 

And now ... you can have all of this, in this, the great-
est and most timeless Recorded Library Treasury ever 
to be assembled in all of history—thecrowning touch to 
any music lover's collection! Candlelite's sweeping trib-
ute to Elvis, the King of Rock n' Roll, is certain to be-
come the mob! sought after treasury ever assembled.., 
and is destined to become a rare collectors item. 

The Magnificent Presentation Case Comes Free of any 
Extra Cost! 

"The Elvis Presley Story" comes to you in an exclu-
sive "Showcase Presentation Edition" which is high-
lighted in full color with a heavy layered 24 kt. gold 
lettered spine— like you would find on rare handcrafted 
leather books. The unique " black leather-look" pres-
entation case especially prepared for this Treasury offer, 

effectively locks out dust and dirt while lending rich 
luxurious beauty to the Treasury itself ,. a treasury that 
gives you a record library you'll be proud of...even il 
you don't own a single other record! 

NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE AT ANY PRICE— LESS 
THAN 40c A SONG 

ALL THE SONGS ARE THE FULL-LENGTH ORIGINAL 
RECORDING AS ELVIS ORIGINALLY RECORDED THEM. 
The biggest value in recorded music history in a monu-
mental collection that costs 1/3 what you'd expect to 
pay in any store ... if you could find all the hits. 

That's right, you can soon go to your own mailbox 
and unwrap more than 3 solid golden hours of Elvis' hits 
from the 50's, 60's and 70's at a price that's the lowest 
you've ever heard of before for such an amazing collec-
tion of valuable and rare hit recordings! 

This fabulous collector's Treasury is available only 
through this special offer, so we urge you to return your 
FREE 10 DAY AUDITION CERTIFICATE TODAY! 

( ilust for listening to 
"The Elvis Pr sley Story" 

you get this historic 
collectors item absolutely 

FREE 
$7.98 value for the 
RECORD $8.98 value 
for the 8-TRACK TAPE 
OR CASSETTEI 

"Elvis: His Songs of Inspiration" . the perfect companion 
album to "The Elvis Presley Story." This bonus album is not 
available in stores— but it's yours to keep ABSOLUTELY 
FREE on record, cartridge, or cassette, just for listening to 
the Collection Free for a full ten days. 
Included in this classic collection from the golden vault of 
RCA Records is: "Crying in the Chapel," • "I Believe," • 
"Peace in the Valley," • "Amazing Grace," • "If I Can 
Dream," • "How Great Thou Art" • "Put Your Hand in the 
Hand- • ' All My Hard Times'' • " You'll Never Walk Alone" 
• " Follow That Dream" • \t. Let Elvis Presley. the Man who inspires millions, share 
with you the sacred songs that inspire him , 

4,•••••••••• FREE AUDITION CERTIFICATE  ••••••••••••e 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 

Candlelite Music, Inc. "The Elvis Presley Story" Offer 156 
7 Norden Lane, Huntington Station, N.Y. 11746 
Yes! Please send my free " Elvis: His Songs of Inspiration" D CHARGE 171...or you may charge the entire amount to 
Album, 8-track or cassette together with the big stereo col- your Mastercharge or BankAmericard (Visa) and save $2.49 
lection "The Elvis Presley Story" Treasury for a free 10-day postage and handing charges also. Same privileges, 
audition in my home. All we ask is a small $5.00 deposit. I MASTERCHARGE *   
may return the Treasury for a full prompt refund if not com- Interbank # Exp Date  
pletely delighted, but the free album, 8-track or casette, is (Mastercharge only four digits) 
mine to keep whatever I decide BANK AMERICARD #  

If l decide to purchase "The Elvis Presley Story" Treasury (VISA) 
bill me out $4.99' a month for the entire Record Treasury; 
or $ 5.99' a month for the entire Tape Treasury, for 4 
months, plus $2.49 for postage and handling charges. 
0 Enclosed is my $5.00 good will deposit 

IMPORTANT Please check here (one box only) II you wish 
The Record Treasury D The 8-Track Tape Treasury 

0 The Cassette Tape Treasury Address 

SAVE EXTRA MONEYI 
L7 SAVE $2. 491 We will pay postage and handling charges if 
you send us a check or money order forthe entire amount of 
$24.99 for the complete RECORD TREASURY, or$28.99 f or 
the complete TAPE TREASURY for prompt processing and 
delivery. Same FREE ALBUM and 10-DAY AUDITION priv-
ilege. Prompt money- back guarantee d not completely 
satisfied. 

SAVE $2.50 MORE FOR EXTRA SETS! Great gdt buy for 
those you love! Yes, please send me   additional 
Complete Treasury sets of " The Elvis Presley Story" for 
only 522.49 each forthe record treasury and $26.49 fettle 
tape treasury. 

Name   

City   

State  Zip   

Signature  
If under 21, have parent or guardian sign 
'Sales Tax will be added for PI .Y.S. residents only. All orders 
are subject to credit acceptance or request for prepayment 
by our National Sales Office Offer expires 12,1177 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
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Avery special new album... 

11" ILLI's 
Loves Troubled Waters 

INCLUDES: WHAT DID I PROMISE HER LAST NIGHT • SATURDAY MUSIC • WOMAN, 
YOU SHOULD BE IN MOVIES • IT'S BEEN A LONG TIME • I GOT THE NOSS • TONKIN' • 
LEGEND IN MY MIND • THEN I'M GOING HOME • WORKING WOMAN • DO YOU WANNA 

FLY, WOMAN 

Waters 
LovesTroubled  

wie 

o 

PRODUCED BY JIMMY BOWEN FOR MELT I LLIS PRODUCTIONS, INC. MCA-2288 
Mat RSCORD5 
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THERE IS ONLY ONE UNCLE JIM O'NEAL - OFTEN IMITATED - BUT NEVER EQUALLED 

Record Albums '4" List - Limited Special $3.98 ea. 8 Track Tape $4.98 
Send Check or Money Order - No C.O.D.'s Add $1.00 to Total Amount for Handling and We Pay 

Postage - FREE CATALOG INCLUDED. Uncle Jim O'Neal, Box ACM, Arcadia, California 91006 

* * * * * 
ELVIS PRESLEY - ANLI-1319 ALBUM $3.98 
His Hand In Mine; I'm Gonna Walk Dem Gold-
en Stairs; In My Father's House; Milky White 
Way; I Believe In The Man In The Sky; Joshua 
Fit the Battle; He Knows Just What I Need; 
Swing Down Sweet Chariot; Mansion Over the 
Hilltop; If We Never Meet Again; Working on 
the Building; Known Only to Him. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1319 $4.98 

ELVIS PRESLEY- ANLI-0971e ALBUM $3.98 
Kentucky Rain; Fever; It's Impossible; Jail-
house Rock; Don't Be Cruel; I Got A Woman; 
All Shook Up; Loving You; In The Ghetto; 
Love Me Tender. 
8 TRACK TAPE ANSI-0971 $4.98 
CASSETTE ANKI-0971 $4.98 

ED AMES - ANL1-1780 - ALBUM $3.98 
Try to Remember; Fly Me to the Moon; I've 
Grown Accustomed to Her Face; The Seasons 
of Love; When the Snow is On the Roses; My 
Cup Runneth Over; Who Will Answer?; The 
Impossible Dream; Time, Time; Son Of a 
Travelin' Man; Bon Soir Dame; Apologize. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1780 - $4.98 

PAUL ANKA - ANL1-0896 - ALBUM $3.98 
Diana; Put Your Head on My Shoulder; Love 
Me Warm and Tender; Puppy Love; Eso Beso; 
Remember Diana; You Are My Destiny; In 
the Still of the Night; Love ( Makes the World 
Go Round); A Steel Guitar and a Glass of Wine. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-0896 - $4.98 
CASSETTE - ANKI-0896 $4.98 

PAUL ANKA - ANLI-1054 ALBUM $3.98 
She's a Lady; Teach Me Tonight; Crazy Love; 
Lonely Boy; My Home Town; Dance On Little 
Girl; Who's Sorry Now; Summer's Gone; Time 
to Cry; The Longest Day. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1054 $4.98 
CASSETTE - ANKI-1054 $4.98 

EDDY ARNOLD - ANL1-1078 ALBUM $3.98 
Anytime; Bouquet of Roses; I'll Hold You in 
My Heart; Just a Little Lovin'; Cattle Call; 
What's He Doin' in My World; Make the World 
Go Away; I Really Don't Want to Know; You 
Don't Know Me; That's How Much I Love You. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI 1078 $4.98 
CASSETTE - ANKI-1078 $4.98 

THE BROWNS - ANLI-1083 ALBUM $3.98 
The Three Bells; You Can't Grow Peaches on 
A Cherry Tree; The Old Lamplighter; I Heard 
The Bluebirds Sing; Scarlet Ribbons; Then 
I'll Stop Loving You; Send Me The Pillow 
You Dream On; Here Today and Gone To-
morrow; Looking Back To Sea; Shenandoah; l 
Take The Chance; They Call the Wind Maria. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-1083 $4.98 
CASSETTES - ANKI-1083 $4.98 

FRANKIE CARLE - ON PIANO 
AN Li- 1079e ALBUM $3.98 
Whispering; Intermezzo; Sunrise Serenade; A 
Lover's Lullaby; Falling Leaves; Symphony; 
Blue Moon; My Silent Love; Twilight Time; 
Beg Your Pardon; Oh What It Seemed to Be; 
Moonlight Cocktail. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1079 $4.98 
CASSETTE - ANK1-1079 $4.98 

THE ORIGINAL CARTER FAMILY 
ANLI-1107 ALBUM $3.98 
Keep on The Sunny Side; The Winding Stream; 
My Cinch Mountain Home; ' Mid The Green 
Fields Of Virginia; Bury Me Under The Weep-
ing Willow; Over The Garden Wall; Motherless 
Children; The Evening Bells Are Ringing; The 
Homestead On The Farm; Cowboy Jack; 
Longing For Old Virginia:The Foggy Mountain 
Top; The Poor Orphan Child; This is Like 
Heaven To Me; Picture On The Wall; Will 
You Miss Me When I'm Gone?. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1107 $4.98 
CASSETTES - ANKI-1107 $4.98 

PERRY COMO - ANLI-0972e $3.98 
Till the End Of Time; Temptation; Prisoner of 
Love; Because; Don't Let the Stars Get in 
Your Eyes; It's Impossible; Papa Loves Mambo; 
Hot Diggity; Catch a Falling Star; When You 
Were Sweet Sixteen. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-0972 $4.98 
CASSETTES ANK1-0972 $4.98 

DANNY DAVIS - AN Li-0902 ALBUM $3.98 
Tennessee Waltz; Rose Garden; Yakety Axe; 
Down Yonder; Orange Blossom Special; Steel 
Guitar Rag; Bonaparte's Retreat; Under the 
Double Eagle; Long Gone Lonesome Blues; 
Great Speckled Bird. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-0902 $4.98 
CASSETTE ANKI-0902 $4.98 

TOMMY DORSEY - AN L1-1050e ALBUM $3.98 
Say It; Imagination; The One I Love; In the 
Blue of Evening; Blue Skies; This is the Begin-
ning of the End; Devil May Care; We Three ( My 
Echo, My Shadow and Me); What'll I Do?. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANS1-1050 $4.98 

TOMMY DORSEY - AN LI-1087e ALBUM $3.98 
Royal Garden Blues; I'm Gettin' Sentimental 
Over You; Song of India; Boogie Woogie; Yes 
Indeed; Star Dust; Marie; Opus One; Once in a 
While; I'll Never Smile Again; Who?; Little 
White Lies. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-1087 $4.98 
CASSETTE - ANKI-1087 $4.98 

ARTHUR FIEDLER - BOSTON POP ORCH. 
ANL1-1440 ALBUM $3.98 
Two Hearts In Three Quarter Time; Danube 
Waves; Girls Of Baden; Swanilda's Waltz; Gold 
And Silver Waltz; By The Beautiful Blue 
Danube-Waltz; L'Estudiantina Waltz; Valse 
Bluette; Waltz Scene. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-1440 $4.98 

VIRGIL FOX - ANLI-1582e ALBUM $3.98 
The Church's One Foundation; Faith Of Our 
Fathers; Love Devine, All Love Excelling; 
Navy Hymn; Come Thou Long Expected 
Jesus; Fairest Lord Jesus; Our God, Our Help 
In Ages Past; Rock Of Ages; Jesus Saviour 
Pilot Me; 0 Worship The King; Rejoice, Ye 
Pure In Heart; My Faith Looks Up To Thee; 
When I Survey The Wondrous Cross; Glorious 
Things Of Thee Are SpoKen; God Of Our 
Fathers; A Mighty Fortress Is Our God; Jesus 
Shall Reign Where'er The Sun; All Hail The 
Power Of Jesus' Name; Saviour, Again, To 
Thy Dear Name We Raise; Spirit Of God 
Descend Upon My Heart; Abide With Me. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1582 $4.98 

AL HIRT - ANLI-1034 ALBUM $3.98 
I Love Paris; Stella By Starlight; Holiday 
For Trumpet; Bourbon Street Parade; Stranger 
In Paradise; When The Saints Go Marching In; 
The Best Man; Poor Butterfly; Java; Cotton 
Candy; Sugar Lips; Love Makes The World 
Go Round. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1034 $4.98 
CASSETTE - ANKI-1034 $4.98 

SPIKE JONES - ANL1-1035e ALBUM $3.98 
Hawaiian War Chant; Cocktails For Two; 
My Old Flame; The Glow Worm; None But 
The Lonely Heart; You Always Hurt The One 
You Love; Der Fuehrer's Face; The Man On 
The Flying Trapeze; William Tell Overture; 
Dance Of The Hours; Chloe; Laura. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1035 $4.98 

JEANETTE MacDONALDand NELSON EDDY 
ANL1-1075 ALBUM $3.98 
Will You Remember; Rosalie; Giannina Mia; 
Rose- Marie; Italian Street Song; Indian Love 
Call; Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life; The Breeze 
and I; While My Lady Sleeps; Wanting You; 
Stouthearted Men; Beyond the Blue Horizon. 
8 TRACK TAPE ANSI-1075 $4.98 

GLENN MILLER - ANLI-1139e ALBUM $3.98 
Chicken Reel; Blue Champagne; Medley: Poor 
Butterfly/The Sky Fell Down/ I'm Gettin' 
Sentimental Over You/Black and Blue; Boogie 
Woogie Piggy; Something to Remember You 
BY; Long Time No See, Baby; High on a Windy 
Hill; Yours Is My Heart Alone; Skylark; Out-
side of That I Love You; Harlem Chapel Bells. 
8 TRACK TAPE ANS1-1139 $4.98 

GLENN MILLER - ANLI-0974e ALBUM $3.98 
American Patrol; In The Mood; Little Brown 
Jug; Sunrise Serenade; Moonlight Serenade; 
Tuxedo Junction; Pennsylvania Six- Five Thou-
sand; Chattanoogo Choo Choo; I've Got A 
Gal In Kalamazoo; String of Pearls. 
8 TRACK TAPE ANS1-0974 $4.98 
CASSETTE ANKI-0974 $4.98 

VAUGHN MONROE - ANL1-1140e 
ALBUM $3.98 
There! I've Said It Again; Riders in the Sky; 
Someday; Mister Sandman; Sound Off; Racing 
with the Moon; Ballerina; There I Go; There'll 
Be Some Changes Made; The Maharajah of 
Magador; Red Roses for a Blue Lady; Let it 
Snow! Let it Snow! 
8 TRACK TAPE ANSI-1140 $4.98 
CASSETTE ANKI-1140 $4.98 

WILLIE NELSON- ANLI-1102 ALBUM $3.98 
Where's the Show; Let Me Be A Man; In God's 
Eyes; Family Bible; It's Not for Me to Under-
stand; Summer of Roses; December Day; Me 
and Paul; Yesterday's Wine Goin' Home; 
Medley:These are Difficult TimeS/Remember 
me Good l Imes. 
8 TRACK TAPE ANSI-1102 $4.98 
CASSETTE ANK1-1102 $4.98 

CHARLIE PRIDE - ANL1-0996 ALBUM $3.98 
Intro by Bo Powell; The Last Thing on My 
Mind; Just Between You and Me; I Know One; 
Dialogue; Lovesick Blues; The Image of Me; 
Kaw-Liga; Shutters and Boards; Six Days on 
the Road; Streets of Baltimore; Got Leavin' On 
Her Mind; Crystal Chandeliers; Cotton Fields. 
8 TRACK TAPE ANSI-0996 $4.98 
CASSETTE ANK1-0996 $4.98 

BOB RALSTON - On The ORGAN 
ANL1-1598 ALBUM $3.98 
Cumana; Tenderly; Missouri Waltz; Misty; 
Granada; Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With A Dixie 
Melody; The Wayward Wind; Make Someone 
Happy; The Surrey With The Fringe on TOP; 
Worsaw Concerta; Chanson D.Amour; Over 
the Rainbow. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-1598 $4.98 

JIMMY RODGERS - ANL1-1209e 
ALBUM $3.98 
Last Blue Yodel; Mississippi Moon; My Rough 
and Rowdy Ways; Blue Yodel No.9; My Blue 
Eyed Jane; The One Rose; Southern Cannon-
ball; Long Tall Mama Blues; In The Jailhouse 
Now No.2; Peach Picking Time Down in 
Georgia; Blue Yodel No.1; Travellin' Blues; 
Mule Skinner Blues; My Carolina Sunshine 
Girl; The Brakeman's Blues; Away Out on the 
Mountain. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-1209 $4.98 

NEIL SEDAKA - ANL1-1314 ALBUM $3.98 
I Go Ape; Run Samson Run; Stairway to 
Heaven; Happy Birthday, Sweet Sixteen; King 
of Clowns; The Diary; Look to the Rainbow; 
You're Knockin' Me Out; The Girl for Me; 
You Mean Everything to Me. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANS1-1314 $4.98 

CONNIE SMITH - AN L1-1206 ALBUM $3.98 
Just One Time; The Hurtin's All Over; Just 
for What I Am; Once A Day; Cincinnati, Ohio; 
Ribbon Of Darkness; Where Is My Castle; I'll 
Come Running; Baby's Back Again; Run 
Away Little Tears. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-1206 $4.98 

KATE SMITH - ANL1-1135 ALBUM $3.98 
Climb Ey'ry Mountain; God Bless America; 
How Great Thou Art; I Left My Heart in San 
Francisco; Somebody Else is Taking My Place; 
Born Free; The Impossible Dream; Theme from 
"The Sand Pebbles"; That's Life; That Old 
Feeling; There Goes That Song Again; When 
the Moon Comes Over the Mountain; You're 
Nobody 'Til Somebody Loves You. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1135 $4.98 
CASSETTE - ANK1-1135 $4.98 

SONS OF THE PIONEERS - AN Li- 1092 
ALBUM $3.98 
Cool Water; Wind; Cowboy's Dream; Tumbling 
Tumbleweeds; Red River Valley; Wagon 
Wheels; Riders in the Sky; Timber Trail; Blue 
Prairie; Way Out There; Empty Saddles; The 
Last Round-up; Whoopie-Ti-Yi-Yo; Teardrops 
in My Heart; Blue Shadows on the Trail; 
Ridin' Down the Canyon; Ridin' Home; 
Twilight on the Trail. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANS1-1092 $4.98 

SONS OF THE PIONEERS - ANLI-2332 
ALBUM $3.98 
When My Blue Moon Turns To Gold Again; 
Ole Faithful; Along The Santa Fe Trail; The 
Strawberry Roan; The Shifting, Whispering 
Sands; Ragtime Cowboy Joe; There's a Gold 
Mine in the Sky; When the Bloom is on the 
Sage; Take Me Back to My Boots and Saddle; 
When It's Springtime in the Rockies; Carry 
Me Back to The Lone Prairie; The Cowboy's 
Lament. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI-2332 $4.98 

FRANK YANKOVIC - ANL1-1036 
ALBUM $3.98 
Hey Baba Reba; You Are My One True Love; 
Cabaret; Bar Room Polka; The Harm.), Time; 
Pete's Polka; Leeann Waltz; Yankovic's Polka. 
Trollie's Polka; Carol Ann Polka; Blue Eyes 
Crying in the Rain. 
8 TRACK TAPE - ANSI- 1036 $4.98 

CHARLIE PRIDE- ANLI-1214 ALBUM $3.98 
On the Southbound; You Don't Belong; You 
Never Gave Up on Me; I'd Rather Love You; 
INstant Loneliness; I'm Just Me; A Place for 
the Lonesome; Hello Darlin'; You're Still the 
Only One I'll Ever Love; That's My Way. 
8 TRACK TAPE ANSI-1214 $4.98 

HENRY MANCINI - ANL1-0980ALBUM $3.98 
Moon River; Peter Gunn; Baby Elephant Walk; 
Days of Wine and Roses; Charade; Love Theme 
from Romeo & Juliet; Moment to Moment; 
The Pink Panther Theme; It Had Better Re 
Tunignt; Mr. LuCky. 
8 TRACK TAPE ANSI-0980 $4.98 
CASSETTE ANK1-0980 $4.98 



Faded Love 
It's like someone just came up and told me there aren't going to be any more cheese-
burgers in the world. —Felton Jarvis, Elvis' producer, commenting on Elvis' death 

I used to imagine that Elvis would call 
me up one time in the middle of the night. 
I would stumble to the phone, pick up the 
receiver, listen blearily to the silence at 
the other end, and then hear that familiar 
voice say, "I been reading some of the 
stuff you been writing about me, and it's 
all right, man. It's good." Of course it 
never happened, but whenever I wrote 
something about Elvis—and this dates 
back more than ten years now—I would 
always send a copy to 3764 Elvis Presley 
Boulevard, in the old days merely High-
way 51 South. Once I got a Christmas 
card, a record company hand-out like the 
yearly calendar, with printed season's 
greetings "From Elvis and the Colonel". 
More than anyone else Elvis made us in-

to fans. Maybe it was the barriers the 
Colonel erected around him. Maybe it 
was the legend to which his own improb-
able to removal from roots gave rise. When 
I first started writing about him, it was 
not fashionable to admit that you were an 
Elvis fan. "For a long time," I wrote in 
the middle of a Beatles era which seems 
curiously more distant in time and point 
of view, "to suggest that you liked Elvis 
Presley only invited ridicule." Elvis him-
self seemed to share in this sentiment, at 
least from the evidence of his records and 
movies, which by this time were so per-
functory an echo of the feeling which had 
animated his early work as to make the 
King of Western Bop seem like just another 
corporate success. And yet when he 
emerged from his Hollywood exile in 1968 
for the TV special, the Memphis sessions 
and one final burst of glory, there we all 
were, still his loyal fans, eager to welcome 
him home, no questions asked. 

It was almost too easy for him. After 
that first spectacular surge he didn't have 
to do anything, he just had to be—himself, 

Elvis, no last name necessary. In a way it 
was the classic American success story. 
Elvis, a desperately lonely, desperately 
ambitious child of the Depression, rising 
from that two-room Tupelo shack to a 
marble-pillared mansion on the hill. There 
was irony, there was pathos, there was 
fierce determination. More than anything 
else there was passion. You have only to 
listen to those first Sun recordings, as alive 
today as when they were first issued al-
most twenty-five years ago, to hear the vi-
brancy, the purity of feeling, the sense of 
sheer exhilarating release. There was as 
well a kind of unselfconscious innocence 
which could never enter his music again— 
and for good reason. Elvis Presley was a 
year out of high school, and on the Sun 
sides he would throw in everything that 
had made up his life to date—all the yearn-
ing, all the unfocused resentment, all that 
sense of being, as he would later sing, "a 
stranger in my own hometown". And on 
top of it all he was imposing not so much 
a surly sneer as an almost contemptuous 
certainty that what he was doing was 
right, that all the rest were wrong, that it 
was his cat clothes and be-bop language 
that would eventually prevail. 

Well, he was right. Elvis was, everyone 
has finally conceded, no overnight sensa-
tion. He was, in fact, one of the most phe-
nomenal successes of our time. And he 
maintained the sneer; in some ways he 
maintained the music (to the end there 
were flashes of the old spirit, glimpses of 
gold amidst the dross); most of all, though, 
he retained that callow adolescence of the 
spirit, that sense of impatient expectation 
which could only be staved off, never satis-
fied, with cheeseburgers and ice cream and 
peanut butter and banana sandwiches. It 
was adolescence with a gloss on—no more 
pimples, no more grease, the teeth are 

capped, imperfect reality is replaced by 
the perfect dream. Because, of course, El-
vis never grew up. Elvis never could grow 
up. For Elvis everything stopped when he 
was 19 years-old and knocking them dead 
in Kilgore, Texas or Bethel Springs, Ten-
nessee.' After that, nothing changed. He 
never knew anything else. And though the 
arenas and the money got bigger and 
bigger, it was inevitable that Elvis should 
become less important than the product 
he was selling. Not music certainly, not 
even personality; perhaps it was merely 
economic growth and the GNP. 
Everywhere you go you can see Elvis 

Presley as he might have been. At the ball-
park eating a hotdog. Sitting at the bar 
with a flowered shirt hanging over his 
belt. Cruising along the interstate hauling 
a load of frozen vegetables. A heavy-set 
worn-looking man with a graying duck-
tail and wide muttonchop sideburns. 
These are commonplaces, they don't mean 
anything one way or another, except that 
the commonplace is the one thing that es-
caped Elvis Presley in his numbingly long 
stay at the top. For Elvis there was no es-
cape in art, since his original triumph was 
his very artlessness. He didn't write songs, 
nor did he aspire to anything more than 
success. Even his films were no more than 
a magnification of his image, a further 
reinforcement of the impossible perfec-
tion which transformed him, like all our 
public figures, from a living presence into 
an all-purpose, economy-rate icon. 

Elvis, it could be said until just a year 
or two before his death, never made a 
foolish move. But then Elvis, once the 
Colonel got a'hold of him, never made a 
public move at all. He didn't drink, he 
didn't smoke, the only time that passion 
ever entered his voice towards the end 
was in praise of the Lord, he was truly 

A personal memoir by Peter Guralnick 
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transformed from rebel into the idealized 
boy next door. And that was what he was 
doomed forever to be, trapped forever in 
a web of packaging which he himself 
came to believe. And that was why neither 
he nor his followers (and I include myself) 
could bear to hear the faint laughter and 
jeers, could come to terms with the inev-
itable attrition of time. 

I only saw him once, in Boston in 1971. 
I could have sat up front with the critics, 
but somehow it seemed more appropriate 
just to go, not to judge. We saw Elvis, then, 
through binoculars, surrounded by people 
who had grown up like us on his music, 
the stage lit up not by strobes but the spas-
tic action of 1000s of flashbulbs. At the 
end of the concert he sang Funny How 

Elvis made made fans of us all—some more than others, as this 1957 photo of two fans' room shows. 

Even the army couldn't dim Elvis' fame—here he smiles for photographers before his discharge. 

Time Slips Away, and when he reached 
the line "Gotta go now", a universal 
groan went up, mollified only in part 
when he followed with "Don't know when, 
but I'll be back in your town." I don't 
know if it was a great performance for 
anything more than the ease with which 
he tossed it off. In many ways it seemed 
like a self-parody, with its karate poses 
and vocal posturing, but it was for me 
and everyone else who was there. I think, 
an event which would be forever memor-
able, and a memory which I, at any rate, 
never sought to violate by repetition. 

In recent years, whenever I've been in 
Memphis, I've driven by the mansion, just 
one of the hundreds of thousands of pil-
grims looking for a substantiation of their 
experience. I never saw Elvis, but Mem-
phis friends of mine would tell stories of 
seeing him out on the highway late at 
night, just driving up and down the strip 
in a sleek new car, still impatient, still rest-
less, still lonely. In the last few years the 
tabloids have abounded with stories to 
flesh out this image. Elvis the nightstalker. 
Elvis hearing his mother's voice in the 
corridors of Graceland. Elvis, troubled 
and overweight, giving gifts, seeking love, 
remaining in bed on his 40th birthday. 
They were unnecessary reminders of what 
we already knew. 

His death represented the final violation 
of a jealously guarded privacy, as we 
learned of last words, last acts, past sins, 
both real and imagined. Even in death the 
waxy image was maintained, with pious 
tributes and a blurred open-coffin picture, 
showing Elvis at peace, on thé front page 
of the National Enquirer. It doesn't mat-
ter, none of it matters, all that we are left 
with is a shared memory and a musical 
passion which could still catch fire at the 
most improbable moments. The last time 
I heard it was on Shake a Hand, like so 
many of Elvis' best recent songs one with 
which he was comfortable from the past 
and one with strong religious overtones. 
As he sings "Shake a hand, shake a hand, 
shake a hand if you can," there is nothing 
but the pure familiar melody and the im-
passioned engagement of the voice. It was 
this engagement most of all which Elvis 
missed at the end, but when it came— in 
the music anyway— it seemed to overtake 
him all in a rush, his voice would soar, 
just as it always had, and hr would seize 
on a lyric, chew on it, in the manner of 
the great gospel singers worry it to death, 
and not let go until he had wrung every 
last ounce.of emotion from it. That was 
Elvis' mark; it was his only expiation. It 
was what rock 'n roll first came from, and 
it was what doomed rock 'n roll in the end. 
Because you can't manufacture that feel-
ing any more than you can manufacture 
the religious belief from which it original-
ly stemmed. As Little Richard, another 
evangelical soul turned once again to the 
ministry, summed it up, "He was a rocker. 
I was a rocker. I'm not rockin' any more 
and he's not rockin' any more." 
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Your guitar is 
only half the instrument... 

the other half is your sound system. 
As a musician you consider musical instruments as 
precious fouls with which to express your creativity and 
talent. You need the best. But even the best instrument 
is incomplete without sound. 

At Altec. we build tough, reliable sound equipment to 
meet your needs...whether you're into 
rock, blues, country, jazz or gospel. 
our line of musical sound equip-
ment will give your instm-
ments the sound they 
deserve. 

'led-sound of expeimme.»... 
1515 5, Monchester Ave., Anaheim, Ca 9281/3 • 714 774-2900 

Please send me a free iron-on Altec Voice-of-the-Theatre 
T-shirt decal 

Name  

Address   

City  State lip  

ALTEC CORPORATION 
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TAPE 
COUNTE 

Lj_ 7----;-.--- .4(de 
BO 8u tUV't, 

20 
9C) m(f 

C.6U*4e3'30 HuB (X2 = C-120) 

/TAPE TIME 

uNTER RESET MEMORY METER 
'OFF * ON IVU A TAPE TIME 

3 Minute Warning 
from AIWA 

With the AD-6550's unique new Remaining Tape 
Time Meter you never have to worry about 
running out of tape in the middle of recording your 
favorite music. In the past you monitored your 
tape visually and hoped that the musical passage 
and tape would finish together. Now, this extremely 
easy to use indicator gives you plenty of warning. 
It shows you exactly how many minutes remain on 
the tape. So that when you record the " Minute 
Waltz" it won't end in 45 seconds. 

LH BIAS FINE (%) 
Bias Fine Adjustment 

But there's a lot more to the 
AD-6550. AIWA has included 
a Bias Fine Adjustment knob 
that permits the fine tuning 
of frequency response to give 
optimum performance of 
any brand of LH tape on the 
market. 

Dolby Is a Trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. 

Wow and Flutter: Below 0.05% (WRMS) 

The AD-6550 cassette deck achieves an 
inaudible wow and flutter of below 0.05% (WRMS) 
thanks to a newly designed 38- pulse FG servo 
motor and AIWA's special Solid Stabilized 
Transport (SST) system. And because we use 
Dolby* we also improve the S/N ratio to 65dB 
(Fe - Cr). So you can listen to the music instead of 
tape hiss. 
The AIWA AD-6550. 
Be forewarned. 

Distributed in the U S. by: MERITON ELECTRONICS, INC., 35 Oxford Drive, Moonachie. N.J. 07074 

Distributed in canada by: SFIRIRO ( CANADA) LTD. 
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ELVIS IN CONCERT 
Original Soundtrack Recording from the 

CBS-TV Special Plus Additional Songs 

Recorded on Tour June, 1977 

October Special 

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
RECORDING FROM THE 

CBS-TV SPECIAL 
PLUS ADDITIONAL SONGS 

RECORDED 
ON TOUR JUNE, 1977. 

ELVIS IN CONCERT 
(2 LP Set) 

Elvis' Fans Comments; Opening Riff • Also sprach 
Zarathustra (Theme from " 2001: A Space Odys-
sey"); Opening Riff ( Reprise) • See See Rider • 
That's All Right • Are You Lonesome To-Night? • 
(Let Be Me Your) Teddy Bear; Don't Be Cruel • 
Elvis' Fans Comments • You Gave Me a Mountain 
• Jailhouse Rock • Elvis' Fans Comments • How 
Great Thou Art • Elvis' Fans Comments • I Really 
Don't Want to Know • Elvis Introduces His Father 
• Hurt • Hound Dog • My Way • Can't Help Falling in 
Love • Closing Riff • Special Message from Elvis' 
Father, Vernon Presley • I Got a Woman; Amen • 
Elvis Talks • Love Me • If You Love Me (Let Me 
Know) • 0 sole mio ( Sherill Nielson, solo); It's Now 
or Never ( Elvis) • Trying to Get to You • Hawaiian 
Wedding Song • Fairytale • Little Sister • Early 
Morning Rain • What'd I Say • Johnny B. Goode • 
And I Love You So 

Prod. 
Stereo LP 
Stereo 8 
Cassette 

Album No. 
APL2-2587 
APS2-2587 
APK2-2587 

$13.98' 
13.98' 
13.98' 

This 2 LP album also includes a 4-page, 4-color insert 
containing a discography of Elvis Presley albums and tapes currently available. 

dMIMMIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111 

• Send To: 
1. COUNTRY MUSIC MAGAZINE 

475 Park Avenue South • New York, N.Y. 10016 
111 Name  

MIMMIIIIIMMIIIIIIIMMIMIMMMMM1111111111111111b 
Send me the new ELVIS 2- LP Set as 
checked below at $ 14.48 ($ 13.98 
plus $.50 postage and handling). 

  Stereo LP APL2-2587 

Stereo 8TK APS2-2587 
• Street  

  Cassette APK 2-2587 
II ▪ City 

NYS residents add sales tax. Non 
tate  Zip US residents add an extra $2.50. 
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CLASSICS for RECORD COLLECTORS 
YOUR BEST BET ARE 111ESE COUNTRY CLASSICS, NOW YOURS 
AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER-WITH 2 FREE RECORD OFFERS! 

REGULARLY $5.98/$6.98 NOW ONLY $2.98/$3.98 

01,00.1 101111 

JOHNNY CASH/A Thing 

Called Love: Kate/Tear 
Stained Letter/Papa Was A 
Good Man/Meiva's Wine/ 
The Miracle Man/I Promise 
You/MIssIssIppl Sand/Ark-
ansa Lavin' Man/Daddy/A 
Thing Called Love 
Columbia KC-31332 $ 2.98 

JOHNNY CASH/America: 
Paul Revere/The Road To 
Kaintuck/The Battle Of 
New Orleans/Remember 
The Alamo/Lorena/Big 
Foot/The Gettysburg Ad-
dress/Mister Garfield/The 
Big Battle/These Are My 
People, more! 
Columbia KC-31645 $2.98 

JOHNNY CASH/Any Old 
Wind That Blows: If I Had 
A Hammer/Oney/The Bal-
lad Of Annie Palmer/Ken-
tucky Straight/Too Little, 
Too Late/Country Trash/ 
The Good Earth/Best 
Friend/The Loving Gift, 
and more! 
Columbia KC-32091 $ 2.98 

JOHNNY & JUNE CASH; 
STATLER BROS.; THE 

CARTER FAMILY/Christ-
mas: Jingle Bells/Silent 
Night/King Of Love/That 
Christmas Feeling/Merry 
Christmas Mary. more! 
Columbia KC-31754 $ 2.98 

GEORGE JONES/A Picture 
Of Me: Second Handed 
Flowers/That Singing 
Friend Of Mine/Tomorrow 
Never Comes/On The Back 
Row/We Found A Match/ 
Let There Be A Woman/An-
other Way To Say Goodbye, 
more! 
Epic KE-31718 $ 2.98 

TAMMY WYNETTE/Kids 
Say The Darndest Things: 
Bedtime Story/My Daddy 
Doll/Listen, Spot/I Don't 
Wanna Play House/Buy Me 
A Daddy/D-I-V-0-R-C-E/ 
Don't Make Me Go To 
School/Too Many Daddies/ 
Joey, more! 
Epic KE-31937 $ 2.98 

FREE BONUS: 

wow., eo.,,ormiusx,elt 
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TAMMY WYNETTE/My 

Man: Til I Get It Right/ 
Good Lovin'/LovIng You 
Could Never Be Better/The 
Happiest Girl in The Whole 
USA/Things I Love To Do/ 
Walk Softly On The Brid-
ges/Gone With Another 
Man, more! 
Epic KE-31717 $ 2.98 

G. JONES, T. WYNETTE/ 

Let's Build A World To-
gether: Help The People/ 
Our Way Of Life/After The 
Fire Is Gone/When I Stop 
Dreaming/Touching Shou-
lders/My Elusive Dreams/ 
Your Shining Face, more! 
Epic KE-31707 $2.98 

JOHNNY PAYCHECK/ 
Somebody Loves Me: 
Spread It Around/I Take It 
On Home/Loving An Angel 
Every Day/Song Sung Blue/ 
Life Can Be Beautiful/It 
Takes A Woman's Love/ 
Kissing Yesterday Good-
bye, much more! 
Epic KE-31707 $ 2.98 

TOMMY CASH/The Best 
Of: Listen/You're Every-
thing/Six White Horses/ 
Rise And Shine/I'm Gonna 
Write A Song he Young 
New Mexican Puppeteer/ 
That Certain One/I Owe 
The World To You, more! 
Epic KE-31995 $ 2.98 

MARTY ROBBINS/All 
Time Greatest Hits ( 2-LPs): 
Don't Worry/El Paso/Devil 
Woman/My Woman, My 
Woman, My Wife/I Walk 
Alone/Ribbon Of Dark-
ness/You Gave Me A 
Mountain/The Hanging 
Tree, much more! 
Columbia KG-31361 $ 3.98 

SONGS OF THE OLD 

WEST (2-LPs): Roy 
Rogers: Home On The 
Range/Gene Autry: You 
Are My Sunshine/Sons Of 
Pioneers: Tumbling Tumb-
leweeds/Lorne Green: 
Ringo/Riley Puckett: Red 
River Valley, more! 
R-266 $ 3.98 

- 1; i•OUNTRI' 

COUNTRY'S GOLDEN 

HITS (2-LPs): Red Foley: 
Old Shep/Patsy Cline: 
Crazy/Mel Till's: Too 
Lonesome Too Long/Bill 
Anderson: Tip Of My 
Fingers/Bob Wills: Deep in 
The Heart Of Texas/Ernest 
Tubb: Filipino Baby, morel 
R-263 $ 3.98 

BILLY GRAHAM CHOIR 
(2-LPs): Blessed Assurance/ 
How Great Thou Art/Come 
Thou Almighty King/Spirit 
Of God, Descend Upon My 
Heart/Jesus Is Coming 
Again/Onward Christian 
Soldiers, many morel 
R-269 $3,98 

BILL MONROE'S BLUE-

GRASS FESTIVAL 

(2-LPs): Long Black Veil/ 
Nine Pound Hammer/I Am 
A Pilgrim/Old Joe Clark/ 
Farther Along/New John 
Henry Blues/Cripple 
CRr.2ee6k4,$m3o.9re8! 

LEGENDARY JIMMIE 

RODGERS (2-LPs): Roll 
Along Kentucky Moon 
Waiting For The Train My 
Carolina Sunshine Girl/Any 
Old Time/In The Jailhouse 
Now No.1/Blue Yodel 
No. 1/T For Texas, more! 
R-262 $ 3.98 

BEST OF ROY CLARK 
(2-LPs): Come Live With 
Me/I Never Picked Cotton/ 
I Miss Someone/Thank 
God And Greyhound/On 
The Tips Of My Fingers/ 
Make The World Go Away/ 
Roy's Guitar Boogie/Sept-
ember Song, morel 
R-268 $ 3.98 

LOVE COUNTRY STYLE 
(2-LPs): Johnny Cash: A 
Thing Called Love/Lynn 
Anderson: Easy LovinV 
Marty Robbins: You Gave 
Me A Mountain/Tammy 
Wynette: The Ways To 
LRo-265  Seely: 
Don't Touch Me, morel 

ORDER JUST 2 ALBUMS ABOVE AND WE'LL SEND YOU A MYSTERY ALBUM FREE! ORDER 5 

ALBUMS AND GET YOUR FREE MYSTERY LP AND ALSO PICK ANY OTHER LP ABOVE FREE! 
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I SEND TO: COUNTRY MUSIC M0127  ARTIST TITLE LP NO. PRICE 

DEPT. CUT OUT 

475 PARK AVENUE SOUTH 
I NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 
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• STREET  

I CITY  

• STATE  

• ZIP  

Purchase 2 Albums Above & We'll Send You A Mystery 
Album FREE! Order 5 Albums And Get Your Mystery 

Album Plus Pick Any Other Album Above FREE— 
Order 10 Pick 2 More FREE! No Tapes Available. 

ITEM TOTAL 

ADD $1.00 FOR POSTAGE & HANDLING 

N.Y.S. RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX. NO 
FOREIGN ORDERS ACCEPTED 
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by 
JOHN 
MORTHLAND 

An oral history 

of ELVIS 
THE KING REMEMBERED 

Most of all, people remember him as a shy, generous man . . 

Perhaps the people most affect-
ed by Elvis Presley's meteoric rise 
to fame were those closest to him 
—people brushed by his greatness 
and left to ponder the results. 
Writer Morthland has collected 
some of these reminiscences, and 
what emerges here is a unique 
portrait of Elvis Presley the man, 
as seen by people who were in the 
best position to know. 

Elvis at the LA Forum in 1974. 

Mrs. J.C. Grimes, Elvis' fifth grade teacher. 
To most people he was just all-around 

good people, but I would say he was best 
in chapel time, because he liked to sing so 
well. We sang out of this book, like a 
church book, and each child had a turn 
and we just let them sing what they 
wanted. This was every morning. He 
came back to my school, in later years. 
It was right after his mother died, and we 
talked about her. He went into my class 
room and told the boys and girls that I 
had one time been his teacher. 

Evan (Buzzy) Forbess, Elvis' childhood 
friend from Lauderdale Courts in Memphis. 
There was four or five of us, regular 

guys, together all the time—parties and 
playin' and school and what have you. 
We had regular conversations, football, 
sports, the movies, record playing, the 
whole bit. He wasn't that shy; that's been 
over-exaggerated. You're talking about a 
13-14-15 year old kid; everybody's a little 
shy then. I certainly didn't like to get up 
in front of people, but he didn't mind it. 
In fact, at partes, he was playing his 
guitar and the center of attraction. He 
was the music for our parties; we had the 
greatest entertainer in the world and didn't 
realize it. It was just his thing. One of us 
was a little bit better in football, one was 
a little bit better in baseball; his bag of 
tricks was playing his guitar and singing. 
We listened to just whatever records 

was popular. It was Harbor Lights, coun-
try and western, Kay Starr's Noah, every-
thing that was going on in the early Fifties. 
That thing about black music was also a 
myth. Dewey Phillips had his radio show 
and played a lot of records by black enter-
tainers and you listened to whatever was 
there. It's not a case of liking or not liking; 
he just sang what was. There was just too 
much emphasis on the black music thing 
with him as far as I was concerned. I've 
heard so many people say it that some-
times I guess that's what it was, but I 

never did relate it that way. It was all just 
Elvis to me. Elvis played every song Elvis' 
way. 
As far as his singing ability as a kid, I'd 

just as soon get out in the front and listen 
to him then as sit inside and listen to rec-
ords. There was one I used to get him to 
sing every time; it was the first thing he 
ever learned on his guitar, Won't You 
Play That Simple Melody. It gets a little 
rhythm beat going to it, and gave him a 
chance to beat on his guitar pretty good. 
He didn't have the wiggle and what-have-
you then, but some things about Elvis 
never changed. Some people say the wig-
glin' is what made him, but when Elvis 
started singing, he'd effect people just 
with his voice and singing. And the rest 
didn't make no difference. When he sang 
Love Me Tender, you didn't hear nobody 
hollering, "Pass the popcorn." He's not 
wigglin' then, but he's effecting those 
people just as much emotionally. And 
then he'll follow that up with How Great 
Thou Art and have people ready to re-
pent. Then he can go with the fast one. 
So the leg-shakin' was a part of it, but 

Elvis' voice and his personality showin' 
through, that's what made Elvis. I hate to 
keep hearing people talking about why 
Elvis is who he is. I hate to hear them keep 
talkin' about how because of where he 
grew up, and because there was country 
music and black music...if that was 
true, every kid that grew up over there 
would be a superstar. What I'm saying is 
that Elvis is what he is because of the rela-
tionship to his parents, and his personality, 
his values—he grew up with right and 
wrong. He had this ability within himself 
to take this God-gifted voice that he had, 
and he was smart enough to turn into the 
type of person he was, to make that per-
son up there on the stage somebody every-
body liked to hear about. He was smart 
enough to want it and want it, to perform 
and get better. To achieve what Elvis did 
wasn't because of the geographic area 
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where he grew up. His accomplishment 
was not the neighborhood's; it was Elvis' 
accomplishment. That's what it amounts 
to. 

Guy Lansky, who co-runs Lansky Brothers 
on Beak Street, where Elvis always bought 
his clothes. 
We handled the ten percent of people, 

black or white, who loved clothes and 
fashion. They wanted to be seen in colors. 
The colors we had—black, pink, char-
treuse—we went way out. Of course every-
body put him down at that time, but it 
didn't bother him; that's the way he 
wanted to dress. One day he told me, 
"Mr. Lansky, I'm broke right now, but 
when I make, I'll buy you out." This kid 
was sure of himself, and that broke me up. 
Here's a kid with holes in his socks, looked 
real bad walking up the street, saying 
he'll buy me out. Then he first started 
gétting his checks and bringing them in. 
That scared the hell out of me. He'd bring 
in $ 1000 worth of checks and I said, "Oh 
boy, we ain't got this kind of money." But 
we had to dig to get it. Here he was buy-
ing everybody clothes and I wasn't about 
to say I couldn't pay it. So I cashed his 
checks. Big money, big money. 

R.W. Blackwood of the Blackwoods 
I went to Sunday School with him, at 

First Assembly of God Church. He missed 
very few Sundays until he started having 
the big hits, and then the road became 
very demanding and you didn't see as 
much of him on Sunday morning. A lot of 
people have wondered where Elvis got all 
his rhythms and moves. Well, see, this 
church was a Pentecostal church, and 
when they play the music it's got lots of 
thythm, and that's where Elvis became so 
interested in music. He was so shy, he 
didn't even sing in the church choir. And 
a lot of people were afraid of Elvis be-
cause he was so different. He'd come out 
with the long hair and sideburns and the 
wildest clothes, and they didn't know how 
to take him. It didn't bother us in gospel 
music, because back then we always 
dressed kind of flashy anyway, so we kind 
of understood what he was doing. 
One time I'll never forget, he tried out 

for my uncle's quartet, the Songfellows. 
Just a little quartet in Memphis that no-
body ever heard of. My uncle was just 
starting it and they told Elvis they'd get 
back to him, but they wasn't sure if they 
could use him or not. It broke Elvis' heart; 
he was almost in tears. And this was when 
he, had some records out already! He 
asked me several times how he could get 
in a gospel quartet. He was already 
having those southern regional hits and I 
didn't know what to tell him. I tried to tell 
him he oughta stay where he's at. Then 
Colonel Parker got ahold of him and the 
rest of it's millions of records. 

James Tipler of Crown Electric, for whom 
Elvis drove a truck in Memphis. 
He always told us the first thing he 
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Elvis and Barbara Lang, 1957 (facing page); 
above L) socking Jeremy Slate, 1962; (above 

r.) early publicity; (middle r. & I.) Elvis leaves 
the army, 1960; (below) with hound dog, 1957. 

Elvis and Jennifer Holden, "Jailhouse Rock," 
(left); with Debra Paget, "Love Me Tender," 
(below); on stage, 1956; 1974 (above). 
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ELVIS PRESLEY 
REMEMBERED 

ON THESE TWO PAGES OF 
ELVIS BEST SELLERS 
A TRIBUTE THAT EVERY 

FAN SHOULD OWN 

111111•1111111111111111•111•1 
MY LIFE WITH ELVIS 
A Secretary's-Eye-View Of The Private Life Of One 
Of Entertainment's Greatest Superstars. 

Becky Yancey was lucky enough to find one of the dream 
jobs—private secretary to the legendary Elvis himself. From 
the time of her nearly disastrous interview with Elvis in the 
middle of a roller coaster ride, through the fascinating years 
as his assistant, she was in a perfect position to observe the 
goings on at one of the most famous yet little-known land-
marks of American entertainment: Graceland. She observed 
Elvis with his father through good times and bad. She tells 
of the Presley women, documents Elvis' fabulous generosity, 
sifts truth from myth, and with the help of veteran reporter 
Cliff Linedecker shows that the reality of life with Elvis was 
no less amazing than the legend. If you have read the critical 
portrait recently presented in " Elvis, What Happened?", now 
read the one painted by the woman who may have know him 
best. 320 Pages...5 Yz" x 8 '4"...10 Pages Of Photographs. 

THE ILLUSTRATED ELVIS 
Here is another in the list of bestsellers on Elvis Presley. 
From " Heartbreak Hotel" to his triumphant comeback, this 
ILLUSTRATED ELVIS is a pictorial guide to Elvis's life, 
times, music, and films. It contains over 400 photos, many 
contributed by fans and shown here for the first time. But 
more than a scrapbook, it's an eyepopping photobiography 
that traces Elvis from his origins through his rise to world 
acclaim, lapse into relative obscurity, and reemergence as a 
star. For fans, this thoroughly documented book is a winner. 

ELVIS: A BIOGRAPHY 

"Elvis is exciting throughout," wrote the L.A. Free Press of 
ELVIS, A BIOGRAPHY. Author Jerry Hopkins has put Elvis 
on display in this 1972 bestseller, now in its fourth printing. 
Here is the greatest legend of them all, from his humble be-
ginnings to fame and fortune and a gold, crushed diamond 
Cadillac, his career in the army, his temper that destroyed 
friends and property...and the parties where he would sit sur-
rounded by 20 or 30 girls eagerly waiting for a wee bit of 
attention. For Elvis fans, this classic is a must! 

MYSTERY TRAIN 
Here is a revealing book about rock ' n' roll music and how it 
has helped shape American culture. But more importantly, it 
offers 48 on Elvis Presley, and to our thinking, they are the 
best pages ever written on "The King". Author Greil Marcus 
takes a whole new look at America, showing how singers like 
Elvis are as much a part of our culture as Henry Ford and 
Walt Whitman. He makes a persuasive case, for example, that 
you cannot understand America without understanding Elvis. 
This is truly a unique volume and one you should not miss. 

ELVIS: HIS FILMS AND CAREER 
The Definitive Work On The Life And Career Of The 
Late, Great "King Of Rock 'N' Roll." 

On September 9, 1956, appearing on the Ed Sullivan Show, 
Elvis Presley captured 82.6% of America's television audience 
—about 54 million viewers—an unbroken record until the 
Beatles in 1964. From that day until his recent passing, Elvis 
had been one of the major entertainment attractions. His 
films have mainly been hugely successful; his Vegas cabaret 
appearances have dwarfed all competition; and his inter-
national appearances have seen capacity crowds fighting for 
admission. Here, illustrated with nearly 400 photos, is the 
definitive work on the life and career of Elvis. Every film of 
his is documented, along with casts, credits, synopses and 
production notes. Here, too, is a warm biographical study of 
the shy youth who became "The King", along with every-
thing about his carbaret, television and international appear-
ances. There's even a listing of his records. You'll cherish it! 

ELVIS ELVIS ELVIS: 100 GREATEST HITS 
For Elvis fans, this is the songbook you should not be with-
out. ELVIS ELVIS ELVIS is 100 of "The Kings" greatest 
recorded hits, all arranged for voice, piano and guitar. Here is 
just a sample of a few of the hits you'll find words and music 
to: All Shook Up/Blue Suede Shoes/Can't Help Falling In 
Love/Crying In The Chapel/Don't Be Cruel/G.I. Blues/It's 
Now Or Never/Heartbreak Hotel/Hound Dog/I Want You, 
I Need You, I Love You/Love Me Tender/Return To Sender/ 
We Call On Him/Cindy, Cindy/Good Luck Charm, 85 more! 

THE ELVIS PRESLEY SCRAPBOOK 
This treasure of solid gold memories is presented in a photo-
biography as dazzling as the lame suits Elvis sported. Here is 
the life of the late, great " King Of Rock 'N' Roll"—from 
truckdriver to international legend—in over 250 photos and a 
descriptive filmography and discography. " Don't Be Cruel"... 
"Heartbreak Hotel"..."Burning Love"...they are all here to 
make the ELVIS PRESLEY SCRAPBOOK a blast from the 
past that will get all the rockers and boppers of all ages "all 
shook up". If you don't already own it, order yours now! 

ELVIS AMERICA AND US: Nov. '75 
Here, while our limited supply lasts, is our outstanding Nov. 
'75 Elvis Cover-Story Issue, featuring over 11 pages and 12 
photos on "ELVIS AND AMERICA." Don't miss it! 

ELVIS THE KING REMEMBERED: Dec. 77 
Also available here, while our supply lasts, is the Dec. 1977 
Special Elvis Memorial Issue you're looking at now. It's sure 
to be a collector's edition, so order your extra copies today! 



TI-E FOND MEMORES CF A FAN WHO 
BECAME ELVIS FRVATE SECRETARY 

BRAND NEW 
RELEASE! 

ff_CKY YANrEY & OLFF r.: ,ECKER 

NOW ONLY $8.95 

FOR THE 
FIRST TIME! 

The films 
and career 
of 
Elvis Presley 

Steven Zrreljewsky and Bons Znitiewsky 

NOW ONLY $14.00 

DEC. 1977 ELVIS 
MEMORIAL ISSUE 
ONLY $2.00 

ELVIS: 
A BIOGRAPHY 
ONLY $2.25 

ELVIS ELVIS ELVIS: 100 
GREATEST HITS 
ONLY $7.95 
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FREE BONUS • Order $19 Or More Worth Of These Elvis Bestsellers And We'll Send You ABSOLUTELY • FREE A Replica Of Elvis' Favorite Gift Giving Item, "A TCB Lightning Bolt Necklace." 

Send To: Country Music Magazine, Dept. EBS 
475 Park Avenue South 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

Name  

Street  

City  

State Zip  

NYS residents add sales tax. Sorry, no foreign 
orders accepted on this add. 

Send me the following Elvis books (check choices below): 

D My Life With Elvis 
$8,95 plus $.75 postage & handling 

0 The Illustrated Elvis 
$4.95 plus $.75 postage & handling 

CI Elvis: A Biography 
$2.25 plus $.50 postage & handling 

0 Mystery Train 
$7.95 plus $.75 postage & naridliiiy 

O Elvis: His Films And Career 
$14.00 plus $ 1 postage & handling 

Qty. 

M0127 

Qty. 

0 Elvis Elvis Elvis: 100 Greatest Hits 
$7.95 plus $.75 postage & handling 

O The Elvis Presley Scrapbook 
$6.95 plus $.75 postage & handling 

0Nov. '75 Elvis Cover Story Issue 
$2.00 plus $.50 postage & handling 

D Dec. '77 Elvis Memorial Issue 
$2 no plus $,50 postage & handling 

EIFREE BONUS: I have ordered $ 19 or 
more, send my free "TCB" necklace. 



Elvis on stage (right; far right) at the Forum in 
Los Angeles in 1974; (above left) Elvis and Pris-
cilla Beaulieu exchange vows in 1967; (above 
right) Elvis at one of his many charity shows in 
Memphis, 1961; (above) the King is drafted; Elvis 
registers shock in 1958 when Uncle Sam calls. 

One of the earliest photos of Elvis on stage (far 
right), taken in 1955; (above) Elvis and Col. Tom 
Parker as Elvis leaves the army in 1960; (below) 
his rust homecoming in Tupelo, September 1956. 
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wanted to do if he could ever make 
enough money was he wanted to buy his 
mother a new home. And that was the 
first thing he did, when he had some 
money. And then he bought this pink 
Cadillac and he said the first night he sat 
up in the motel lookin' out the window at 
it all night long. He used to come back 
from Arkansas and Missouri and he had 
lipstick on that thing from one end to the 
other where different ones had kissed his 
car. 

After he quit his job with us, he used to 
still drop in. He and Nick Adams, who 
played The Rebel on television, they came 
in one afternoon right after he'd been on 
the Ed Sullivan Show. Nick was with him 
when he went on the Sullivan show. They 
sat in there from about two o'clock to 
about four o'clock in the afternoon, and 
then he was supposed to pick up some 
movie star that was coming in. I forget 
her name; they used to send them down to 
Graceland for publicity. 

Last time I saw him was a little over a 
year ago, in Vegas. We had a little con-
versation about some of the older days. 
He showed us his hand where he'd reached 
down to shake hands with the girls and 
they'd all clawed him, tried to pull him 
off the stage. 

Bob Neal, Elvis' manager prior to Colonel 
Parker: Neal was also a local deejay and 
booking agent at the time. 

Several days after the first record came 
out, Sam Phillips called me and said, 
"Hey, you got a show coming up, why 
don't you put Elvis on it?" I had a concert 
at the Overton Park Shell, an outdoor 
thing. He was quite nervous. He told me, 
"Oh, Mr. Neal, I'm scared to death.- But 
when the time came he hopped right out 
there and hit 'em head on. He stole the 
show. Even after he left the stage and 
some of the other performers went on, 
people kept screaming, "We want Elvis! 
We want Elvis!" 
He sort of developed his whole act by 

instinct. He would wiggle a leg or some-
thing and if the audience screamed, that 
stayed in the act. If he tried some other 
kind of motion and nothing happened, 
he'd drop it. The reaction in the little 
towns in Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama 
and places like that was not really ... 
they were taken aback. But when we went 
to the bigger towns like Little Rock or 
Jackson or out in Texas, the reaction was 
really tremendous from the start. Without 
any hype or setup of fans or anything like 
that, it was just amazing, because girls 
would go into frenzy when he would ap-
pear. The young ladies would do all the 
things that press agents like to see: faint, 
scream, pass out . . . 
There was a lot of activity in the South-

west, generated from his appearances on 
the Louisiana Hayride. Nationally, how-
ever, it was difficult to get his records 
played. The country music ctations felt 
that he was too far out and the other sta-
tions didn't know what it was. In that 

early part of his career, the best promo-
tion was when he appeared on a show. 
Before he appeared, record stores would 
not stock his record. The day after he 
appeared, they would be mobbed for rec-
ords, and that spread the gospel right 
there. Nationally, it took the first tele-
vision exposure on the Dorsey Brothers 
Show, but once that happened, it was 
Katy Bar the Door. 

Frank Page of the Louisiana Hayride. 
The Opry turned him down and told 

him to go back to truckdriving. We'd al-
ready heard his record down here and 
were playing it: Blue Moon of Kentucky 
and That's All Right Mama. The Hayride 
has always been a very experimenting 
type of situation, so we brought him down 
to give him a try. At the first show, he was 
mildly received—with enthusiasm, like 
anybody else would've been, but not wild-
ly. So we signed him up and kept him for 
18 months. He hadn't developed the wig-
gle yet. He was clean cut; he always was, 
of course, but he let his hair grow out 
longer later on. The snarl and hip-wiggling 
came later. I recognized he had something, 
but couldn't quite put a finger on it. Same 
with the audience. Intrigued is probably 
the word. Of course they were an older 
audience at that time, and as he grew in 
popularity the older people kinda disap-
peared and the younger people came in. 
And that was the beginning of the rock 
era, and no country stars were born at 
that time. Even people like Johnny Cash 
and Conway Twitty started rockin' and 
rollin' and lettin' their hair hang in their 
eyes and all those good things. 

D.J. Fontana, who became Elvis' drummer 
at the Louisiana Hayride and stayed with 
him until 1969. 
They came in as guest artists; he was 

invited to the Hayride because his first 
record was going good. I had heard the 
record, but at that time I didn't really 
understand what they were doing. I had 
done it all, worked club dates playing pop 
things, combos, cocktail music; then 
when I went to work for the Hayride I 
was learning the country end of it. But I 
heard the slappin' bass, the echo and 
everything, and I thought what kind of 
record is that? When they asked me if I'd 
help them that first night, I said, "Sure, 
that's what I'm here for. But I don't really 
know what you guys are doing. I'll just 
kinda stay out of the way until I get the 
feel of it." That slappin' bass kinds took 
the place of the drums, and Scotty had the 
echoplex guitar, and it was poppin' back. 
And then Elvis was playing rhythm. So I 
did it that first night and somehow or 
another it fell together. And it got better 
as we worked a few days together. It had 
been Scotty's and Bill's idea originally. 
They said they needed something to sorta 
build it up. Elvis'd dance around the stage 
and I played cymbal crashes and he kinda 
enjoyed that. So I got to learn all his 

, 
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moves; we all did, because after he got 
really big the crowds were so noisy you 
couldn't hear nothing, even sitting right 
next to each other. So we learned just to 
follow his hand movements and his rear 
end movement, too, and even though we 
couldn't hear we knew where he was in 
the song. 
He didn't act like the boss. He was like 

one of the guys and when we had some-
thing to do, we'd all get together and do 
it. He'd never say, "We'll do this my way, 
boys." It just wasn't like that. He had bar-
rels of energy. We'd get off a date at night 
and have to drive maybe 4-500 miles and 
he was so keyed up he'd wanna talk all 
night. So we'd stop the car at a restaurant 
and me or Scotty or Bill, whoever's turn it 
was, would walk him down the road a 
mile or so. And then when the other two 
finished eating breakfast, we'd drive up 
ahead and pick up him and whoever was 
walking him. We were just trying to wear 
him out, so we could get some sleep. We'd 
walk down the road with him for miles 
sometimes to make him tired; it made us 
tired, too, but we just didn't let him know 
it. 

Webb Pierce, who headlined Elvis' first 
tour. 
I used to always say I brought in the 

people and then he entertained 'em. I 
asked him about the wiggle, what brought 

on the wiggle. He said, "Well, it started 
when I was just getting going, and when 
I'd get on the stage I was so nervous just 
standing there singing that I thought I 
was gonna faint. And I started moving my 
legs and found out it relaxed me. And 
then the women started cuttin' up, so I 
just went to the extreme with it, and it 
worked. It also kept me relaxed." 

Wanda Jackson, who first toured with 
Elvis in 1955. 
He had the first pink Cadillac I'd ever 

seen, pink and black. I thought it was 
really strange that he could afford this 
Cadillac, but he couldn't sit in the air 
conditioning. He had it in his car, but if 
he was in air conditioning before he sang, 
it stopped him up. It was something in 
1955 that just everybody couldn't have, 
and a lot of people would leave their win-
dows rolled up to make people think they 
had it. And here Elvis had it and yet he 
drove all over with his windows rolled 
down. 

Faron Young, who did an early tour with 
Elvis. 

I'd get my hotel room and then he'd 
move in with me to save rent. I'd get a 
single, but with two beds, and he'd just 
mix in with me and they'd never know the 
difference. He didn't understand money 

for new sounds... 
Add on a Camber 

Please send me the Camber catalog, along with Cm 12 77 

free booklet, "How To Choose A Cymbal." 

CAMBER 
CYMBAL 

101 Horton Ave 
Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563 

Name 

Address 

City 

Today's cymbals must be 
heard clearly, through and 
around the music A drummer 
shouldn't have to compete 
with amplifiers to get the 
beat across 

The brightness of Camber 
cymbals cuts through 
Sparkles over the other 
sounds The right touch — 
in sound and feel 

Camber cymbals In bronze 
'crystal', nickel-silver and 
brass All feature a 
consistency rare in the 
cymbal world 

Check out their shimmering 
presence at your Camber 
dealer's 

State Zip 

at the time. We'd be going from Dallas to 
Lubbock, Texas, and he'd give Scotty and 
Bill $ 10 to buy gas for the car; Elvis'd be 
riding with somebody else or taking a bus. 
We'd get out of town and then they'd stop 
me and I'd give them another $25 so they 
could get to where they were going. Later, 
I'd see Colonel Tom and give him the re-
ceipt and Colonel Tom would pay me 
back. 
I never will forget when we went to 

Amarillo and he'd just really gotten hot. 
He had an old '54 Cadillac limousine, and 
I had bought a brand new 1957 Cadillac 
limousine. So we parked them out back of 
the auditorium, and when the teenagers 
came out after the show, they thought 
surely that brand new one was Elvis'. And 
they just proceeded to dismantle that 
sumbitch of mine; cost me-1 mean, cost 
the insurance company—$2700 to get 
that car repaired when I got it back to 
Nashville. 

Chet Atkins, the head of RCA during most 
of Elvis' stay there. 
We'd been hearing all this stuff about 

him from out on the road, people that 
worked with him, how great he was and 
how crazy the girls were about him. So I 
knew he was gonna be sensational, and I 
think a lot of the people that worked in 
this part of the country knew that. Mr. 
(Steve) Sholes, the guy who signed him to 
RCA knew that. It had already happened 
with Elvis down here, and we knew that 
all we had to do was spread it. 
Some people were skeptical. But the 

adults all hated him and the kids loved 
him; you can't stop something like that, 
there's no way. You could stop it for a 
while maybe back in New York, or you 
could at the time, but he changed all that. 
The music business until he came along 
was controlled out of the Brill Building in 
New York. He changed all that, or did 
about 50 percent of it. We were makin' a 
few hits here, but we still got a lot of songs 
out of there, and a lot of decisions were 
dictated from New York City. He helped 
make Nashville a larger recording center. 
I hadn't seen Elvis since he recorded in 

our studio the last time, which was four-
five years ago. He was dressed like a dep-
uty, wearing a badge and gun. He was 
tellin' about when he played on the Grand 
Ole Opry and what an experience it was. 
They didn't like his music at the Opry, 
and the audience reaction was mixed. It 
was kinda like when Charlie Pride was 
on. There was kind of a gasp, and then 
they loved it. 

Gordon Stoker, leader of the Jordanaires. 
I saw him last year at the quartet con-

vention; he came down just to watch. The 
audience did not know he was there. I 
went back to see him and he was just so 
warm and happy. But he was very nerv-
ous, very high pitched, keyed up, and his 
looks . . . he didn't have the look in the eye 
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The Legend Lives On 

If you were listening to the radio in 
the spring of 1956 you heard it happen. 
The birth of a legend. The song was 
«Heartbreak Hotel." The singer, 
Elvis Aron Presley. And with that 
one song, the course of American 
music was changed . . . forever. 

As a lasting tribute to the man and 
his music, Factors Etc., Inc. in cooperation 
with the Presley family has commissioned 
a series of pewter sculptures, each 
representing one of the three decades 
spanned by the man's remarkable career. 
Elvis of the 5CYs, the 60's and the 70's. 
The sculptures stand 5" high and display 
outstanding craftsmanship. Pewter has 
been chosen for its lustrous beauty, its 
ageless durability and because it allows us 
to offer these remarkable works at a price 
that can be afforded by Elvis fans and 
collectors of fine pewter alike. 

As a strictly limited edition, each statue 
will be signed in the mold by the artist and 
numbered consecutively. Furthermore, each 
is hand-finished, so that no two are 
identical. And, each statue will be 
accompanied by a certificate of authenticity 
signed by Elvis' father, Vernon Presley. 

Orders will be accepted through January 8, 
1978 (the day Elvis would have celebrated 
his 43rd birthday). After the processing of 
all orders, the molds will be destroyed 
thereby inswing il ie value of this 
limited series forever. 

The Elvis Presley Memorial Series 
Factors, Etc. Inc. P.O. Box 484 Valid only if postmarked 
Bear, Delaware 19701 by January 8, 1978 
Please accept my reservations to the Elvis Presley Memorial Series I understand that the 

series consists of three 5" high pewter sculptures Please ship me the following statue(s) for 
which I agree to pay $49.95 each, plus $2 00 shipping and handling for each statue 

U. his 50'., Elvis Os mot sho.,n1 E k 70 

Name  

Address  

City  

Staie  

El lam enclosing my check or money order for $   
D Charge my f ) Master Charge I I Visa/Bank Amencard 

Card k Signature  
019 77 BOXCAR ENTERPRISES, Inc., All Rights Reserved. CM1 



Dave Loggins has arrived. 
"Please Come To Boston" introduced 

America to a very special writer and 
performer. 

It has taken him more than a year to 
lovingly craft the songs for his new album. 

Now on "One Way Ticket To Paradise," 
Dave Loggins has continued to develop his 
lyric and melodic gifts. The result is a warm 
and perceptive celebration of love and life that 
confirms his position as one of the most 
important new artists around. 

Dave Loggins' latest."One Way 
Ticket 'lb Paradise; now boarding, on Epic 
Records and Tapes. 

e ECIC.,INICA REG 0 1977 CBS IIC 

that he should have. I can't really put my 
finger on it, except there was such a 
change from the last time I'd seen him . . . 
he was changing too fast to last very long; 
a body can't survive what he was going 
through. Ile had one main problem: not 
eating. Food was just something he didn't 
do, and a body can't survive on no food. 
Of course he took the uppers and downers 
a lot, as you know. I don't like to call 
Elvis drug-related, I will not accept that 
fact, because he wasn't a constant user of 
anything except uppers to get him going 
and downers to put him to sleep. But that 
wasn't the problem: the problem was he 
didn't eat food to counteract that. He ate 
junk food, no good meals at all. The au-
topsy report said he hadn't eaten anything 
in two days—not a bite. 
Once when we were doing a picture at 

Paramount, Elvis sat next to me in the 
cafeteria. I had a steak and when I cut 
into it he said, "Ooh, how do you stand 
that? That's Just like goin' up and takin' a 
knife and cuttin' a hunk out of a cow. I 
don't know how in the world you can eat 
that stuff." I've seen him go all day long 
on three-quarters of a hamburger, a bowl 
of vegetable soup and a glass of milk. And 
he's been doing this for twenty years. 
He always believed he had a weight 

problem. He'd go to the film rushes and see 
what he'd just done and he'd slide down 
in the seat and say, "Hey, take that off, 
take that off, he 's too fat." And really he 
wasn't fat at all, but he always thought he 
was. The thing we always tried to tell him 
was, "It doesn't matter if you're fat, you'd 
have just as many fans, they'd love you re-
gardless of what you do." We told him once 
he'd be just as big if he walked onstage and 
burped into the microphone. Would you 
believe he did that one time on one of his 
appearances? We all laughed, and the 
audience didn't know what we were 
laughing at; they just screamed and hol-
lered, and this tickled us even more. 
There's days you could talk about Elvis. 

There's no way to describe the excitement 
of being onstage with Elvis Presley. The 
joy and thrill of seeing him, working with 
him, and being with him. We've worked 
with everybody, and he's the only artist 
we ever worked with who'd walk into the 
studio with a big smile on his face and go 
around to each person—each person—and 
shake hands and say some little greeting. 
And on the movie sets, the same way. He 
did not exclude anyone. 

Yvonne Craig, who played the lead op-
posite Elvis on Kissing Cousins and also had 
a part in It Happened at the World's Fair. 
The funny thing was he evoked all sorts 

of strange maternal instincts. One time I 
went up to his house and watched movies, 
and at one point we went back to "his 
quarters" and watched television. And I 
said to him, "You know, I hate to tell this 
to you but you must be careful in Holly-
wood, because there are a lot of people 
you cannot trust and they could say any-

(Continued on page 79) 
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EAT COUNTRY SAVINGS 
L.P's 

LPs Regularly $4.98-$6.98 

NOW ONLY $4.98 EA. 

8 TRACK TAPES 

8TKs Regularly $5.98-$7.98 

NOW ONLY $5.98 EA. 

CASSETTE TAPES 

Cass. Regularly $5.98-$7.98 

NOW ONLY $5.98 EA. 

Ifid,i•Gine,• Willie ,,,,‘,, ', Iv:In' MARTY ROBBINS } 
Fits; ( LI IS (, 1 1 ir )(,11111.1? Adios Amigo I 

To . From-  . ----7,--- Lefty ».... ..- INCREDIBLE PRICES 
li illie ON ALL CBS RECORDS' --i I" _------ , , 

. \,  COUNTRY MUSIC ,........,.. ..,-__ ,  pi* r....,.... .„.__.. 
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TITLE & ARTIST LP Tapes Cart. Cass. TITLE & ARTIST LP Tapes Cart. Cass. 

ANDERSON, LYNN 
Greatest Hits KC 31641 CA : CT 

PRICE, RAY (Continued) 
Burning Memories CS 9089 18C 00918 

Wrap Your Love All Around 
Your Man KC 34439 CA/CT 

Touch My Heart CS 9406 18C 00238 

Greatest Hits, Volume II C59470 18C 00318 ,• 
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL 
Asleep At The Wheel 33097 EA  

For the Good Times C30106 18C 
KE 

BANDY MOE 
Hank Williams. You Wrote My Life KC 34091 CA CT 

I Won't Mention It Again C 30510 18C 

EA/ ET 
RICH, CHARLIE 
Take Me KE 34444 

Here I Am Drunk Again KC 34285 CA ' CT '' 
ROBBINS, MARTY 
El Paso City KC 34303 CA cr' I'm Sorry For You. My Friend KC 34443 CA. CT 

The Best Of Moe Bandy KC 34715 CA CT Adios Amigo KC 34448 CA. CT 
BENTON, BARBIE (Playboy) 
Barbie Doll KZ 34738 ZA 

Gunfighter Ballads and 
Trail Songs CS 8158 18C 00116 

,. 
. 

- - 
Barbie Benton KZ 34740 ZA More Gunfighter Ballads 

and Trail Songs C58272 

, 

CASH, JOHNNY 
Greatest Hits, Vol 1 CS 9478 

18C 161 
00264 

More Greatest Hits CS 8435 
At Folsom Prison CS 9639 18C , 161 

00404 
Marty's Greatest Hits CS 8639 18C 00096 

P Devil Woman CS 8718 
At San Quentin CS 9827 18C 161 

00674 I Walk Alone CS 9725 

My Woman, My Woman. My Wife CS 9978 18C 00864 COE, DAVID ALLAN 
Mysterious Rhinestone Cowboy KC 32942 . CA CT Greatest Hits. Volume III C 30571 18C 

Once Upon A Rhyme KC 33085 CA CT Have I Told You Lately 
That I Love You C 32586 Longhaired Redneck KC 33916 CA CT'' 

David Allan Coe Rides Again KC 34310 CA CT STATLER BROTHERS 
Flowers on the Wall C59249 

DAVIS, MAC 
Song Painter CS 9969 18C 00914 Sing the Big Hits C59519 . 

Mac Davis C 32206 18C Oh Happy Day CS 9878 18C 09878 

DUNCAN, JOHNNY 
The Best Of KC 34243 CA : CT 

WYNETTE, TAMMY 
Tall Can Make It On My Own KE 34075 EA. ET 

Johnny Duncan KC 34442 CA CT You And Me KE 34289 EA • ET 

GILLEY, MICKEY ( Playboy) 
Room Full Of Roses KZ 34736 ZA ZT 

Let's Get Together KE 34694 EA ET 

Your Good Girl's Gonna Go Bad BN 26305 18E 10042 
City Lights KZ 34737 ZA TT D-I-V-0-R-C-E BN 26392 18E 10124 
Mickey's Movin' On KZ 34739 ZA . ZT ' Greatest Hits BN 26486 18E 10230 
Overnight Sensation KZ 34742 ZA • ZT Greatest Hits. Volume II E 30733 18E 
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Nothing Ever Hurt Me 
(Half As Much As Losing You) E 32412 18E 

The Grand Tour E 33083 18E 
P. 

NELSON, WILLIE 
Red Headed Stranger KC 33482 CA, CT 

The Sound In Your Mind KC 34092 CA CT 
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"But there's just no such thing as being an island unto yourself" 

SUNSET 
An interview with Sam Phillips 

by Walter Dawson 

"He needed help from a standpoint of 
forgetting the damn money, forgetting the 
damn fame. I'm not putting anybody down, 
but I'm sure that after a long time Elvis 
just felt like he didn't know how to do that." 
Sam Phillips, the man who first worked 

with Elvis Presley in the studio and the 
one who helped guide him into becoming° 
the rock and roll legend he was, remi-
nisced about his relationship with Presley 
as a man and an artist. 
Part of the problem with Presley's life, 

Sam feels, was that he became trapped in 
a life-style that kept him on a pedestal with 
the public, but also kept him out of touch. 

"I really wish more people could've 
known him as a person. I got to know where 
he was coming from, and the guy was a 
much, much deeper and much more of a 
spiritual man than a lot of us may have 
thought." 

Presley, Sam said, seemed uncomfortable 
with the way he was closed off from the, 
pleasures of everyday life. 

"I talked to his doctor a few years back. 
Elvis then was having trouble sleeping, 
and I said, this man, bless his heart, needs 
more than anybody I've evei seen in 
my life to, at least in his own hometown, 
throw away the whole damn book and do 
what he damn well pleases. Let him be 
seen on the streets. It may take awhile and 
a few guards at first. But I feel as fervent-
ly as I feel anything that he would be alive 
today if that had happened. . You know, I 
think it's entirely possible to die of a 
broken heart .. and I think that was a 
contributing factor." 

Life, of course, wasn't always so reclu 
sive for Elvis. In the mid- 1950s when he 
first walked into the Phillips studio, Pres-
ley was a shy young truck driver who just 
loved to sing. He walked in, supposedly to 
cut a record for his mother's birthday pre-
sent, and Phillips' secretary made a note of 
his name. A few months later, Phillips 

called him in and began to work with him. - 
"There was no question in my mind— 

my business was to hear talent, no matter 
what stage of polish it was in. Of course, 
none of us knew he was going to be that 
big, but the minute I heard the guy sing— 
it was an Ink Spots thing—he had a unique 
voice. Now there's very few things I'm 
gonna say are unique, that there's nothing 
else like them. 

"I called (guitarist) Scotty (Moore) and 
told him to get hold of (bass player) Bill 
(Black). And I said, 'Now, I've got a young 
man and he's different.' I told him and Bill 
to go by and work with Elvis a little. I said, 
`Now, he's really nervous and timid and 
extremely polite.' 
"And it took us awhile; we worked off 

and on for about five to six months. I knew 
there were a lot of things we could've cut, 
but they weren't different. It was up to me 
to see the uniqueness of his talent and to 
go hopefully, in the right direction." 

Elvis, at that time, obviously knew he 
liad talent, Sam said, but his modesty was 
overwhelmingly genuine. 
"You remember Clyde McPhatter? Elvis 

thought Clyde MePhatter had one of the 
greatest voices in the world. We were go-
ing somewhere one time—down to the 
Louisiana Hay Ride or to Nashville—and we 
were singing in the tar. Well, Bill Black 
couldn't carry a tune in a bucket, and 
Scotty was worse. So Elvis and I were the 
only good singers in the car. But we were 
talking about Clyde McPhatter, and he 
said, 'You know, if I had a voice like that 
man, I'd never want for another thing.' 
"But Elyis knew he had talent. I think 

he just had a little trouble gaining confi-
dence." 

It was while working with Phillips, 
Black and Moore that Presley evolved his 
style of tuck and roll, but he also picked up 
something else at the Sun Records studio— 
a love for piano. 

"He loved to sing and always wanted to 
play guitar real good—of course, he never 
did learn to play guitar that good—and he 
wanted to play piano like Jerry Lee Lewis. 
Oh, he loved Jerry Lee's playing, thought 
it was unbelievable. 
"He didn't envy Jerry Lee or anything, 

but he did sit down and learn piano. And I 
think it was because he loved to hear Jerry 
Lee play so much. Man, he loved to play 
the old spiritual licks." 

In his early career years, even after he 
left Sun for RCA-Victor Records and be-
came the phenomenon of the 19505, Pres-
ley still liked to go back to the Sun studio 
or Phillips' house to sit and talk, one on one. 
"He'd come by to see me, totally infor-

mally, on every occasion unannounced, 
and we'd go off together and sit and talk 
philosophy. He called in '68 from Vegas 
(when Elvis was preparing to make his 
long-awaited return to live appearances) 
and he says, 'Mr. Phillips, I just got to have 
you come out. I'm scared to death. I got to 
have somebody I know, some friends, in 
the audience.' 

"I think Elvis was truly scared of being 
hurt, probably more than any person I 
know." 
Why then would a person of such sensi-

tivity allow himself to be wrapped in a 
social cocoon, cut off from all but his clos-
est friends? 

"It's a vicious cycle. You start out and 
you're so proud of your success. and you 
say, 'Cod, I'll do anything to stay on top.' 
And then you find yourself saying, 'Well, 
gosh, I know it's got to be over before too 
long and I've got to keep up this image. I'm 
very mortal, but I can't let the people 
know I'm mortal.' 
"But there's just no such thing as being 

an island unto yourself." 

(Reprinted Courtesy Commercial Appeal, 
Memphis, Tenn.) 



Meet Your Record 
Collections' New 
Best Friend 

E 
Fine recordings have many enemies. The moment a recording is 
taken from the jacket, it must face them— dust, dirt, grime. All 
do their best to turn your new recordings into old, worn- el" 
out ones. That's why Audiotex Laboratories developed 
Total Concept— specially formulated record care pro-
ducts for your record collection. Products designed to 
prolong the life of your records. So get acquainted with 
Total Concept. With all the dust, dirt, and grime that's around, 
your records need all the friends they can get. 

Total Concept Kit 
All the record maintenance accessories you need for total 
record care. Kit contains one each of Record Plus, Record 
Basic, Record Purifier and Blue Max. 
Cat. No. 30-8500 

Record Basic 
Aerosol loam dissolves 
hardened contaminants 
and restores records to 
original condition. Sim-
ply spray on recut d, 
allow to bubble, then 
wipe dry with Record 
Purifier. 
Cat. No. 30-8530 

Record Plus 
Dual purpose spray 
dissolves finger smudges 
and other harmful de- . 
posits as well as lubricat-
ing record grooves to 
prevent wear. Leaves a 
microscopic layer of sili-
cone lubricant that con-
tains an anti-static agent 
and fungus inhibitor. 
Simply spray record, 
then gently wipe surface. 
Cat. No. 30-8525 

Record Purifier 
Ilb 'per-soft, super absor-

nt cleaning cloth. 
rous texture gently 
à safely wipes record 
tface dry in an instant. 

Plastic tube contains 6 
Record Purifiers. 
Cat. No. 30-8535 

Total Concept-
Sophist inted 
record 
maintenance 
accessories, 
preferred by the 
discriminating 
listener. 

jar! 

Blue Max 
Velous fibers remove 
other foreign particles from 
record grooves as well as abso 
ing excess lubricating liquid. 
May be used hand held or whif 
record is on turntable. Comes 
complete with storage contain-
er and nylon brush for cleaning 
Blue Max. 
Cat. No. 30-8540 

Available At Audio Specialists 1,‘ ery %Owl e. 

ALudiotex 
Laboratories 

DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC 
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It's hard to believe that in the 
twenty-three years of Elvis's 
career, his records went from 
monaural 78s to stereo 45s to 
quadrophonic albums, from 
Sam Phillips' single-track mono 
tape recorder at the tiny Sun 
studio to the sleek 24-track 
units of RCA. Most of the mu-
sical legacy he left behind is 
still available (though at this 
writing many record bins lay 
empty), but it's uncertain how 
much, if any, unissued materi-
al remains in the RCA vaults. 
No matter; Elvis's released 
works are enough to satisfy 
anyone, and it's little wonder 
many record buffs devote their 
energies to him alone. Space 
considerations dictate that 
stick to the major singles and 
albums, dealing only generally 
with less representative areas 
of his music such as movie 
soundtracks. 

Elvis's recording career de-
veloped in four distinct stages. 
At times he evolved and im-
proved with each succeeding 
release; at others he vacillated 
wildly between uninspired 
mediocrity and the brilliant, 
compelling music everyone 
knew he had in him. By look-
ing at each of these periods, El-
vis the recording artist and mu-
sician can be better understood. 

Phase I: Sun, 1954-1955 
This single year was the most 

important of all, for it gave 
both the music industry and 
Elvis himself an idea of just 
what he could do. Convention-
al wisdom has it that on the 
evening of July 5, 1954, Elvis, 

clowning with Arthur Crudup's 
That's All Right (Mama) in the 
Sun studio, suddenly, dramati-
cally, fused blues and country 
to create rockabilly. Not quite. 
What he'd stumbled upon had 
been around country music 
since the forties, a boogie-
woogie tinged style played by 
everyone from the Maddox 
Brothers and Rose to Tennes-
see Ernie Ford. 

Elvis may have been the 
only one in America at the time 
who could break through suc-
cessfully with this music. He 

didn't wear a cowboy outfit 
and had the voice, good looks 
and unbridled sexuality that 
made it easy to steal a show 
from a hard-country headliner, 
as he once did from Ferlin 
Husky. 

After the July, 1954, release 
of That's All Right (Mama)/ 
Blue Moon of Kentucky (Sun 
209), the Presley rockabilly 
style developed quickly. Backed 
by Scotty Moore's electric gui-
tar, Bill Black's bass and his 
own Martin acoustic, Elvis 
was unsure at first and sang 

The King On Record 
by RICH KIENZLE 

self-consciously around the 
other muscians. But by May of 
1955, after nearly a year of 
stage and studio experience, 
he'd gained plenty of confi-
dence as Baby, Let's Play 
House (Sun 217) reveals and in 
July, when he cut Tryin' To Get 
To You, (a Sun outtake later re-
leased on RCA) his voice took 
on an almost maniacal desper-
ation. He was singing against 
his sidemen, pushing them far 
into the background. The band, 
too, had progressed. With D.J. 
Fontana's drums added, Bill 
Black was freed from carrying 
the beat. No longer were they 
just "a little rhythm," as Phil-
lips once called them, but a co-
hesive, functioning unit. RCA 
was watching all of this activ-
ity from the sidelines and final-
ly ended this formative phase 
by buying Elvis's Sun contract 
in the fall of 1955. They also 
got the Sun masters, now avail-
able as The Sun Sessions (APMI-
1675), an excellent, well-an-
noted package. 

Phase 1: (To order see page 66) 
The Sun Sessions (LP APMI-
1675 $5.98) (8TI( APSI-1675 
$6.98) 

Phase 2: RCA, 1956-1958 
Steve Sholes, Victor's Nash-

ville A&R chief, risked his job 
by signing Elvis, but his track 
record and visionary concept 
of what he'd bought helped him 
ride out the initial snickering. 
When he finally got Elvis and 
band into RCA's Nashville stu-
dio in January 1956, he made 
a few changes. Scotty's stinging 
lead guitar was rightly left 



alone, but added were Chet At-
kins, the voices of the Jordan-
aires and pianist Floyd Cramer, 
whose ability to hit the right 
notes at exactly the right time 
as he did on Heartbreak Hotel, 
was a vaulable asset. The Sun 
sound had been augmented out 
of existence. Though Heart-
break Hotel recalled the sparse-
ness of the Sun sides, Hound 
Dog and Don't Be Crue/ were 
something else. All hell was 
breaking loose and like it or 
hate it, no one could ignore it. 
But Sholes also knew the value 
of restraint. Love Me Tender, 
featured only Elvis, a rhythm 
guitar and the Jordanaires; just 
one more instrument would 
have been too much. 
His first two albums, Elvis 
Presley (LSP-1254) and Elvis 
(LSP-1382), both released in 
1956, featured the new style 

filtered through Carl Perkins's 
Blue Suede Shoes, Little Rich-
ard's Reddy Teddy, Rip It Up 
and Tutti Fruitti along with 
country favorites like Old Shep, 
the Red Foley hit and a few 
Sun leftovers. In mid- 1957 his 
first movie soundtrack LP, 
Loving You (LSP-1515) was is-
sued and also followed a coun-
try boogie/rockabilly sound. 
While his fourth album was 
more subdued, it quickly be-
came his most controversial. 
Elvis' Christmas Album (CAS-

2428) was a tasteful blend of 
secular and sacred holiday ma-
terial, but one that upset the 
anti-Elvis fringe element 
enough to get it banned in 
most radio markets. Enough 
flak about "bad taste" flew to 
get one Oregon deejay who 
played a bit of it fired. 

In March of 1958 after film-
ing King Creole, Elvis left for 
the Army, the same month RCA 
introduced Elvis' Golden Re-
cords (LSP-1707), the first of 
many greatest hits sets. In-
cluded were all the number one 
songs from 1956 through fall, 
1957 and a few lesser hits 
along with an unusually lucid 
written account of each record-
ing date. 
Two 1959 albums, For LP 

Fans Only (LSP-1990) and A 
Date With Elvis (LSP-2011) 
provided interesting contrasts 
by mixing the early Sun sides 
with more recent covers of R&B 
hits like Lawdy, Miss Clawdy, 
Shake, Rattle and Roll and 
songs from Love Me Tender 
and failhouse Rock. Late that 
year came Elvis' Golden Re-
cords Vol. 2 (LSP-2075), featur-
ing a striking cover shot, mul-
tiplied sixteen times of Elvis in 
his legendary gold lame suit 
and ten hits from 1958-59. 
Phase 2: (To order see page 66 ) 
Elvis Presley (LP LSP-1254 
$5.98) 81'K APSI-0382 $6.98) 
Elvis (LP LSP-1382 $5.98) (8TK 
APSI-0383 $6.98) 
Loving You (LP LSP-1515 
$5.98) (8TK APSI-0384 $6.98) 
Elvis Christmas Album (LP 
CAS-2428 $2.98) (8TK C8S-
9001 $3.98) 
Elvis Golden Records (LP LSP-
1707 $5.98) (8TK P8S-1244 
$6.98) 
For LP Fans Only (LP LSP-
1990 $5.98) (8TK APSI-0386 
$6.98) 
A Date With Elvis (LP LSP-
2011 $5.98) (8TK APSI-0387 
$6.98) 
Elvis Golden Records Vol. 2 
(LP LSP-2075 $5.98) (8TK 
P8S-2093 $6.98) 

Phase 3: 1960-1968 
For all the flap his early re-

cords caused, this was in some 
ways Elvis's most controversial 
period. Many Presloysvatehers 
in both the music industry and 
the press saw him moving to-

ward a safe, easy listening 
sound during these eight years 
when he was preoccupied with 
his movie career. Many of his 
recordings, particularly A Mess 
of Blues and Good Luck Charm, 
from 1960 and '62 respective-
ly, prove otherwise. But Elvis 
did widen his musical horizons 
a bit. In fact he always loved 
the very mainstream pop music 
he rode roughshod over in 
1956. His moves in this direc-
tion were probably his own, 
though whether or not he was 
always successful is a matter of 
opinion. In any case it in-
creased his acceptance among 
older audiences; there was now 
something for everybody (the 
title of one 1961 album) and it 
worked, as evidenced by the 
cross-section of Americans who 
mourned his death. 

His first few days as a civil-
ian in March 1960, Elvis en-
tered RCA's Nashville studio to 
record Elvis Is Back! (LSP-

RCA 

ELVIS 
IS BACK. 

2231). There was little hint of 
a softer sound here, though, 
and plenty of rock and blues 
like Reconsider Baby. The first 
changes came in July with the 
release of It's Now or Never, a 
lush ballad based on 0 Sole 
Miu and in November with the 
old Al Jolson hit Are You Lone-
some Tonight. Both topped the 
charts. 
Gospel was always a perva-

sive influence on Elvis since he 
and his parents sang at the As-
sembly of God church in Tupe-
lo. He'd sung Peace In the 
Valley on his last Ed Sullivan 
gig, warmed up for recording 
sessions with spirituals and cut 
an EP in 1957, Peace In the 
Valley (EPA-4054) that sold 
well. Finally, in 1960, he ex-
plored these roots deeper with 
His Hand In Mine (ANLI-1319), 

ELVIS IÍIF.St.EY 
I ifS i EN MINE 

aided by the Jordanaires, and 
the results were so successful 
it's easy to see why he nearly 
joined a Blackwood Brothers 
spinoff group as a kid. His next 
release, a more secular one, 
was Something For Everybody 
(LSP-2370), out in mid- 1961, 
featuring one side of soft bal-
lads like Sentimental Me bal-
anced by I'm Comin' Home 
and six other rockers. 
Phase 3: (To order see page 66) 
Elvis Is Back (LP LSP-2231 
$5.98) (8TK P8S-1135 $6.98) 
His Hand In Mine (LP ANLI-
1319 $5.98) (8TK ANSI- 1319 
$6.98) 
Something For Everybody (LP 
LSP-2370 $ 5.98) (8TK P8S-
1137 $6.98) 

The Movie Music 
In many ways, Elvis was a 

victim of his movies and the 
accompanying music, and even 
some fans consider this his low 
point artistically though iron-
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ically the 1961 Blue Hawaii 
soundtrack (LSP-2426) has up 
to now been his top selling LP. 
For years critics have written 
that the songs, like the plots 
themselves, were childish and 
trite. In all fairness, even the 
best movie soundtracks are 
secondary to the plot itself, 
and out of thousands of movie 
and musical comedy scores, 
only a handful of songs ever 
become lasting favorites. Elvis 
didn't pick the songs: they 
were written for the films on a 
deadline, but though he did his 
best with them, that often 
wasn't enough. Unlike such 
older songs as Jailhouse Rock 
and Loving You, both written 
with Elvis in mind, even Bing 
Crosby could have handled 
most of the later ones. 

Still, the best were quite 
good, including the songs from 
Jailhouse Rock, Loving You, 
and King Creole along with 
Follow That Dream, Can't Help 
Falling In Love, One Broken 
Heart For Sale, Return To 
Sender, Let Yourself Go and A 
Little Less Conversation, among 
others. 

His single releases during 
this time were far better, though 
overshadowed by the numer-
ous changes in pop music. He 

did well with Good Luck Charm 
and Devil In Disguise, both of 
which rocked like mad and 
were featured on Elvis' Gold 
Records Vol. 3 (LSP-2765), is-
sued in fall, 1963. The Beatles 
had a headlock on the charts 
throughout 1964, yet in the 
spring of 1965, he was holding 

the number three spot with, of 
all things, Crying In The Cha-
pel. It had been cut by Elvis 
and the Jordanaires in the late 
fifties and finally released after 
much delay. That summer RCA 
released Elvis For Everyone 
(LSP-3450), a pistache of movie 
songs along with Your Cheatin' 
Heart and When It Rains It 
Really Pours, and excellent 
blues written by Sun blues 
artist Billy "The Kid" Emer-
son. The soundtrack albums 

continued and no‘. featured 
"bonus songs," since the film 
music couldn't always fill an 
entire LP. Some, including Jerry 
Reed's Guitar Man, showed 
Elvis's throbbing rockabilly 
raunch had, if anything, im-
proved with age. 
The Movie Music: (To order see 
page 66) 
Blue Hawaii (LP LSP-2426 
$5.98) (8T1( P8S-1019 $6.98) 
Elvis' Gold Records Vol. 3 (LP 
LSP-2765 $5.98) (8TK P8S-
1057 $6.98) 
Elvis For Everyone (LP LSP-
3450 $5.98) (UK P8S-1078 
$6.98) 

Phase 4: 1968-1977 
The movies had stigmatized 

him, and many industry people 
weren't sure about Elvis any-
more. Fortunately, when plan-
ning began for his first TV 
show, a holiday special on NBC, 
the producers did what the 
movie men wouldn't: they tai-
lored everything to Elvis in-
stead of the opposite and even 
prevailed over Colonel Parker, 
who wanted 90 minutes of 
Christmas carols. The music 
looked back to the Sun days 
with help from Scotty and D.J., 
to the downhome blues and 
spirituals he grew up with and 

reprised many old hits, pulling 
apart the Presley persona, ex-
amining each piece and reas-
sembling it stronger than ever. 
The soundtrack, Elvis (LPM-
4088), reflects all this, as he sat 
around swapping old blues 

and clowning much like he 
probably did at Sun. The pro-
duction numbers were gutsier 
than in the movies and Elvis 
was singing as if he'd just re-
discovered his voice. In a way, 
he had. 
He hadn't had this kind of 

momentum since 1956, and 
was quick to follow it up with 
his first Memphis session in 14 
years. The results of these ses-
sions, filling two albums, From 
Elvis In Memphis (LSP-4155) 
and Back In Memphis (LSP-
4429) were gratifying, the ma-
terial heavy on countrvpolitan 
like Vern Stovall's Long Black 
Limousine, It Keeps Right On 
A-Hurtin', Eddie Rabbitt's In-
herit The Wind, Net Miller's 
From a Jack To a King and 
Mac Davis' In The Ghetto, a 
top five hit in April of 1969. 

The earliest Vegas shows 
stuck to simple arrangements 
of Elvis classics as reflected on 
From Memphis To Vegas (LSP 

6020—also paired with Back 
In Memphis). He ripped through 
Blue Suede Shoes, a tooth-
gnashing performance of I 
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e NOTICE: RECORD RATERS WANTED 
(No Experience Required ) 

You can receive nationally released albums 
each month in return for your opinion!! 

We are looking for reviewers to participate in our current music research 
program. The purpose of the program is to find out which nationally 
released record albums will be accepted by the average consumer. 

THE PROGRAM IS PURE AND SIMPLE 

• Each month you will receive a shipment of LP's to rate. "We pay the 
postage." 

• The albums you receive will be in the muscial category you select 
and you may keep them for your personal collection." 

• In Return for the record collection all you are required to do is fill in 
pre-printed opinion cards and return them to EARS., INC. The research 
information will be forwarded to various enterprises in the music 
industry. 

• The Reviewer will be required to review new and prereleased albums. 
EARS., INC. will determine which products will be reissued for review. 
We guarantee you will be shipped at least six albums and possibly more 
during your initial membership. 

• To qualify, all applicants must be U.S. residents and have a sincere 
interest in recorded music. No experience as a reviewer is required. We 
want the opinions of the "average music listener". 

• Each applicant is accepted for a (3) month trial period prompt return 
of the opinion cards will enable the reviewer to renew after the trial period. 
You are not obligated to renew your membership. 

• The Membership Fee is only $10.00 for the initial trial period. The fee is 
reduced to $7.50 for renewal in the program after the trial period. 

• There is no extra charge for the albums you receive. The $10.00 covers 
all costs of the LP's including postage and handling. 

Join Now! Applications received this month will start receiving LP's next month. 

 N 
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Can't Stop Loving You and a 
note-for-note recreation of the 
Sun version of Mystery Train, 
paired with Tiger Man. On 
Stage: February, 1970 (LSP-
4362) was a bit more pop-
oriented, but followed the same 
basic pattern. In late 1970 
came a massive package, World-
wide Gold Award Hits, Vol. 1 
(LPM-6041) that encompassed 
the top sellers from 1956 to 
1970 in glorious monaural. 
That was a blessing, since the 
earlier songs suffered from the 
echoy excesses of reprocessed 
stereo. 
His return to the singles 

charts seemed solid. In August 
of '69 he'd had his first number 
one hit since 1962, the excel-
lent Suspicious Minds and fol-
lowed up with Mac Davis' 
Don't Cry Daddy which hit 
number six in November. The 
brilliant Kentucky Rain, writ-
ten by Eddie Rabbit, released 
in January of 1970 was a radi-
cal departure, a short story en-

hanced by Elvis's controlled 
vocal and creative arranging. 
Though it was less successful, 
it remains one of his finest 
later tunes. In 1971, came his 
best, most consistent album of 
all: Elvis Country (LSP-4460) 

focused on old and new country 
standards with inventive twists 
like a hard rock arrangement 
of Faded Love, and Elvis sing-
ing Bill Monroe's Little Cabin 
On The Hill with a neo-blue-
grass band that recalled the 

spirit of the original. He turned 
the goodtime feel of Whole 
Lotta Shakin' into a dead ser-
ious snarl that made every 
"shake, baby, shake" a direct 
order, punctuated by slide 
guitar. 

Amazingly, his comeback was 
made without sacrificing any 
of his vocal power, and every-
one waited to see what he'd do 
next. They were disappointed, 
for by 1972 he was slipping in-
to a musical rut again and fill-
ing up his albums with un-
imaginative covers of everyone 
else's hits. He could do well 
with simple, basic songs like 
Polk Salad Annie and Proud 
Mary, but flagged badly when 
the material was as lightweight 
as Gentle On My Mind, and 
You Don't Have To Say You 
Love Me. They just didn't work 
well with Elvis's voice or his 
forceful delivery and it's a 
shame he didn't draw on the 
work of writers like Eddie Rab-
bitt and Burnin' Love composer 

Dennis Linde, who could cus-
tom-tailor their songs to fit him. 
Yet nobody gave up on him— 
even the weakest albums boasted 
at least one song that worked 
so well everything else was ir-
relevant. Good examples were 
Today (APLI-1039), where his 
reading of Red Foley's Shake A 
Hand stood head and shoulders 
above everything else, and his 
more recent Promised Land 
(APK1-0873) dominated by a 
pumping title song, written by 
Chuck Berry in the fifties and 
a minor hit for Elvis two years 
ago. 
There were also a number of 

live albums, including the 1972 
Madison Square Garden (LSP-
4776) concert, which showed 
the development of his live 
show with the addition of good 
material like Shotgun Willie's 
Funny How Time Slips away 
and junk like The Impossible 
Dream. Aloha From Hawaii, 
(VPSX-6089) was almost identi-
cal except for seven new songs 

FINAL. EDITION ick 
EXTRA 

IF.N.C.11 
t 

ELVIS 

ELVIS ELVIS 

ELVIS 
Now you can on OWD an Exclusive and Rare recording of an 
Elvis Press Conference! Elvis made very few public personal 
statements and this is the most revealing . . . ever! 

Elvis talks about the army, his family, his career, his loves, 
his fears and much, much more. A must for every Elvis fan. 

If you order now you will recieve an added BONUS. We have 
a limited number of the 2-color memorial edition of the Tupelo, 
Mississippi Newspaper tribute to Elvis. Tupelo, his home town 
pays its last respects to its favorite son . . . a real colleccir's 
item. 

If you make your order now you can have one copy for each 
tape or record you order. 

To speed the order call toll-free 1-800 331-1000. 
Send $4.98 for Album or $6.98 for tape I8-track or cassette] plus $.50 for postage and handling to: 

Green Valley Record Store 
50 Music Square West, Nashville, TN 37203 
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and a gutty interpretation of 
James 'Taylor's Steamroller Blues. 
Having Fun With Elvis On 
Stage, (CPMI-0818), originally a 
bootleg, consisted of his one-
liners between songs and no 
music. The greatest hits sets 
took a different tack with A 
Legendary Performer Vol. 1 
(CPL1-0341) and 2 (CPL1-
1349) which featured unissued 

material from the '68 TV show, 
from EPs and a few selected 
hits in a package complete with 
a book showing artifacts from 
the earliest days with RCA. 

Elvis recorded very little 
during his final months, even 
cancelling sessions occasional-
ly. But the releases continued. 
Welcome To My World (APL1-
2274) featured numerous left-
over live cuts, the best being 1 

Can't Stop Loving You, the Don 
Gibson hit and I'm So Lone-
some I Could Cry, arranged like 
B.J. Thomas's mid-sixties ver-
sion. Moody Blue (AFL-2428) 
(which may surpass Blue Ha-
waii as top-selling LP) was 
equally inconsistant, with fail-
ures in Let Me Be There and If 
You Love Me (Let Me Know). 
But there was also the ferocious 
Way Down and Johnny Ace's 
Pledging My Love, which show 
that despite his rumored health 
problems he could still whip-
lash his voice against a driving 
accompaniment and win, just 
like 1956. Ironically, the day 
Elvis died, Way Down became 
his first number one hit in nine 
years. 

Phase 4: (To order see page 66 ) 
Elvis TV Special (LP LPM-4088 
$5.98) (8TK P8S-1391 $6.98) 
From Elvis In Memphis (LP 
LSP-4155 $5.98) (8TK P8S-
1456 $6.98) 
Back In Memphis (LP LSP-4429 
$5.98) (8TK P8S-1632 $6.98) 
From Memphis To Vegas (2 LP 
set) (LP LSP-6020 $6.98) (8TK 
P8S-5076 $7.98) 
On Stage: February 1970 (LP 
1SP-4362 $5.98) (811( P8S-159 
$6.98) 
Worldwide Gold Award Hits 
Vol. 1 (4 LP set) (LP LPM-

6401 $24.98) (8TK P8S-6401 
$27.98) 
Elvis Country (LP LSP-4460 
$5.98) (8TK P8S-1655 $6.98) 
Today (LP APLI-1039 $5.98) 
(811( APSI-1039 $6.98) 
Promised Land (LP APKI-0873 
$5.98) (8TK APSI-0873 $6.98) 
Madison Square Garden (LP 
LSP-4776 $5.98) (8TK P8S-
2054 $6.98) 
Aloha From Hawaii (LP VPSX-
6089 $5.98) (8TK P8S-5144 
$6.98) 
Having Fun With Elvis On Stage 
(LP CPMI-0818 $5.98) (8TK 
CPSI-0818 $6.98) 
A Legendary Performer Vol. 1 
(LP CPLI-0341 $6.98) 8TK 
CPSI-0341 $7.98) 
A Legendary Performer Vol. 2 
(LP CPLI- 1349 $6.98) (8TK 
CPSI-1349 $ 7.98) 
Welcome To My World (LP 
APLI-2274 $5.98) (8TK APSI-
2274 $6.98) 
Moody Blue (LP AFL-2428 
$5.98) (8TK AFSI-2428 $6.98) 

The Bootlegs 
There are Elvis fans and there 

are Elvis fans; the latter group 
wants anything they can get 
their hands on he recorded-
live tapes, rare interviews and 
all the rest. A thriving bootleg 
record market has developed 

MI Ill III MI Ill II MOM MM. III MI Ill 

NAME   

ADDRESS  

CITY  

ARTIST 

Order I ))1ank 
LP's & TAPES FEATURED IN THIS RECORD 
REVIEW ARE FOR SALE WITH THIS COUPON. 

TITLE 

M0127 

STATE     ZIP   

LP/8TK No. LP 8TK PRICE 

MAIL TO: COUNTRY MUSIC MAGAZINE 

DEPT. RR ADD 50/Item ( Post.&Hand.) 

475 Park Ave. South Enclosed Check for 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

TOTAL 

BIM MIR BIBB Ill II UM al • la • II MIMI Ill 

to serve them by issuing stuff 
available nowhere else, some 
with excellent sound, some 
wretched. It began in 1970 
with Please Release Me, which 
featured movie songs never 
commercially released and 
part of his 1960 Frank Sina-
tra TV spot. The Hillbilly Cat, 
of Canadian origin, was re-
corded on the sly at a 1970 
Vegas show. Only a couple 
hundred copies were pressed, 
making it the rarest boot of all, 
and it inspired a number of 
other live-performance boot-
legs. Others were interview 
oriented, like Elvis Talks Back 
while Got A Lotta Livin' To Do 
(Pirate 101) had the musical 
segments of Loving You and 
Jailhouse Rock, with relevant 
dialogue taped from the films. 
Good Rockin' Tonight (Bobcat 
100) featured alternate takes of 
Sun selections with between-
song chatter and is now impos-
sible to find. The '68 Come-
back (Memphis 101) consists of 
outtakes from the TV special. 
Still, the best bootlegs of all are 
The Dorsey Shows (Golden Arch-
ives 100) with his earliest TV ap-
pearances and From the Waist 
Up (GA- 150) a newer set of all 
the 1956-57 Ed Sullivan shows 
with a great color cover photo 
of Elvis playing a honky-tonk 
during the Sun days. Also 
known to exist are tapes of his 
Louisiana Hayride spots in-
cluding one of him singing 
Lefty Frizzell's Always Late, 
along with his 1961 Hawaii 
benefit show, his Steve Allen 
and Milton Berle TV shows 
and the "Million Dollar Quar-
tet" session featuring Elvis, 
Johnny Cash, Jerry Lee Lewis 
and Carl Perkins jamming on 
six gospel songs. It's unknown 
it any of this material will be 
issued to anyone. 
Ultimately, Elvis's record-

ings reflect the humanity of the 
man himself: some slips, many 
more accomplishments. In 
death they've become the na-
tional resource he himself was 
in life: American music's De-
claration of Independence, al-
ways there for inspiration. • 

The Bootlegs (Not Available 
Through Country Music 
Magazine) 
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HOME OF THE HITS 
SINGLE ALBUMS 

Records ONLY $4.98 EA. 8TK Tapes ONLY $5.98 EA. 

MEL 
STREET 

Featuring: 

Barbara, Don't 
Let Me Be The 
Last To Know; 
Close Enough 
For Lcinesome; 
Virginia, I-low 

Far Will You Go; 
UM Just A) 

Redneck In A 
Rock And Roll 

Pr 

ptetn 

PD-l.0114 

"Sr 

, 

e 

PD- 1-6114 

Fic"origl 14 

2-RECORD SETS 
2- Record Sets ONLY $6.98 EA. 8TK Tapes ONLY $7.98 EA. 

HANK WILLIAMS, SR. 
24 GREATEST HITS VOL. 2 

MG-2-5401 

MG-2-5401 
Specially Priced 

2-ReCord Set 

Featuring You're The One I Thought I'd Never Lose; 
Crazy Little Mama; I'm Satisfied With My Gal 

PD- 1-6102 

Mel Tillis 24 Great Hits 
And The Statesider5 Specially priced two- record set 

Featuring 
Brand New Mister Me 

Midnight, •Me And The Blues 
Best Way I Know How 

Mental Revenge 
. Woman In The Back Of My Mind 
--Rialayr_IDonit_Takp_Your Love To Town 

Stomp Them Grapes 
Lookin' For Tomorrow 

(And Finclin' Yesterdays) 

c. 
MO0.2-5402 

MG-2-5402 

SEND TO: King Karol 
c/o Country Music Magazine 
475 Park Avenue South 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

From MGM/Polydor Records 

Check Your Choices Below (add $. 75 for post. & hand.): 

Name  1) Mel Street ( PD- 1-6114) LP-$4.98 8TK-$5.98 
2) Alvin Crow ( PD-1-6102) LP-$4.98 8T K-$5.98 

Street  3) Hank Williams (MG-2-5401) 2- LPs-$6.98 8TK-$7.98 
City  4) Mel 1 illis ( MG-2-5402) 2-LPs-$6.98 8TK-$7.98 

State  Zip  NYS residents add sales tax. Non-US residents add $2.50 extra post. & hand. 

M0127 



by Hans Fantel 

ALM) 
Good Sound For Christmas  

If there ever was a special season for 
music, it's Christmas. So it's hardly sur-
prising that sound equipment seems to be 
right at the top of nearly everybody's 
Christmas list. Anyway, my mail has been 
piling up, and most of the letters ask the 
same question: What's a good buy? 
There's no simple answer to that. There 

are lots of good buys. (Sure enough, there 
are also plenty of duds—but we'll help 
you steer clear of those). The trick is to 
find out just what's a good buy for you— 
and that depends on one small personal 
item: how much money you have to spend. 
With good sound systems ranging from 

a couple of hundred bucks all the way up 
into the four-figure stratosphere, you have 
to peg your own stereo budget somewhere 
between those extremes. Once you have 
decided how much cash von can lay out, 
the choice gets a lot easier. 
Fortunately, there is plenty of good 

equipment in every price range, and by 
picking the best designs in each price class, 

Pioneer SX-950 

Sansui G-2000 

you can get good value for your money re-
gardless of the total amount you spend. 
That's why I listed some of the outstanding 
current models in three different price 
groups—Economy Class, Golden Medi-
um, and Strictly DeLuxe—to serve as a 
kind of Christmas shopping guide. Of 
course, I couldn't possibly list all the good 
components available, but the choice 
hasn't been arbitrary. I tried to single out 
those models that offer exceptional dollar 
value—where the level of performance ex-
ceeds the norm for its price class. 
Economy Class 
The heart of any stereo system is the 

amplifier. Most people also want a tuner 
so they can listen to the radio on their rig, 
and the cheapest way to get both is to buy 
them combined in a single unit called a 
"receiver." A good receiver, even in econ-
omy class, isn't exactly cheap. To get de-
cent sound—clean in the highs and with 
enough power to give the bass some wal-
lop—you'll have to spend around $ 200. 

Here are some of my suggestions in this 
group: 

Sony's STE-1800 puts out 12 watts per 
channel at 0.8% harmonic distortion 
(which is very clean sound) and sells for 
$180. The Technics SA-5060 has the same 
power rating and just an imperceptible bit 
more distortion (0.9%), which for all 
practical purposes is fine indeed, and lists 
at $ 170.With Kenwood's KDR-2600 re-
ceiver you get a bit more power at the 
same distortion level, and the price tag is 
$190. 

If you like your music loud and your 
bass on the hefty side, it may be worth-
while for you to spend a little more money 
and get a receiver with a bit more muscle. 
Standouts in a group delivering 25 watts 
per channel are the Technics SA-5160 
($230), the Akai AA 1125 ($240), and the 
Sansui G-2000 ($230). The distortion 
figures on these receivers are even lower, 
typically about 0.5% or less. 
Of course, you'll need a pair of speakers 

dri  
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- 

JVC K D-35 

Sony STR-6800SD 
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to go with these receivers. Fortunately, a 
number of recent low-cost designs have 
very fine sound. If they lack anything at 
all, it is only the very lowest bass notes. 
which naturally can be reproduced only 
by larger speakers. But their overall bal-
ance is so smooth that only a very feu 
super-critical listeners are likely to miss 
those rock-bottom lows. My own favorites 
in this group of speakers include the 
Advent/3 ($ 50), the Acoustic Research AR 
18 ($65) the BIC-Venturi Formula 1 ($ 75) 
and the Altec Model a ($99). 
Among turntables in the economy group, 

you'll get remarkably smooth and rumble-
free performance from JVC's SL-A20 
($100), Pioneer's PL-115D ($ 125), and 
Technics' SL-23 ($ 130). They all come 
with automatic stop at the end of the re-
cord and a cueing-device for setting the 
arm down gently on the first groove. If 
you prefer an automatic changer, you 
might consider the BIC 940 ($ 110) or the 
Dual 1237 ($ 135). For a reliable cassette 
deck to add to your economy rig, you get 
an excellent bargain in Fisher's CD-4020. 
which sells for $ 170. 

All put together, components in this 
"economy group" will give you the kind 
of sound for which you don't have to 
make any excuses and which is a lasting joy. 
Golden Medium 

Receivers in this group are a lot more 
powerful, able to put out convincing bass 
even in a large room and at high volume. 
You'll hear what I mean when you take a 
listen to the Pioneer SX650 (35 watts per 
channel, $ 325), the Kenwood KR-4070 
(40 watts per channel, $ 300), or the JVC 
JR-S200 (35 watts per channel, $ 300). 

Naturally, you'll want to match up these 
excellent receivers with speakers capable 
of bringing out all the sound in the signal. 
For that, I doubt that you could do better 
than get the Infinity Qa ($ 149), the Tech-
nics SB-5000A ($ 160), or the "Big Advent 
Loudspeaker" ($ 149). You'd have to spend 
a lot more to top the sound of any of these. 
Even in this price bracket, I'd still pick 

the same turntables I mentioned before 
but would also consider remarkable values 
at a slightly higher ticket, such as Sony's 
PS-T3, a fully automated direct-drive plat-
ter at $ 180. As far as tape decks are con-
cerned, I'd go for items like the JVC 
KD-35 ($260), the Toshiba PC-4360 ($250), 
or the Pioneer CT 4242 ($ 225). 
Strictly DeLuxe 

If you're among the lucky few who can 
afford to splurge, keep in mind that a 
$2000 sound system doesn't necessarily 
sound twice as good as a $ 1000 system. 
As you reach the higher price brackets, 
you run into diminishing returns. Granted, 
the very expensive sound gear sounds bet-
ter—but it really doesn't sound all that 
much better than the components in the 
Golden Medium class. And while it's per-
fectly possible to spend many thousands 
of dollars on super-fancy equipment, you 
can get amazingly cluse to the same re 

(Continued on page 79) 

Yes you can 

build a dynakit. 
Even `churchmice' want the finest high 
fidelity, but when funds are scarce you take 
things into your own hands. We did and 
built Dynakits. It was surprisingly easy, the 
simple step-by-step instructions in their 
illustrated manual didn't let us go astray. 
A few evenings of my time and the church 
had a music system of the finest quality — 
and a saving of over $600. My only 
question--when 'work' is so much fun, 
is it sinful? 

; 

AF-8 AM/FM Tuner 

PAT-5 Preamplifier 

Write for free 24 page catalog of Dynakits dyniraCD 
and Dynaco components and loudspeakers. 

Blackwood, N.J. 08012 
Dept. CM-12, Box 88 duivaleit 
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ELVIS REMEMBERED 

Flaming Star: 
Flaming Star: Night Life/ 
Wonderful World/The Eyes 
Of Texas/Yellow Rose Of 
Texas/She's A Machine/Do 
The Vega/Too Much Monk-
ey Business, and more! 

Frankie & Johnny: What 
Every Woman Lives For/ 
Hard Luck/Come Along/ 
Down By The Riverside & 
When The Saints Go Mar-
ching In, plus many more! 

I Got Lucky: Yoga Is As 
Yoga Does/What A Wond-
erful Life/I Need Some-
body To Lean On/Home Is 
Where The Heart Is/If You 
Think I Don't Need You 

Sings From His Movies: 01' 
MacDonald/Big Boss Man/ 
How Would You Like To 
Be/You Don't Know Me/ 
Guitar Man/Confidence/ 
Frankie & Johnny, more! 

You'll Never Walk Alone: 
Who Am I?/Let Us Pray/It 
Is No Secret (What God 
Can Do)/Take My Hand 
Precious Lord/We Call On 
Him/Sing Children, more! 

E LUIS 

0 almost in lave 

Almost In Love: Charro/A 
Little Less Conversation/ 
Rubberneckin'/My Little 
Friend/Long Legged Girl 
With The Short Dress On/ 
Stay Away/US Male, more! 

Burning Love: No More/I 
Love Only One Girl/Santa 
Lucia/Tender Feeling/It's 
A Matter Of Time/Tonight 
Is So Right For Love/We'll 
Be Together, and more! 

BUY FIVE 
AND 

PICK ONE 
FREE 

Records s298/8Tk Tapes s398 

C'mon Everybody: Angel/ 
A Whistling Tune/Easy 
Come, Easy Go/Follow 
That Dream/This Is Living/ 
King Of The Whole Wide 
World, plus many others! 

Liut alum : LIU 

i4e,111 
pb, 

Separate Ways: Old Shep/ 
Sentimental Me/I Met Her 
Today/In My Way/What 
Now, What Next, Where 
To/Is It So Strange/Forget 
Me Never, plus more! 

Let's Be Friends: Almost/ 
Stay Away, Joe/If I'm A 
Fool ( For Loving Youl/I'll 
Be There ( If You Ever 
Want Mel/Mama/Let's For-
get About The Stars, more! 

A MINIMUM ORDER OF 2 LPs OR 87Ks IS REQUIRED 

MORE ELVIS MEMORABILIA ON PAGES 50, 51, 66 OF THIS ISSUE (More To Come Next Month) 

Send to Country Music Magazine 
Dept. FE 
475 Park Avenue South 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

M0127 

Name  

Street  

City  

State 

Enclosed is my check/money order for $  
N. Y . State residents add sales tdX. Null-U.S. iesidents 
add $2.50 extra for postage and handling. 

I have check my choices below ( include $ 1 for post. & hand.): 

1. Flaming Star 

2. Frankie And 
Johnny 

3. I Got Lucky 

4. Sings From His 
Movies 

 Zip  5. You'll Never 
Walk Alone 

LP-CAS2304 6. Almost In Love 
8TK-C8S-7010 
LP-ACL7007 7. Burning Love 
8TK -C8S7007 
LP-CAS2533 8. C'mon Every-

.... 8TK-C8S7014 body 
LP-CAS2567 9. Separate Ways 
8TK-C8S0380 
LP-CAS2472 10. Let's Be Friends 
8TK-C8S7011 

LP-CAS2440 
8TK-C8S0381 
LP-CAS2595 
8TK-C8S1216 
LP-CAS2518 
87K-C8S7013 
LP-CAS2611 
8TK-C8S1227 
LP-CAS2408 
87K-C8S7011 

miist order a minimum of 2. But why not order b and pick another FILL. 
NYS residents add sales tax. Canadian orders add an extra SZ.UU tor post. and 
hand.. No other foreign orders accepted. 



UNIQUE GIFT IDEAS 

COUNTRY MUSIC BELT 

Brawny, bold and branded describes 
this handsome antique-finished belt. 
The Country Music message is hand-
stamped on heavy duty, long-wearing 
genuine top grade U.S. leather. Fea-
tures detachable heavy metal buckle, 
so you can switch buckles as often as 
you wish. Each belt is hand-crafted; 
no two are exactly alike. Makes a per-
fect gift. Available in even sizes 20 to 
46; 134" wide. ONLY $9.98 

COUNTRY MUSIC FOB 

If you like the belt then you will love 
this handsome, brawny matching key/ 
watch fob. It's heavy duty leather, 7"x 
1 5/8", with a 1 2/8" diameter metal 
ring. ONLY $2.25 

_11-egularfre5.e5 Now Only 128 
SEND TO: Country Music Magazine 

Dept. SCW 

475 Park Avenue South 

New York, N.Y. 10016 

NAME 

STREET  

CITY STATE  If' 

',1U 121 

II BRAND NEW! 
The Dependable 
COUNTRY MUSIC 

TOTE BAG 
Here is the latest in our 
long line of unique country 
gift ideas—a heavy-duty 
tote bag with 17" color 
straps and our logo boldly 
stamped on in brown. It's 
a perfect Christmas gift 
idea for any country fan. 

only $3.95 
D Send me belt(s).kee(s) at $ 10.98 each ($9.98 

plus $ 1 post. & hand.). 

D Send me fob(s) at $2.50 each ($2.25 plus $.25 
post. & hand.). 

D Send me beitbuckle(s) at $5.88 each ($5.38 plus 
$.50 post. & 

D Send me toke fiagf1)-at $4.45 each ($3.95 plus 
$.50 post. & rçand0. 

NYS residents add,sales nx. No Canadian or 
other foreign ord ocepted. - 



Keep hls 
memory alive 

in tells endurng work o ar 
One of America's best-known portrait artists An enduring remembrance of your favorite performer 

tured the immortal Elvis Presley in a This is no cheap memento of Elvis—something that will soon • it in your home be thrown away and forgotten. Beautifully lithographed in full, 
dramatic color ... handsomely framed in sleek, gold-toned it in your home with pride. And admire it 

ap superbly alive moment. 

as a reminder of your greatest memories. 
If you're over 30, you danced to "Nothin' but a 

Hound Dog". Saved your money to buy "Blue Suede 
Shoes." If you're under 30, the great beat of 
"Jailhouse Rock" ... the gentle plea of "Don't be 
Cruel" have always been part of your life. And 

Elvis created music that will long outlive his 
always will. 

tragically brief time. That's why one of America's 
most respected artists—famed portrait painter 
Everett Raymond Kinstler—resolved to memorialize 

the man who, more than any other performer, 
created rock music. Made it one of America's true art 

The result is a work of art itself. One that captures forms. 

Elvis as you remember him—alive with vibrant 
power. Up there where he belonged—in the 
performer's spotlight. Surrounded by the love and 

adulation of his fans. 

Artist Everett Raymond 
Kinstler is nationally 
known for his portraits of 
famous Americans—from 

statesmen like John 
Conn ally to performers like 
John Wayne, Hoy Rogers. 
Dale Evans. 

aluminum, you can hang 
through the years. 
Some day perhaps, when your children—or even your grandchildren—ask "What was Elvis like?" you can show them. 

Maybe put on one of his records. And he'll seem to be up there 
singing to you again. 

Handsomely lithographed 

in full color, and framed 
suitable for hanging in 
gold-toned aluminum. 
Measures 22" by 28". 

Keep Elvis' memory green. Mail the coupon today 
Why not act now to keep one of your fondest memories real. 

check or Mail the coupon today with your money order for $33.00. 

Welcome the great Elvis to your home! 
111111111•1••■Banaiiiiesameaaliaaaasiiiiiiill 

• SEND TO ELVIS OFFER IS 
13 COUNTRY MUSIC MAGAZINE, a 

475 Park Ave. South, New York, N Y. 10016 a 
a 

ii▪ YES Please rush m y full-color ELVIS lithographs(s) @ $33.00 a 
II each postpaid. My check for $ (total) is enclosed, or Ill 
II charge my 0 BanIcAmericard or 0 Master Charge (N.Y. residents: 

ISa add appropriate sales tax) a 
II II 
a III card number expiration date 

$ Il 

e Signature a 11 

• Name II 11 

II Address SI 
21 a 

a City _ State II 
Ml Zip 111 

••IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 111111111111111131111131111 
a • 



COLORING BOOK 

16 FUN—FILLED—PAGES 

Only s5.511 

pe‘• 

It's your favorite country music singer in a beautiful 
new doll- 12" tall, poseable and complete from Dolly's 
famous hour-glass figure and long blond hair-do down 
to her destinctive beauty mark and one piece red 
jumpsuit with silver lame trim. 

SEND TO: 
Country Music Magazine 
Dept. DDP 
475 Park Avenue South 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

Name  
Street  
City  
State Zip  

M0127 DColoring Book—$1.50 plus $.50 post. 
and hand.. 

DT-Shirt—$5.50 plus $.50 post./hand. 
My size is (Adult S M L XL only) 

D Dolly Doll—$9.95 plus $.75 post. 
and hand. 

NYS residents add sales tax. Sorry, 
no foreign orders accepted. 

OFF STAGE 
(Continued from page 26) 

phis theater after midnight and invite 
friends along for a special showing of cur-
rent movies. 

"Elvis loved motion pictures. He would 
really get into the plots—like some kind of 
film scholar," remembers Miss Goodman. 
"Sometimes, he would see the films in ad-
vance then invite friends along for a sec-
ond showing. He would provide a run-
ning commentary and start predicting 
what was going to happen next. Finally, 
everyone would guess that he had already 
seen the movie. Elvis could be very witty 
when he was in a good mood." 

In the best of times, Presley experienced 
periods of deep depression. In the months 
preceding his death those periods became 
more frequent and of longer duration. 
During those bad times, he might se-

clude himself in his room for days and 
brood about his mother, his health, his 
broken marriage, an upcoming tour or an 
ex-friend for some real or imagined be-
trayal. On such occasions, he was temper-
mental and, sometimes, prone to violence. 
Once, when he arrived home in the 

early morning hours to find the gate 
locked and nobody around to open it, he 
reportedly shoved the driver aside, backed 
up his Cadillac and crashed through it. 
The most damning reports, though, 

came from former bodyguards Red and 
Sonny West and Dave Hebler in the book 
Elvis: What Happened. The book painted 
the unpleasant picture of a man increas-
ingly into drugs—mainly uppers and 
downers; increasingly shrinking into the 
tiny world behind the walls of Graceland. 
From a commercial standpoint, the tim-
ing of the book could not have been more 
perfect—it was released a few short days 
before Elvis' death. At least one of the 
authors, Red West, was reportedly shat-
tered by Elvis' death and the timing of the 
book. 
"No matter what he said in that book, 

man," said one insider, "Red loved Elvis. 
He never wanted to hurt him this way. 
Red really cared. The hell of it is, too 
much of what that book said was true. 
But look at it this way—you could write 
almost exactly the same book about any 
big name performer. And that's the abso-
lute truth." 
There were a few friends who wanted 

to see Elvis break out of the walls of Grace-
land—one remembered Elvis lamenting: 
"You know. . . I've never even been able 
to take my little girl to the carnival. . . . " 
But the fact is that the walls finally won, 

and Elvis died a man trapped in his own 
legend. 
"You know," one person close to Elvis 

said, "He really wanted to just be able to 
go out and walk around Memphis like a 
normal person. But there were a whole lot 
of people who didn't want that. And Elvis 
died for it." 
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ezeeele'reenree CHRISTMAS BOOK IDEAS eeeeeeeeelre 

co NEW 
THE ILLUSTRATED 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
COUNTRY MUSIC 
Presenting the most thorough, authoritative and lavishly illustrated Ency-
clopedia ever produced on country music. Here is over 450 exciting bio-
graphical sketches of today's superstars and yesterday's pioneers...more 
than 150 photographs...300 full color record jackets...selective disco-
graphies...all in a giant 9" x 12" oversized paperback. From A to Z, 
everyone who has made country what it is today is here. The Nashville 
headliners, the redneck outlaws from Texas, the old time string bands 
and radio pioneers, the Memphis rockabillies and the western swing 
kings. There's Loretta Lynn, a coal miner's daughter who now owns 
a whole town...Roy Acuff, who probably would have become an ace 
ballplayer until a case of sunburn turned him into the founder of a 

country empire...Jimmy Davis, the guitar picker who twice became 
state governor...the unluckier Aunt Mollie Jackson, jailed at ten and 
finally forced to flee from her home state after being blacklisted 
throughout Kentucky...and the " King" himself, the late Elvis. This 
is country music with the lid off, painstakingly documented by 3 of 
the most knowledgable country music writers of all time. To even 
the most casual reader, country music will never be the same. Just 
cry- in-your-beer ballads sung by pork-and-bean-chewing cowboys? 
Read this and think again. It's the perfect follow-up to our own 
1973 "Country Music Encyclopedia", and the ideal gift this year. 

ONLY 
$7.95 g. 

FREE BONUS! Order this great new book now and as a special bonus 
we will also send you our new COUNTRY MUSIC HANDBOOK as a 
FREE GIFT. It's 76 pages, featuring fan club listings...star's birthdays...a 
guide to Nashville...Hall of Fame members, complete with a short 
biography on each...advice on how to protect your song...where to go 
to hear the right music in Neshville...special features and much morel 

FREE BONUS!!! 

GRAND COLE OPRY 
Now, you can save a whopping $ 16.03 on the biggest, 
most exciting country music package of all time. First, 
you get the spectacular GRAND OLE OPRY, not for 
the $35.00 it sells for in stores nor the $29.95 we had 
previously offered, but for just $25.95. It's our lowest 
price ever in this holiday special. But that's not all, we 
will also send you as a FREE GIFT the big bestselling 
2-record set, STARS OF GRAND OLE OPRY. 

GRAND OLE OPRY is a giant 10%" x 13'4", 6% lbs., 
404 pages with almost 400 photos. Half the photos 
are in full color and many taken specifically for this 
book. Author ,lack Hurst has delved deer) into the 
official Opry archives and gathered hundreds of reveal-
ing anecdotes to tell the heart-warming story of the 
Opry. It is truly a book you should not miss, and a 
price that can't be beat. 

2 Albums...30 Of Your Favorite 
Stars Doing Their Greatest Hits! 

A $41.98 VALUE 

NOW $25.95 

TURN I O PAGE 78 TO ORDER (More Books On The Next 3 Pages) 
treezreeeeznereeevevezezieeeerreverreeeezteeeerrezteee 
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Stars—ONLY $3.25 

Man In Black 
ONLY $6.95 

How To Be 
Born Again 
ONLY $7.95 

Bi Graham 

TO BE 

BORN 
AGAIN 

American Country 
Hymn Book 
Was $5.95/NOW $5.45 

.,ittorielf 
epode 

%tree"-

Sing Your Heart Out 
Country Boy 
Was $ 12.95/NOW $ 11.95 

55 Years Of Recorded 
Country/Western Music 
ONLY $6.u5 

San Antonio Rose 
Was $ 12.50/NOW $ 11.50 

How I Write Songs 
ONLY $7.95 

Complete Works Of 
Hank Williams 
ONLY $9.95 

Al a  con WOet l• ett Mir WIlLIAMS 

.A 0120 SONO L 1C0.,, 
0, 8,9 IIK,HIC 

Tex Ritter Story 
ONLY $ 12.95 

The (7.., 
•Tex :•• 

Ritter 
Story 

Coal Miner's Daughter 
ONLY $7.95 

Wee: 
Cues' 

Best Of Country 
Music 3—ONLY $3.95 

Country Music 
Encyclopedia 
Was $ 14.95/NOW $ 12.95 

dgele112114 ".4 
••.• - - 

Stars Of 
Country Music 
Was $ 10/NOW $8.95 

Recipes Of The Stars 
ONLY $3.25 

Elvis: 
What Happened? 
ONLY $ 1.95 

ELinb 
Miff 

HAPPBEIP 

Saga Of Jim Reeves 
ONLY $2.50 

The Sill of 

' 
JIM REEVES 

He Walks With Me 
V 7.95 

HE WILES 

I HE RELIGIOUS 
t X PERIENCES OF 
COUNTRY MUSFC 
BM STARS IMIN 
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Music City's Homes Of The Stars 
HOMES OF THE STARS is one of the most 
unique and colorful over-sized paperbacks ever 
done on the stars of country music. Now, 
through beautiful full color pictures you'll 
visit 23 homes of Nashville's elite—Chet 
Atkins, Johnny Rodriguez, Johnny Cash, Tom 
T. Hall, Tammy Wynette and Loretta Lynn 
just to mention a few. You'll get a first hand 
look at how these superstars live, plus you'll 
learn a little about their success from the brief 
biographical sketches on each. But there's 
even more, 138 photos of the top headliners, 
many in full color. If you take your music 
serious, you won't want to be without it. 

The Best Of Country Music, 
Volume 3 
If you already have volumes 1 and 2 of THE 
BEST OF COUNTRY MUSIC, you won't 
want to be without the latest and the best, 
Volume 3.It's the finest stories and photos of 
year 3 of Country Music Magazine. You'll find 
Olivia Newton-John, Gospel Now, Remember-
ing Hank Williams, Kris Kristofferson, Minnie 
Pearl, Bob Wills, Tanya Tucker, Melba Mont-
gomery, Moe Bandy, Kitty Wells, OPryland In 
Russia and much more! THE BEST OF 
COUNTRY MUSIC, Volume 3 is a great way 
to catch up on all the big stories, the great 
interviews you may have missed. Order now! 

Recipes Of The Stars 
Here is the most unique and practical country 
music book you are ever likely to own. It's 
your favorite country stars bringing you all of 
their special cookin' favorites—mouth-water-
ing delights straight from the kitchens of the 
headliners. Here is everything from Roy 
Acuff's Bean Soup to Kitty Wells' Chicken 
Saute' Continental; from The Conway Twitty 
Burger to Eggplant A La Tammy Wynette. 
There is even a recipe for Ronnie Milsap's 
Special Moonshine. There are soups, main 
courses, vegetables, salads, breads and desserts 
—102 recipes from 86 stars plus pictures and 
brief biographical sketches on everyone. 

Tom T. Hall: How I Write 
Songs, Why You Can 
HOW I WRITE SONGS is the perfect book 
for anyone who writes or wants to write 
songs. It's 160 pages of songwriting know-
how from one of country music's best—Tom 
T. Hall. You'll find all the essential song-
writing rules, definitions of songwriting lingo, 
the requirements of good lyrics. You'll see 
how to select a good song subject and proper-
ly handle rhyming. And most important, 
there's a whole chapter on the mechanics of 
publishing where you see how to protect your 
song and get it to the right person for review. 
So don't wait, order your copy today! 

Stars Of Country Music 
Here are the lives of the performers who gave 
country music its enormous human appeal. 
STARS OF COUNTRY MUSIC begins when 
country-western belonged to America's back 
roads and continues into its glittering pre-
sent. All the important people are here—Tom 
T. Hall, Hank Williams, Uncle Dave Macon, 
The Carter Family, Gene Autry, Bob Wills, 
Loretta Lynn, Charley Pride, Johnny Rod-
riguez, Johnny Cash, Chet Atkins and many 
more. They are all bought to you by an all-
star cast of writers. It's 500 unforgettable 
pages— illustrated—with listings of recordings 
by all the performers in the book. Get it! 

Sing Your Heart Out Country Boy 
Here, in one place, are the lyrics to over 300 
songs, with comments on each song by the 
artist who wrote it, or a friend or heir. The 
list of contributors reads like all-star night in 
Nashville: Johnny Cash, Hank Williams, Kris 
Kristofferson, more. Here Loretta Lynn 
talks about the family experiences she made 
part of "Coal Miner's Daughter"...Maybelle 
Carter remembers A. P. Carter...Vaughan 
Horton remembers the first time he sang his 
"Mackin' Bird Hill"—for his dying father in a 
Pennsylvania hospital. It's all here, even where 
to get a recording of every one of the 308 
songs in the book. Order now and save! 

Elvis What Happened? 
Here is the controversial new book that even 
shocked us. And we tell you right off that it 
presents a viewpoint we do not share. How-
ever we feel it is our responsibility to present 
all the viewpoints and let you decide. So here 
is the new paperback that all America Is talk-
ing about. Brooding, violent, obsessed with 
death and strung out—this is the other side of 
Elvis acsording to the 3 bodyguards who lived 
with him through it all. It Is the late, great 
superstar as they saw him—a shocking, bizarre 
story of the good times, the bad, the women, 
the drugs, the parties. Truth or fantasy? Read 
this book and you decide. 

The Encyclopedia Of 
Country Music 
Here, in one superbly written volume, is every-
thing you want to know about country music. 
It's the whole fascinating story— through the 
star-studded lives of greats like Jimmie 
Rodgers, Uncle Dave Macon, Tex Ritter, Roy 
Acuff, Patsy Cline, right through Willie 
Nelson, Tanya Tucker, Elvis Presley and the 
rest of country music's superstars. , 

You'll find over 450 pages...250 exciting bio-
graPhies...more than 150 photos.., special 
entries on Grand Ole Opry, Hall Of Fame, and 
more plus a valuable album discography. 

The Complete Works Of 
Hank Williams 
Like the title says, here is the most complete 
songbook ever released on the legendary 
Hank Williams. It's 288 great pages...8 1/2" 
X 11"...with many photos. But best of all, 
there are all those Hank William's favorites. 
You'll find: Alabama Waltz/Alone And For-
saken/The Angel Of Death/Are You Lonely 
Too/Baby, We're Really in Love/Country-
fied/Cajun Baby/Calling You/Cold, Cold 
Heart/Dear Brother/Fool About You/Hey, 
Good Lookin'/Howlin' At The Moon/I Can't 
Get You Off My Mind, plus many more. It's 
129 hits in all, so don't wait. 

He Walks With Me (The Religious 
Experiences Of Country Stars) 
Now, for the first time in a new edition, you 
get the in-depth first-person story of some 
of the great stars of country music who have 
found a fuller meaning in life through the 
Christian Experience, It's Ray Price. Bill 
Anderson, Barbara Fairchild, Jim Reeves, 
Connie Smitn, Keeter Davis, Larry Gatlin and 
more, telling how they found Christ, what he 
means in terms of their careers and personal 
lives, and what part Christianity plays in 
Nashville. Every interview is an inspiration 
because they all speak quite candidly about 
their past and present. Order your copy now! 

The Tex Ritter Story 
At long last there is a volume that does justice 
to one of the greatest legends of them all— 
Tex Ritter. It's the complete and true story of 
the singing cowboy himself—written by one 
of Tex's closest friends and co-workersJ o 

hnny has Bond. A star in his own right,  
has laid down for all time this warm story 
that needed telling. Here are 290 entertaining 
pages, with more than 50 exciting photo-
graphs. Yes, it is an unforgettable remember-
ance— in pictures and words—that no country 
music fan should be without. So, if you have 
not already picked up a copy of this best-
seller, do it now. You'll be glad you did. 

How To Be Born Again (By 
Billy Graham) 
"I wanted to say everything I could to help 
people who really want to know God", said 
Billy Graham. And now he has done it In 
the brand new volume, HOW TO BE BORN 
AGAIN. Here is the book that set a first print-
ing record for non-fiction trade books of 
800,000 copies. HOW TO BE BORN AGAIN, 
will help you if down inside there's a need 
youcan feel but can't describe...if getting all 
the things you've worked for somehow hasn't 
made you happy—if you've got a life full of 
broken dreams and disappointments. Don't 
miss this moving experience. 

55 Years Of Recorded 
Country/Western Music 
Here is the first picture-filled guide to 55 
years of country music recordings. It's the 
perfect combination for country fans—an 
entertaining directory to what your records 
are worth plus essential reading for country 
music nostalgia buffs. You'll find 196 big 
pages with over 100 rare old photographs. 
There's an exclusive interview with Gene 
Autry. And most important, you'll find a 
price guide to over 20,000 collectible records, 
plus a directory to more than 1,300 record 
collectors, buyers, sellers and dealers. It's 
great reading so don't miss it. 

San Antonio Rose 
Merle Haggard called him "the best damn 
fiddle player in the world!" Waylon Jennings 
says he Is still king. "The Louis Armstrong of 
Western Swing ".,."the king truly a legend..." 
The tributes to the legendary Bob Wills are 
legion—as are his many famous fans. Now 
Charles Townsend brings us the complete 
story of this country giant in a volume that 
captures all the color and excitement of his 
dynamic life. It's all here—from his birth into 
a family of frontier fiddlers in 1905 to his 
last recording session and death in 1975. 
ToWnsend's decade of research has unearthed 
heretofore unknown facts that make it a must. 

The American Country 
Hymn Book 
Here is the two year old bestseller that gives 
you 100 of your all-time gospel favorites 
under one cover. It's 192 oversized pages com-
piled by the renowned Aaron Brown, and 
guaranteed to bring you and your family 
hours of pleasure now and for years to come. 
Here is just a sample of the favorites you will 
find: Why Me/My Tribute/Let Me Live/I'll 
Fly Away/Oh Happy Day/Love Lifted Me/On 
The Way Home/if That Isn't Love/Put Your 
Hand in The Hand/Great Speckled Bird/Help 
Me/Supper Time/Someone To Care/in The 
Garden and many, many others! 

Loretta Lynn: Coal Miner's 
Daughter 
Since Loretta admits she is better at "taikin' 
than writin'," she found a writer to put her 
story down on paper for her. But she warns 
right off: "You can bet your last scrip penny 
that I checked out every word...and if I didn't 
like it, out it went." The result Is a book that 
sounds as honest and saucy as the lady on the 
records. She talks frankly about her 25 year 
marriage to Doo, about her medical problems, 
about the gossip about her and Conway 
Twitty, and about Nashville behind the scenes. 
COAL MINER'S DAUGHTER almost reads 
like a classic novel. Don't miss this bestseller! 

Johnny Cash: Man In Black 
Here, Johnny Cash tells his own story in his 
own words. It's all in MAN IN BLACK, start-
ing with his childhood years...through the 
country and western music circuit...Including 
the seven long years of drOg addiction up to 
the living faith he now experiences in Jesus 
Christ. Billy Graham says, "...God will use 
this book." Ronald Reagan says, "The ' Man 
in Black' will help bring about a spiritual 
awakening in our land." And these are just 2 
of the thousands who have already acclaimed 
this great book. So don't be left out. This 
important book will not be available much 
longer. Get yours while it's still here. 

The Saga Of Jim Reeves 
THE SAGA OF JIM REEVES is a capsule 
portrait that answers the question of what 
makes a musician immortal. Meet Jim as he 
was, a star with humble beginnings, who trad-
ed a bushel of pears for his first guitar, tried 
a career in baseball, and became a world re-
nowned star by a twist of fate. Call It an 
American dream come true, and must reading. 

TURN TO PAGE 78 
TO ORDER 
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SINGERS & 
SWEETHEARTS 

Here's the revealing picture-filled story of today's 5 super ladies of 
country music. All from poor backgrounds, now millionaires, all firmly 
planted in their careers as well as home lives, you will see them here 
as never before. " Loretta Lynn, a Kentucky coal miner's daughter who 
inherited Kitty Wells' title of the 'Queen of Country Music'; Tammy 
Wynette, a Mississippi farm girl whose records sold more than any 
other woman in her field; Dolly Parton, one of the most talented and prolific songwriters in any music; 
June Carter Cash, daughter of one of the biggest legends, wife of another, songwriter, singer and actress; 
and Tanya Tucker, dynamic young inovator who reached stardom long before adulthood." 
"Singers & Sweethearts" is a candid portrait told on 150 exciting pages with 136 photos. It is the real 
woman behind the images...what excites them and frightens them...what they think of the fame and 
fortune...what they feel about each other and themselves. It's honest and heartwarming and the perfect 
holiday gift for any country music fan. Order now and take advantage of the special low price. 

> 
Singers&Sweethearts BRAND NEW! 

1 

FREE 

TOTE BAG 

Order $30 or more in books 
from pages 75-78 and get 
our new Tote Bag FREE-
in addition to any FREE 
bonus you have coming for 
ordering from page 75. 

D I have ordered $30 or more 
in books from these 4 pages, 
so please send me my FREE 
Tote Bag. 

Send To: Country Music Magazine, 475 Park Ave. So, 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

Name  

Street  

City  

State Zip  

CHARGE MY ORDER TO (Only Accepted 
On Orders Of $25 Or More): 

Master Charge _ Bank Americard (Visa) 

Account No,   

Expiration Date  

Signature  

Send me the following books (check choices & allow 4-8 weeks for delivery): 
QTY. 

The Illustrated Encyclopedia & Free 
Handbook 
$7.95 plus $ 1.00 post. & hand. 

0 Grand Ole Opry & Free "Stars Of 
Grand Ole Opry" LP 
$25.95 plus $2.25 UPS & hand. 
Homes Of The Stars 
$3.25 plus $. 50 post. & hand. 

0 Best Of Country Music, Vol. 3 
$3.95 plus $.50 post. & hand. 

12 Recipes Of The Stars 
$3.25 plus $.50 post. & hand. 

0 Tom T. Hall: How I Write Songs 
$7.95 plus $.60 post. & hand. 
Stars Of Country Music 
$8.95 plus $. 75 post. & hand. 

D Sing Your Heart Out Country Boy 
$11.95 plus $. 75 post. & hand. 
Elvis: What Happened? 
$1.95 plus $.50 post. 8( hand. 

D Encyclopedia Of Country Music 
$12.95 plus $.75 post. & hand. 

IQ Complete Works Of Hank Williams 
$9.95 plus $. 75 post. & hand. 

IQ He Walks With Me 
$7.95 plus $.60 post. & hand. 

D The Tex Ritter Story 
$12.95 plus $. 75 post. & hand. 

O How To Be Born Again 
$7.95 plus $.60 post. & hand. 

D55 Years Of Recorded Country. 
Western Music 
$6.95 plus $.60 post. & hand. 

I:San Antonio Rose 
$11.50 plus $. 75 post. & hand. 

D American Country Hymn Book 
$5.45 plus $.50 post. & hand. 

O Loretta Lynn: Coal Miner's Daughter 
$7.95 plus $.50 post. & hand. 

El Johnny Cash: Man In Black 
$6.95 plus $.50 post. & hand. 

D Saga Of Jim Reeves 
$2.50 plus $.50 post. & hand. 

D Singers & Sweethearts 
$4.95 plus $.70 post. & hand. 

QTY. 

M0127 



AUDIO 
(Continued from page 69) 

suits with some of the following items: 
For a receiver, try the Sony STR-6800 

(80 watts per channel, $600), the Sansui 
7070 (70 watts per channel, $520) or the 
Pioneer SX-950 ($650). As for speakers, 
I'd still pick the ones listed in the Golden 
Medium group, because they're really 
hard to beat. But I'd also check out such 
excellent speakers as the Yamaha NS-690-11 
($290), the ADS L-710 ($250), and the 
uniquely designed Bose 901 Series III 
($700 per pair). You may prefer their 
sound despite the added cost. 
And since this is the splurging bracket, 

you might as well treat yourself to such 
blue-chip turntables as the Kenwood KD-
5033 ($ 280), the Sony PS4300 ($280), or 
the Sansui FR-5080S ($ 260). If you want 
an automatic changer, you couldn't top 
the Technics SL-1650 ($300) or the Dual 
1250 ($ 280). And cassette decks to fit in 
such fancy company might include the 
TEAC A-303 ($350), the Marantz 5520 
($380) or the Sansui SC3000W ($370). 

Well, that's what I consider the pick of 
the lot in terms of dollar value. I don't ex-
pect everyone to agree with me absolutely, 
but I'm pretty sure that the items listed 
here would rank pretty near the top of 
any line-up. They'd be a source of Christ-
mas cheer for a long time to come. 
NOTE: All the prices listed in the Audio col-
umn axe strictly suggested list prices. Hans 
suggests that with a careful choice of stores 
and a bit of judicious bargaining, even better 
deals are a-.,ailable. 

THE KING  
(Continued from page 31) 

nnel agreed to the live recording only if Felton 
was paid a full fee, as though he was there. 
Then there was an episode on a film set. As 

Elvis related it to Jarvis some time after it ac-
tually happened, he wanted the Jordanaires 
singing with him on one song. The director said 
that was impossible. "When you're singing this 
song in the movie, you're riding down the 
highway on a motorcycle," the director 
chastised Elvis. "Now where would the Jor-
danaires be coming from?" To which Elvis 
replied, "The same durn place the band is com-
ing from." 
The last time Felton saw Elvis alive was be-

tween two recent tours. He drove to Gracelancl 
from Nashville to get Elvis' approval an the 
final mix un the Moody Blue album. When 
Felton arrived near sundown, Elvis was 
lounging on the front porch in his pajamas, and 
he was "very happy in a real good mood, didn't 
seem like he had a care or worry in the world." 

Felton believes that Elvis' biggest remaining 
ambition at the time of his death was to tour 
Europe (especially England) and Japan. "He 
talked about it an awful lot. He'd always say, 
'That's one thing I got to do and I don't want to 
wait until I'm too old and have to go over there 
with a walking stick,' " Felton recalls. "But it 
was one of those things where he'd always say 
'We'll do it tomorrow; today I'm too boss ' 
And tomorrow never came." MI 

ing you as a songwriter, he was the best 
singer for my money that ever sang popu-
lar songs. He could sing every kind of 
song. He made so many mediocre songs 
sound great. There are many great singers,, 
great stylists, but they're all like branches 
on a tree, man, and he was the tree. He 
could bring an extra dimension to any 
kind of song; the minute you heard him 
sing, you knew it was him, man. And usu-
ally that's only true of guys that write 
their own material. But every time he 
sang a song, he was like writing it. 

Bones Howe, Los Angeles producer 
When he first came to Los Angeles to re-

cord, I was working at Radio Recorders 
as a tape operator. This was before he 
went into the Army. Then I was part of a 
production company that did his first tele-
vision special in 1968; I was music pro-
ducer for that show. When we were called 
to do the show, we were told that Elvis 
was gonna do a Christmas Special; he was 
gonna sing 25 Christmas songs, say 
"Merry Christmas everybody and good-
night," and that'd be it. Because the Colo-
nel had run a very successful Christmas 
radio special the year before on a lot of in-
dependent Southern stations, an inspira-
tional kind of special. 
Having worked with Elvis before, I said 

to Steve Binder, who was the director of 
the show, that in my experience with Elvis, 

HISTORY 
(Continued from page 56) 

thing in the world is going on back here. 
And if it goes before a judge, Elvis. . I 
mean, you could be called up for paternity 
suits and rape cases and all sorts of things, 
just because of who you are. I mean, it's 
all right with me, but how do you know? 
You don't really know." So I was giving 
him this really weird motherly talk, right? 
He said, "Yes m'am, yes m'am." As I was 
driving home later I thought to myself, "I 
can't believe I just gave him that long lec-
ture. The fellow has been a superstar for a 
number of years, and I'm certain he must 
know all of these things." But he sort of 
brought that out in people, who really 
wanted to protect him, I think. 

Songwriter Doc Pomus 
Elvis seldom knew the songwriters; he 

would just listen to the songs. They'd be 
on demo records, and he would copy them 
very closely. We'd load up the demo records 
to get something that approximated a 
record. Most of the time my ex-partner 
Morty Shuman sang, because he kind of 
interpreted the songs the way Elvis liked 
them. If you notice something, not that 
many of his songs are recorded by other 
people. Because it was Elvis. And I'm tell-

COLOR 
PHOTO T-SHIRT 

AND 
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GIANT POSTER 
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Classified 
ALBUMS AND TAPES 

POCA RIVER REVIEWS AND 
SELLS BLUEGRASS AND OLD 
TIME MUSIC. Charlie Monroe, 
Stanley Brothers, Jim and Jessie 
and many more fiddle-banjo, 
dulcimer Ip's. Send 25 cents 
for listing to POCA RIVER, 
Box 267C, Dayton, Ohio 45420. 

BUDGET TAPES AND REC-
ORDS. Many Country artists & 
titles. FREE CATALOGUE. Write 
TOPSOUND, Box 15, Dept. CM2, 
Dayton, Ohio 45405. 

8-TRACK AND CASSETTE 
TAPES repaired. Send broken 
tape and $ 1.50 Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Music Machine Tape Re-
pairs, 605 Buffalo St., Shelby, 
N.C. 28150. 

ELVIS RECORD COLLECTION 
for sale. Original issue albums, 
EP's, 45's. Also Moody Blue 
albums-Blue Vinyl. Send S.A.S.E. 
P.O. Box 10, Wayland, MA01778. 

DECEMBER SPECIALS: MCA's 
Conway Twitty LP-Tape Sale; 
Catalogs $ 1; Record Finder Serv-
ices; NERT, Box 268-CM, Law-
rence, Mass. 01842. 

CASSETTE TAPE HEADQUART-
ERS, C-60 blank cassettes as low 
as 20 cents each. Send $ 2.00 
for sample and details to: Tapes 
P.O. Box 193, Marion, N.C. 

OLDTIME RADIO BROAD 
CASTS, including "Grand Ole 
Opry," " National Barn Dance," 
on quality tapes. Free catalogue. 
Carl Froelich, Route One, Box 
158-F, New Freedom, Pennsyl-
vania 17349. 

YORK, PA. UNUSUAL TRADI-
TIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS 
Played on 100-year-old factory 
steam whistle. 7", 33-1/3 LP 
Album $ 4.50; cassette tape $ 6.00, 
Marlin L. Ryan, 331 Harding 
Court, York PA 17403. 

RECORD COLLECTORS: Write 
for free quarterly lists of rare/ 
out-of-print country and bluegrass 
records. All speeds. Craig Moerer, 
Box 13247, Portland, OR 97213. 
Foreign enquiries Invited. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

"IF YOU'RE NOT USING GHS 
STRINGS YOU'RE NOT OF 
SOUND MIND". 

MARTIN GUITARS, 41% OFF. 
AUTHORIZED DEALER. D-28 
list $ 900., discounted $ 531.00, 
including hard case. Gibson RB-
250 Banjo, list $ 1100., discount-
ed $ 660.00. Mandolin Bros. Ltd., 
629 Forest Ave., S.I.N.Y. 10310; 
212 981-3226. We ship every-
where. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT AC-
CESSORIES. Repair parts many 
hard to get items. Catalog 25 
cents. Stringking CM, Box 5444 
Lindenhill, Flushing, NY 11354. 

DRUMMERS: for the best deals 
on heads, sticks, accessories, Lud-
wig, Gretsch, Slingerland, Pearl, 
Latin Percussion & much more, 
write TERRA TU, 4420 Superior 
Ave., Cleve., OH., 44103. 

SONGWRITERS 

HOW TO WRITE A HIT SONG 
and sell It! Exciting Details 
Free. Warren, Dept. E117, 5245 
Eastern, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. 

YOUR SONGS RECORDED in 
Nashville with that great Nash-
ville sound! Poems set to music. 
Information 25 cents. Nashville 
Songwriters Service, Box 371 
Dept. B, Hendersonville, Tenn. 
37075. 

POEMS SET TO MUSIC. Songs 
recorded. Send your best poems 
for prompt consideration. Nash-
ville Music Productions, Box 
4000 I-CM Melrose Station, Nash-
ville, Tennessee 37204. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

FREE LESSON " Learn Chord-
ing". Piano, organ, guitar. Sim-
ple new system enables anyone 
to learn. Davidsons, 6727CM 
Metcalf, Shawnee Mission, Kansas. 

MUSIC RECORDING BUSINESS. 
Simple instructions for getting 
into the music business ( inside 
secrets). Limited offer, refundable 
booklet. $ 3.00. Recording Bus-
iness, P.O. Box 407 St., Ann, 
M063074. 

PLAY GUITAR TODAY WITH 
three easy-play speed music books, 
60 songs, only $ 10. Bonus! 
"Getting started" book has tuning 
record, picture-chord guide, note-
finder. Add $ 1 for postage. 
Mail Order Music Box 18636, 
Dept. CM, Milwaukee, WI 53218. 

FAN CLUBS 

ELVIS PRESLEY APPRECIA-
TION SOCIETY (established since 
1972). His legend and music 
will live on. Keep in contact 
with other Elvis fans; buy, sell 
and trade Elvis memorabilia; 
we have exclusive material to 
share for many years to come. 
Write for details to: The King's 
Court, 1642 Second Ave., Box 
57, New York, N.Y. 10028. 

CRYSTAL GAYLE'S FAN CLUB 
WANTS YOU! $ 4.00 a year, 
per person. Jeff Davidson, Presi-
dent, Box 712, Oyster Bay, 
N.Y. 11771 U.S.A. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITES 

EARN EXTRA MONEY stuf-
fing envelopes. Send self-addressed 
stamped envelope for details. 
Beers, RD 3, Box 94A, Hudson, 
NY 12534. 

999 SUCCESSFUL, LITTLE-
KNOWN BUSINESSES. Just one 
of these plans might be yours. 
Order now, at only $ 9.99. Hol-
land Enterprises, Rt. 4, Amelia 
Court, Newton, NC 28658. 

$500.00 WEEKLY! EASY, IM-
MEDIATE Home Income Stuffing 
Envelopes. FREE Supplies! Guar-
anteed! Interested? Send 25 cents, 
stamped envelope. ALCO, B19110 - 
CMN, Las Vegas, NV 89119. 

$500 WEEKLY Stuffing Envel-
opes and mailing circulars. FREE 
details, rush stamped addressed 
envelope to: REMCO, Box K-CM, 
Hubbard, OH 44425. 

$500.00 to $ 1000.00 imme-
diately stuffing envelopes. Free 
supplies. Rush stamped self-ad-
dressed envelope. Jo Ann Metcalf 
159 N. Young, Wichita, KS 
67212. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

COUNTRY LIVING NEEDS: Pea 
shellers, grist mills, corn cut-
ters, coffee mills, kettles, kraut 
cutters, pumps, windmills, hard-
ware, tools, buggies, harness, etc. 
All new goods in endless variety 
for Man and Beast. 255 page 
illustrated catalogue $ 3.00. Cum-
berland General Store, Dept. CMN, 
Rt. 3, Crossville, TN 38555. 

DOLLY PARTON WRIST-
WATCH - $ 22-Elvis, others. Color 
snapshots: Dolly, Olivia, Elvis, 
others. Sample - $ 2. Barr, 6101, 
5807 Topanga, Woodlandhills, Ca. 
91367. 

ELVIS ALIVE! Read the just 
released sensational: "ELVIS 
PRESLEY - DEAD OR ALIVE?" 
Rush $ 2.00 Jima Publications, 
P. O. Box 793, Huntsville, Ala-
bama 35804. 

THE ORIGINAL ELVIS POR-
TRAIT. Art Print by nationally 
known artist Dave Green. Send 
$2.50 to Collectors Item, 116 
E. Cedar St., Goodlettsville, TN 
37072. 

YOUR SNAPSHOT PHOTO 
mounted on wood keychain, 
beneath laminated plastic. We 
trim photo. $ 3.95. Bradley New-
som, Route 7, Lexington, N.C. 
27292. 

ELVIS-ELVIS-ELVIS. Dynamite 
17" x 22" black & white com-
posite poster, featuring 14 fantas-
tic photos which span Elvis' 
career. A must for all fans. 
Only $ 1.50 each (postage & 
handling included). Send check 
or money order to: The King's 
Court, 1642 Second Ave., Box 
57, New York, N.Y. 10028. 

ELVIS PRESLEY new and unique 
Elvis bumper stickers-black, red 
or white, limited supply so 
hurry. Send one dollar plus 
50 cents for handling and mailing 
cash or money order. No checks 
please. Glenn Weaver, R 1, Box 
107, Belle Ville, Arkansas 72824. 

ELVIS CATALOG FREE! Elvis 
books, shirts, photos, souvenirs, 
fabulous items you'll treasure. 
Thurston Moore Country, P.O. 
Box 1829-CM, Montrose, Co. 
81401. 

THROW AWAY YOUR WIGS! 
Have healthy, attractive hair again! 
Spectacular results guaranteed. 
3 mo's supply: $ 19.95. 6 mo's 
supply: $ 35.95. Ultrahair, Box 
10101C, Detroit 48210. 

REGARDLESS OF YOUR 
NEEDS, problems, dreams or 
interest - you need our unique 
free literature. Catering to Coun-
try Music people and fans: 
Country Inspirational Center, Box 
188, Monticello, Georgia 31064. 

5 DELICIOUS, DOWN-HOME 
dessert recipes. Ideal for Christ-
mas feasts. $ 2.00 and self-ad-
ressed stamped envelope. HAWK 
1063 Bradford, Williamstown, NJ 
08094. 

PROFESSIONAL SOUND Equip-
ment at the lowest prices. Wide 
selection of microphones, mixers, 
equalizers, amplifiers, speakers 
and tape recording equipment. 
Send 50 cents for catalog (refund-
able). Capitol Sound, P.O. Box 
19345-(c), Raleigh, N.C. 27609 . 

COLLEGE DEGREES BY MAIL. 
Get Bachelors, Masters, Ph. D.s... 

the easy way, at low cost, without 
attending any classes at all! Free 
revealing details. Couneling, Box 
CM12, Tustin, California 92680. 
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It's 32 Pages Packed With 
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he was the first real self-produced artist. 
Elvis chose all his own songs and he ran 
the actual sessions. He did it at his own 
pace and he directed all the other guys in-
volved. So I told Steve all he had to do is 
get Elvis involved in the production of the 
show and he'd have a really interesting 
show. Because he'd come up with all the 
ideas. It'd make him feel more comfortable 
on the screen, and it'd also be much more 
Elvis than if we tried to get some writers 
from the outside to write him big produc-
tion numbers—that's what he'd been go-
ing through in Hollywood that he wanted 
to get away from. 
So Elvis would come to the office every 

day at one o'clock and he spent the whole 
day there for several weeks. He came up 
with idea after idea, all sorts of thitigs he 
wanted to do that we ended up doing. The 
show changed from being a Christmas 
Special, which would have been very bor-
ing, to being a special which showed an 
involvement with him and his music. As 
the Colonel saw this show develop and 
Elvis' enthusiasm about it, he backed off. 
I was never involved in a meeting, so I 
don't know exactly what was ever said, 
but I think that just day by day it began to 
change. 

Guitarist James Burton, who put together 
the 1969 Vegas comeback band and stayed 
with Elvis from then on. 

Elvis said he'd been in movies and that 
he would like to get back into personal 
contact with the public, the people that 
bought his records. Once he got on the 
stage, it was like he was home free. He 
told me it was the happiest he'd been in 
nine years. We were real close, real friend-
ly, talked a lot and all that. But I didn't 
wanna get involved with him personally 
beyond the work, you know what I mean? 
He had so many bodyguards, so many 
people around him already, that I figured 
the less people around, the better . . . He'd 
tell stories about being in the army and 
stuff like that, but you could sit and listen 
to 'em for hours, because he had so many 
of them. 
He always made the statement to me, "I 

can affort the best, and I will definitely 
have the best." That was his personal phi-
losophy. He definitely felt what he liked; 
he had such a fantastic ear for music, it's 
unreal. The guy's got what you might al-
most call perfect pitch. 

Guitarist John Wilkinson, who joined Elvis 
with the 1969 Vegas comeback shows. 
August 9, 1969. I remember that night 

quite vividly. He couldn't have been any 
more nervous than we were. I think his 
main thing was he was afraid he'd be 
laughed at rather than appreciated. But 
that wasn't the case at all. There was 
standing ovations throughout the entire 
performance. His eyes lit up, he sorta 
turned around to us a couple times and 
made a face like, "Gecz, we got it goin' 
again! Yeah!" That whole engagement 

was just one knockout after another. The 
excitement was there, the newness was 
back, the electricity, the whole air was 
charged with that energy. 
The last time I saw him was in Indiana-

polis, the last city of the final tour that he 
did. He seemed to be in good spirits. He 
was tired, but his voice was good. He just 
didn't seem as excited, but a lot of things 
had changed since 1969. It was a good 
show, one of the best shows we had done 
on these tours. But it took a lot out of him. 
We'd started doing shorter tours because 
the pace was too much for him. He would 
get tireder quicker, but he still gave 'em 
what they wanted. I thought he should 
take quite a lot of time off and get his 
health put back together again and rest. 
But that's not the way he wanted it—he 
really wanted to work. One theory that's 
been advanced to me by some people is 
that maybe he realized that he didn't have 
all that much time left, and he wanted to 
cram as much into a short period of time 
as he could. He'd say from the stage, 
"Ladies and gentlemen, there's a lot of 
stories going around about my health. 
Don't believe anything you read. I'm fine." 
But he was saying that for the fans. 

Chip Young, Nashville producer, who also 
played guitar on Elvis records for the last 
eight years. 
He didn't like to spend a lot of time on 

songs, y'know. Once he learned the song 

... he usually learned them on the ses-
sions, unless it was an old song he'd been 
singin' a long time. But new songs, we 
learned it as he learned it. And then when 
he learned his part right, if you didn't 
have your part right, you could go back 
and fix it later. When he was ready, that 
was it. He hated to overdub; he wanted to 
do his part right there with the pickers. He 
hated headphones, too. Normally, he had 
a hand mike, and if he dug what you were 
playing, he'd get right down there with 
you—not the best recording conditions, 
and it could drive an engineer wild. 
There's only a few words you can say 

that sums it up: he was the greatest. He 
was the greatest entertainer alive, and he 
gave more people identity in our age than 
any other one person. Like wearing more 
casual clothes, and things like longer hair. 
He made the simple things in life a pleasure. 

Sean Nielsen—Elvis' tenor singer 
There has been a lot of sensational pub-

licity surrounding Elvis both before and 
since his death, but the Elvis Presley I 
knew was a far different man from many 
of the published stories. 
I know him as a generous, sensitive 

man. Of course, he was moody at times 
and could be very unpredictable—that's 
well known—but all these stories about 
his guns and his pills, well, I can honestly 
say I never saw him take anything stronger 
than a sleeping pill, and although he did 
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love guns and have a huge collection of 
them, I never saw him fire one or any-
thing like that. I don't know how they got 
all that about TV sets being shot up. . .1 
certainly never saw it. 
The things that I remember are the 

shopping trips, and of course there his 
generosity is legendary. They'd just close 
up the store and let us wander through. 
One time I was looking at a nice coat and 
he said "You like it?" and I said "Oh, 
yeah, sure." He said "It's yours." I found 
out later it cost $ 750! 
He was actually a good bit more gen-

erous than that with me in particular. Not 
long after I joined the show we were talk-
ing—I suppose if I'd known him better 
then I never would have brought it up— 
and I mentioned that I planned on a long 
career in show business, and that I'd 
eventually have to have my teeth capped 
and get a hair transplant, because my 
hair was getting prematurely thin. That 
night a dentist Elvis had flown up from 
L.A. appeared and he began working on 
my mouth with portable equipment. The 
next day the plastic surgeon was there to 
begin the hair transplants. Now you talk 
about an overwhelmed country boy! 

Elvis in "Viva Las Vegas" with Ann-Margret. 

I'll never forget the first time I met him. 
I was with the Imperials and Elvis had 
seen our syndicated TV show in Memphis. 
He must have liked what he heard, be-
cause he called on us to do his album 
How Great Thou Art. So here we were at 
RCA's Studio B and in he came with his 
big entourage. Well, I just stood over in a 
dark corner trying to look like wallpaper, 
you know, and he walks right up to me 
and sticks out his hand and says "Hi, I'm 
Elvis Presley," and went on to say he'd 
watched our TV show and had our records 
and that I was one of his favorite singers. 
Talk about a shock and a thrill! Whew! 
The funny thing is, they say a singer 

really doesn't hit his peak until he's be-
tween forty and fifty. When he died Elvis 
was singing better than he ever had, had 
more range and more expression. He may 
have slowed up a little in his movements 
on stage, but I think that comes with ma-
turity. As a singer he was just reaching 
his peak. 
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LETTERS 
(Continued from page 8) 

After the shock, the anger, the grief and 
tears, I feel now is the time to write to you 
to tell you how I personally feel about El-
vis' death. There are so many feelings in-
side, it is difficult to put them into proper 
perspective. 

First of all, I like nearly everyone else, 
didn't believe it. Surely it must be a horrid 
rumor. When I realized it was not, I was 
plunged into sickening grief and tears for 
several days. The thought never leaves me 
and the tears are waiting to spill constant-
ly. I try to act naturally, but for now it is 
impossible. It is as if a major part of my 
life has been shattered. I don't think I could 
feel worse if a member of my own family 
died. I loved him deeply. It was a different 
love from the love you have for a husband 
or child or parent. It is a love only another 
Elvis fan could understand. 
He was more than a giant of an enter-

tainer. He was the ideal man; talented, 
beautiful, virile. He was everything. I have 
had great difficulty functioning this week. 
When I go out into a crowd I wonder if 
anyone is suffering as I am. And if they 
aren't, how can they possibly not be? I 
can't understand anyone who didn't love 
him. With his death I lost my favorite en-
tertainer, an idol, a dream, a lover I never 
knew, the jo' of mv life, and a big reason 

to live. 
I will always love him as I loved no one 

else. There will be no one else like him. 
There could never be anyone to take his 
place. 
B. KAY DAVIS 
NEW PARK PA. 

Birth to a Legend; Goodby to a Friend 
The place was Tupelo Mississippi, in a 

two room shotgun shack, Where the rich 
folks said you were born to the wrong side 
of the track. 
Twins were born that joyous day in 

nineteen and thirty five, And God was 
good to this world, one remainded alive. 
Such a different kind of babe he was and 

and his fame was meant to rise, Just a 
poor 01' Country Boy in Memphis, who 
caught America's eyes. 
"White Trash" they did call him as he 

sang songs from his heart, But all us kids 
loved him, right from the very start. 
As Moody Guts Blues began to "Rock 

and Roll" across the stage, The girls began 
to scream and their parents began to rage. 

Million Dollar sellers smashed the coun-
try, all rockin in two by two, Hound Dog 
with it's swivel hips and tears in Loving 
You. 
Then came motion pictures, the increase 

to his fortune and fame, He earned the 
"Good Houskeeping Seal," "Elvis" was a 
house hold name. 
Then came the time with Uncle Sam, He 
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served for a worthy cause, As America 
watched and waited, it's parents gave a 
round of applause. 
"The White Trash Legend" was born, 

unjustified by the critic's pen, After all was 
said and done, Elvis was the critic's friend. 
From there he lived to honor as a king 

upon a throne, "Graceland" was his castle 
and America was his home. 
His last song recorded Way Down 

bore it's name, Another "Rockin" example 
of Presley's living fame. 
Then without the slightest warning, 

came that dark and dreary day, The news 
flashed Elvis Presley, The King, had past 
away. 
God called down from Heaven, "Time to 

leave this land, Come lead my choir in 
paradise, the home for you I've planned." 
So grieve no more America, Let your 

tears and sorrows cease Elvis is now in 
Heaven, Rest El', Rest in Holy Peace. 
JIMMY CARR 
WINNSBORO, LA. 

I can't believe the lengths some people 
will go to protect Elvis Presley's reputa-
tion. I read a letter in the October issue of 
Country Music and can't believe a person 
would write something that stupid. 

It's as if this person believes that Elvis 
never made a sloppy record in his life. 
Who does this person think Elvis was, Mr. 
Perfect. 
Anyway, I think the writers of this mag-

azine are doing a great job, and I don't 
think they'll lose any readers. 
KEITH BISBEE 
OAKHURST, N.J. 

In deference to the hundreds of letters 
we received about our review of Moody 
Blue, we must admit the timing couldn't 
have been any worse. But we also want to 
point out that a critic's lot is not a parti-
cularly easy one. Each album must be 
weighed on its own merits, regardless of 
one's personal feelings toward the artist. 
The greatest artists in the world can and 
do make sloppy records; just as some-
times the very worst artist will produce an 
artistic masterpiece. If we have seemed to 
be hard on Elvis' past records, it is only 
because we knew what he was capable of 
doing. In short, Elvis set the standard 
for comparison—even for himself A good 
critic must listen to a lot of records, and 
usually there's only a tiny handful of 
records that a critic will listen to when 
not "working." Most of the critics I know 
—myself included—have at least one Elvis 
Presley record that stays in the "personal" 
stack and is never refiled. And that says 
more about Elvis Presley's music than all 
the reviews in the world . . . Editor. 

Due to our great volume of mail, we 
regret we can't answer all letters in-
dividually. We welcome your opin-
ions, and will publish the most rep-
resentative letters in this column. Let 
us hear from you.—Ed 
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Patrice Rushen. If she 
did any more with a Rhodes, 
she'd be Wonder Woman. 

Patrice, you've played with people like 
Jean-Luc Ponty, Stanley Turrentine, 
Lee Ritenour and Flora Purim for some 
time. You wrote, arranged, produced, 
played and sang on your new Prestige 
album, Shout It Out. And you're 
studying film scoring? 

Yes, and I just finished arranging the 
strings and horn tracks for a real talented 
singer here in L.A. And oh yes, I play a 
little Fender bass. 

That's a lot for someone so young. 

Well, I started early. My folks enrolled 
me in a pre-school music program at the 
University of Southern California called 
"Eurythmics." I started piano— classical— 
at five. But I didn't get into jazz until I 
joined the Jazz Ensemble at Locke Junior 
High. I sat on pillows to reach the keys. 

When did you get your first Rhodes? 

In high school, a Suitcase 73. Going from 
piano to Rhodes was easy because the feel 
is so similar. I still compose on my 73 and 
take my Suitcase 88 on the road. That's all 
my gear because Rhodes has a very special 
color and texture to its sound and blends 
so well whether I'm playing traditional 
jazz or jazz-funk like in Shout It Out. 

Do you customize? 

No, I get any effect I want with just the vibrato. Of course, 
the instrument is so adjustable you might say it can be 
customized for any player by the dealer when he sets it up. 
Both of mine were adjusted for the timbre and touch 
dynamics I like. They feel natural and comfortable. When I 
need a change, the switch from standard to stretch tuning 
is a snap. The sound is something else. 

What does the future hold for Patrice Rushen? 

A lot, I hope. After all, I'm only twenty-two! 

Nothing 
sounds like a 

Rhodes 
CBS Musical Instruments, © 1977 CBS Inc. 
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For me, it s taste or nothing. That's why I smoke 
Winston. Look, whether it's Winston King or Winston 

100's, taste is everything in a cigarette. And 
Winston iseething but good taste all the way. 

Winsto n  

FILT”•ÇIGAIIETTES 

Warning. The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous toYour Health 
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